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CONSUM PTION.
PREFACE.

For many years my attention has been

earnestly directed to the study of Pul-

monary Disease ;
first with my father,

then as a pupil of the late J . R. Plan-

corn, an eminent surgeon in the north

of London, who had an extensive prac-

tice in cases of Consumption ; after-

wards in the Medical Schools and

Hospitals of London (where I attended

all the Courses of Lectures and Clinical

Practice required of the Medical Stu-

dent) ;
and since that time in a practical

sphere of observation, which has grown
extensively year by year. It is now
thirty years since I published the first

ed.tion of my smaller pamphlet
;
during

that period it has passed through two
hundred and forty editions, and nearly

two hundred and fifty thousand copies

have been issued to the world. My
best energies have been devoted to

the mitigation of human suffering, in

grappling w.th this most aptly called

“tremendous disease.” The success

which has attended the treatment I

advocate, especially when the case has

come under my own observation, has

been gratifying in the extreme, and, I

trust, has evoked a thankful, not boast-

ing, spirit. I certainly know of no
other discovery in medical science from
which the Consumptive patient may
gather the faintest hope, and although

his symptoms may be palliated by
art, he has very rarely (I believe)

by any other means finally been
cured.

In the period I have mentioned, it

must be obvious to the reader there has

been afforded me the scope for the most
extensive pathological research. I have
proved by many instances the truth of

the theory that “Consumption is

Curable,” with an application of

proper means
;
and I hope, by gradu-

ally diffused knowledge, that a just

appreciation of these means and their

principles of operation will so arise

that, with God’s blessing, the benefits

accruing therefrom may be extended

into distant lands, as well as more
widely in our own.

I have endeavoured, in re-writing

and enlarging my former treatise, to

make my observations throughout the

book concise and clear to every reader,

avoiding, as far as possible, technical

terms and scientific phraseology. All

patients in their first correspondence

are invited to observe particularly the

series of simple questions which are

given for their guidance. I have sub-

joined, as far as space permitted, ob-

servations on some interesting cases,

and selected letters from persons who
have derived signal benefit after every

other treatment had failed.

GEO. THOS. CONGREVE.

January i st, 1881.

PART I.

THE SUBJECT INTRODUCED.
“ The flower in ripened bloom unmatched.

Must fall the earliest prey
;

Though by no hand untimely snatched.
The leaves must droop away ;

And yet it were a greater grief
To watch it with’ring leaf by leaf,

Than see it plucked to-day.”

While Turkey has its plague, Africa

its yellow fever, India its cholera and

dysentery, England has its scourge too.

It has been calculated that the deaths

which annually ensue from disea ed
lungs, throughout Great Britain, amount
to one hundred and forty thousand !

upwards of ten thousand of which are

in London alone, and this in spite of

the elaborate investigations of the most
profound pathologists all over the world.

B



CONSUMPTION
: WHAT IS I

Iiow many fond parents’ hopes have
been 'Visted by this cruel malady, who
can tt.» ? How many a lovely girl,

just bursting into beauty, the object of
a father’s delight and a mother’s tender
care, has drooped away—withering like
a flower, leaf by leaf—not plucked by
untimely hand, but wasted by an
influence unsuspected, because unseen !

There has been a bright flush on the
cheek, boding no good, remarked only
by the professional eye. There has
been a languishing into outward loveli-

ness, while there has been death and
decay within. Unconscious of the dan-
ger of that slight cough and very
trifling pain, they have allowed the foe

to pursue his secret march until the
mischief done is past all hope of
remedy by common means.
And that idol of the mother’s heart,

that child of hope, for whom, in the
future, her imagination has pencilled

out a brilliant destiny
;
that only son,

of high promise, too, and first in all

earthly thought, alas ! too often, at the

commencement of a bright career, have
such anticipations been dispelled, and
the golden dream been changed for a
feeling of intense sympathy with her
suffering child.

It is worthy of remark that persons
cf a highly sensitive mind and fine

intellect are frequently the subjects of
this disease—a fact much to be regret-

ted. How often has the spark of true

genius been thus early quenched, and
the expanding mind, panting for the

living spring of the Beautiful, been
hushed to its one long sleep ! Poor
Kirke White, and many others, are

examples of this.

I know not of any one thing more
painful, in the annals of disease, than

the premature and rapid decline of the

young, especially when the mental
powers remain unimpaired amidst

bodily decay ; the more still when
strong attachments have been formed,

and the pangs of hopeless love con-

tribute to the patient’s misery.

Is there a human being without some
special interest in every endeavour to

stay the ravages of the destroyer ? Is

there any family without some appre-

hension that some one dear to them

T ?—THE CAUSES TRACED.

may be smitten down by the ruthless
invader of many a happy home ?

I have sometimes thought that the
amelioration of the woes of mankind is

one of the noblest ends to which science
can minister. Be it my lot to soothe, in
some humble measure, the sufferings
of my fellow-creatures, and in the
testimony of an approving conscience
I shall consider myself amply repaid.

CONSUMPTION—WHAT IS IT?
•‘Progressive truth, the patient force of thought
Investigation calm, whose silent powers
Command the world.”

Within the memory of many living
the nature of Consumption was very
imperfectly known. Cullen, the great
nosologist of a past generation, de-
scribed it as a sequel of haemoptysis
(spitting of blood), yet there were then,
as now, many cases of Consumption
terminating fatally in which that symp-
tom had never appeared. (In an average
number of cases there will be one in
five where no spitting of blood occurs
at all). Others considered it a disease
of inflammation, or the result of in-

flammatory condition
; hence they re-

sorted to bleeding. It was not until

the immortal Laennec, inventor of the
stethoscope, made known his discoveries
that the true nature of the disease was
understood. It has been proved beyond
all doubt that inflammation will not
of itself produce Consumption in a
previously sound constitution.

The true nature of Consumption is

scrofula affecting the lungs. Scrofula
is a hydra-headed foe, assuming a hun-
dred different forms, affecting any or
every organ of the body, especially the
organs of digestion, the lungs, or the
brain. When the lungs are the seat

of mischief, it assumes the form we call

Tubercular Consumption, or Phthisis.

THE CAUSES TRACED.
“Prevention is better than cure.”

I.—THE PREDISPOSING CAUSE.

Consumption, like most other ma-
ladies, has its predisposing cause. In



THE CAUSES TRACED.

all its victims there has been an aptitude
or fitness for the complaint, and this

may be either constitutional or ac-

quired.

It has been said in the previous
chapter that Consumption is simply
scrofula affecting the lungs. Perhaps
it may be remarked, with greater pro-
priety, that scrofula is the aptitude or
predisposing cause.

Defective action in the absorbent
- system is the characteristic of scrofula.

This may be constitutional from birth,

; transmitted from generation to gene-
: ration ; or it may be acquired through
any influence of a debilitating kind.

It is well known that defective action
.exists in Consumption of the lungs,

.and in every victim of that disease

-some general traces of scrofula may be
: found. We may, therefore, assume
. that in all cases a scrofulous condition,

constitutional or acquired, is the pre-
. disposing cause.

This condition is frequently marked
1 by external appearances; by a long
: neck, prominent shoulders, and a nar-
row chest ; by a fine, clear skin, fair

i hair, delicate rosy complexion, large
veins, and thickness of the upper lip.

It is also indicated by a weak voice
and great mental sensibility. Note,
however, that persons whose descrip-

i tion is the very opposite of this are not
i exempt from that condition which may
i be nursed into disease. I have fre-

quently known persons with broad
.chest, dark complexion and hair, in

.consequence of some predisposing de-
i bilitating influence, fall a prey to this

disease.

2.—THE IMMEDIATE CAUSE.

The immediate or exciting causes of
' Consumption are many. They may be
divided into three classes or kinds :

—
I. Certain previous diseases—neglect-

ed colds, inflammation, dyspepsia,
' syphilis, small-pox, and measles. But
i .t, must be observed that none of these
' vwll produce Tubercular Consumption,
t. except in a subject already tainted with
s scrofula.

II. Mental emotions—grief, disap-

i
pointed love, jealousy, anxiety, or ae-
spair

; ambition, intense application to

study, or too ardent pursuit of literarv
fame.

III. Debilitating excesses—too fre-

quent indulgence in the luxuries of the
table, and the irregularities of fashion-
able life

—

“ Oh, shame ! oh, pity ! nipt with pale quadrille,
And midnight cares, the bloom of Albion

dies

sedentary occupations, long business
hours, late watching, the abuse of in-

toxicating drinks, unchecked diarrhoea,
excessive venery, the whites, immo-
derate discharge of the monthly evacua-
tions, or too long-continued suckling of
weakly women.

All these may be considered as im-
mediate causes, producing the disease

;

the constitution being more or less pre-
pared to receive it by the predisposing
influence.

Where such preparatory influence

has been great, or, in other words,
where there has been a decided scrofu-

lous tendency, and tubercles have ex-

isted in the lungs without occasioning
inconvenience (probably for years), a
very trivial circumstance has caused
their suppuration and hurried, on the
disease—none more frequently than in-

flammatory catarrh, or even a slight

cold.

It is by such process that damp cloth-

ing, damp beds, or moist and damp air

have done more than the raging pesti-

lence to populate the grave.

3-—THE COMBINATION OF CAUSES.

The history of this terrible disease
may be summed up in a few words r

scrofula, hereditary or acquired, affects

the lungs in the form of tubercle—the
deposit of tubercle may be the siow
work of years, or may occur very ra-

pidly as certain things tend to favour it.

Thus in process of time the seed is sown.
A thousand circumstances by causing
the seed to germinate become exciting

causes : these must be studiously

avoided.

In the course of my long experience,
many patients with strong hereditary
tendency to Consumption have come to

me at the first approach of danger.
The scrofulous condition of the system
has been strongly marked

; they have
B 2



4 SUSCEPTIBILITY,

lost father or mother, brothers and

sisters, by this fell disease, and yet, by

careful treatment preventing the ger-

mination of the seed, they have escaped.

SUSCEPTIBILITY.
** His care were ill bestowed
Who would, with warm effeminacy, nurse

The thriving oak.”

‘ Fly the rank city ;
shun its turbid air ;

Breathe not the chaos of eternal smoke,

It is not air ;

That from a thousand lungs reeks back to

thine.
—The lungs a' hor

To drink the dun fuliginous abyss.”

There is a peculiar susceptibility for this
j

disease, not natural, but acquired, often
|

arising from certain sometimes unavoid-

able circumstances of life.

Among these may be named—the

want of nutritious food proportioned to

the bodily waste, impure air and seden-

tary occupations, extreme delicacy of

liabit produced by the early want of

proper physical education, tight-lacing,

continuing long in a stooping posture,

and any other circumstances which tend

to mall orm the chest

—

“ And rob the fine machinery of its play

also every employment which produces

mechanical irritation of the lungs, such

as that of millers, weavers, grinders of

metals, masons, 'dressers of flax or

wool, &c. ;
and, lastly, severe mental

emotions, or passions of the mind.

The want of early physical education

is a crying evil. I have known many
children of the affluent brought up

like greenhouse plants, vegetating only

in the confined space and atmosphere

of the nursery, habituated almost ex-

clusively to the monotonous motion of

a carriage for an airing, and seldom

taking any other exercise in the open

air. No wonder they are susceptible

to colds and coughs. No wonder that

a pale and sickly countenance, and

other evidences of constitutional de-

bility, are manifest from an early age.

No wonder that, so educated, they

become peculiarly susceptible of dis-

eases of the lungs.

The theory of contagion may be

worth our notice here. The question

has often been put to me by anxious

relatives :
“ Do you think Consumption

is catching? is it safe to keep in the

same room and sleep in the same bed ?”

To this I answer: “It is decidedly

unsafe to occupy the same bed as a

Consumptive patient ;
the vitality of

the healthy person is reduced, with no

real benefit to the invalid. Nor is it

wise to continue long shut up in the

sick chamber, breathing constantly air

that is saturated with purulent secre-

tions of advanced phthisis
;

frequent

change is necessary, and due ventila-

tion of the apartment should be se-

cured. But there is no contagion in

the disease, although physicians of old

almost all believed in it—the idea has

been exploded. And when, as now
and then is the case, some devoted

relative who has nursed some dear one

to the last, in turn becomes a sacrifice

—sister after sister, for example—there

has been the latent, unsuspected, pre-

disposing cause ;
and constant anxiety,

the wondrous sympathy of mind with

body, and of body with mind, with the

want of pure air and sufficient exercise,

have rendered her an easy prey.

Severe mental emotions exert a most

decided influence, through the agency

of the nervous system, upon the cor-

poreal vital power. The first effect of

pungent sorrow is felt in the region of

the lungs. There is a sense of tight-

ness and depression, and fear of im-

pending suffocation. If the sorrow be

unremoved the functions of the chest

become permanently impaired, and

such a state of ill-health is engendered

as renders the subject an easy prey to

this fell disease. The loss of a beloved

parent or child, the heart-breaking

separation from the happy associations

of home, exile from the land of birth,

unrequited affection, the hopeless end

of long-cherished hopes and lofty am-

bitions ;
to these, and many othet

mental ills, may be attributed acquired

susceptibility.

The want of sufficient exercise is

another circumstance unfavourable to

bodily health. To young ladies, con-

fined in seminaries and large schools,

exercise is of vast importance. They

are deprived of the maternal watchful-
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ness their years of developing woman-
hood require. The want of exercise is

frequently the cause of uterine obstruc-

tions, and other functional irregu-

larities : constitutional debility is in-

duced, rendering them particularly

. liable to this disease.

There are also many thousand victims

from among the poor, whose abject

poverty deprives them of nutritious

food, who are crowded together in

large cities and precluded the enjoy-

ment of proper air and exercise.

Look at the captivity of twelve, or

fourteen, often sixteen, sometimes eight-

teen hours ! How many hollow cheeks,

. and ghastly features, and sunken eyes

are to be found in the wretched hovels

of our manufacturing towns ! Look at

the poor needlewomen of this vast

; Metropolis. How many have pined

away * their short lives in penury and
want, patiently submitted to their lot,

endured their slavery without murmur-
ing—
“ Then dropt into the grave, unpitied and

unknown.”

I will venture to say that, on stetho-

scopic examination, one-half of these

poor creatures would be found with

their lungs diseased.

FOREBODINGS OF DANGER.
“ Forewarned, forearmed.”

Let every person of scrofulous habit

or enfeebled constitution be on the

watch for the insidious foe.

The symptoms which indicate the

existence of Consumption in its earliest

stage are variable and uncertain. So
deceitful are they, in many instances,

that the case may import great danger

before the patient is aware
;
especially

when, as it sometimes happens, no
great inconvenience is occasioned.

A slight cough excites no attention
;

it is regarded as arising from a simple

cold, and passed unheeded. Whereas
it is generally the earliest footstep of

the destroyer, and, however slight,

should be looked upon by every person

of impaired health and delicate habit

with apprehension, and suppressed

without delay.

Very frequently the cough is for

some lime little more than a dry hack,

mostly observed in the morning. By
and bye it occurs also during the day

;

should this steal upon a person who is

otherwise in apparent health, without

the accessory of a cold, it should excite

suspicion, and no time should be lost

in submitting to stethoscopic examin-
ation.

The cough is sometimes followed by
a slight haemoptysis, or spitting of

blood. The patient is a little paler,

somewhat languid, and easily fatigued.

Still, as the appetite is not impaired,

nor the breathing seriously affected, the

cough and spitting, which begin to

attract a little notice, occasion no
alarm.

(Let it be observed that I speak here

of the majority of cases, but not of all
;

as, in some instances, the symptoms
are so prominent as to strike the sad

conviction ol the most careless observer.)

After a time the cough becomes
more frequent, particularly at night or

m the morning, and is accompanied by
a trifling expectoration of clear frothy

saliva, such as is usually observed in a

common cold or catarrh. The pulse

becomes a little hurried after meals and
towards evening, at which time a slight

chilliness or shivering is felt, followed

by increased heat of the skin, particu-

larly the palms of the hands and soles

of the feet ;
succeeded towards morning

by moisture or perspiration, from which
the patient rises relaxed and enfeebled.

Such are the usual symptoms of the

first stage. They are not always all

present. They vary, too, in the order

of development and their intensity.

Age, mode of living, and individual

peculiarities account for this.

One of the least reliable symptoms,
but frequently occurring in the early as

well as the later stages of Consumption,
is pain in the chest. It must, however,

be regarded with suspicion if accom-
panied by any of the signs before

named. It may vary much in intensity.

It may be acute or dull
;
with some, a

sense of oppression
;
in others, a sore-

ness or sense of burning. It may be
over an affected part, or it may be else-

where. It may be fixed or wandering.
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This maybe explained by the fact that
whatever pain is felt is not in the
structure of the lung, but in the lining
membrane, or in the walls of the chest,

and is mostly of a sympathetic charac-
ter. Nothing is more common than
for patients to imagine that the place
where the pain is felt must be the seat
of the disease. There may be much
pain, and yet no actual disease, and,
vice versa

, considerable amount of
disease without any pain. Let patients

remember that pain of itself is no in-

dication of mischief. It may be neu-
ralgic

;
it may be muscular

; the settle-

ment of this point, however, is not of
great importance, as the liniments

which 1 prescribe, hereafter named,
will be applicable in either case.

There is mostly some obscurity in

the early period of the disease ; so

much so that its existence can only be
told, with anything like certainty, by
those long practised in auscultation, or

stethoscopic examination. The tuber-

cles are not sufficiently advanced in

size or number to cause much change
in the breathing 'sounds perceptible to

the inexperienced ear.

Hence, how important it appears to

attend to every cough, to check the

progress of every common cold. It

may, or it may not, be the shadow of

the approaching destroyer
;
and as it

is difficult in many cases positively to

detect the presence of the disease in

its early stage, let every possible pre-

caution be taken, and the treatment

hereafter recommended be used. Pre-

vention is better than cure. And it is

easier to expel the foe on his first

approach, than when he has gained

the citadel and usurped his destructive

reign in the constitution.

Yet, let us remember that there is

an over-ruling Providence not to be

lightly esteemed. Our lives are in the

hands of One

—

“ Too wise to err, too good to be unkind.”

But He has given us means, and it is

our duty to use those means. It is our

bounden duty; and that person is highly

culpable, is almost an infidel, who
neglects to do so to the utmost of

his power.

THE SAD REALITY—ALL
DOUBTS CONFIRMED.

“ While wilful you, and fatally secure.
Expect to-morrow’s more auspicious sun,
The growing pest, whose infancy was weak.
And easy vanquished, with triumphant sway
O’erpowers your life. For want of timely

care,

Millions have died from medicable wounds.”

It is uncertain how long a time the
patient may continue in the first stage
of Consumption. It may be a few
days, as many weeks as months, or in

some cases years. He may acquire
renewed strength to combat the ex-

hausting effects of the disease. The
development may be retarded, but,

alas ! the mischief lurks within—the
cause is unremoved.

In the second stage of phthisis the
nature of the malady is evident, if

doubtful before. The cough becomes
more frequent, and if violent will occa-
sion vomiting, but is seldom attended
with any acute pain. Hoarseness is

not unusual. The pulse is hurried.

The breathing becomes more difficult

and permanently oppressed.

In the first stage of Consumption
there is seldom an apparent loss of

flesh, but now there will be some visible

decrease ; and this, although the appe-
tite may not be impaired, and the diet

may be abundant and good.
(Diverging for a moment here, let it

be observed that, in children, many of

the symptoms of adult cases may not

be present ; there is reason to believe

that a vast number pine away and die

with the true cause unknown. They
are said to die of Marasmus, or wasting

disease; whereas, what is termed the

wasting disease is simply the effect of

tubercular deposit in the lungs. There
is cough, but no spitting, for all that

should be forced up is swallowed ;
there

is little or no hectic—the one formidable

symptom is the slow but progressive

wasting away. These cases generally

afford a fair chance of recovery (human-
ly speaking), by proper means. I allude

more particularly to those between four

and ten years old.)

The expectoration now changes its

character. It is no longer a clear frothy
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mucus, and slight in quantity
; but

copious, less frothy, less clear, some-
what opaque, thick, in colour of a pale
yellow, with sometimes a greenish tint,

sometimes streaked with dull yellow
lines, frequently tinged with blood.
Indeed, an occasional spitting of blood
is a frequent symptom, not perhaps to

an alarming extent. The expectoration
is generally devoid of smell, but in

some instances it emits a faint, disagree-

able odour. It is heavier than water,
and, if it does not mix with it, will

sink to the bottom—not always at first

;

it may float for a time, in consequence
of containing minute bubbles of air.

This change in the character of the
expectoration arises from the softening
or liquefaction of the tubercles, or
morbid deposits existing in the lungs,

when the purulent matter is expecto-
rated by cough. In a future chapter,
I shall treat more particularly of the
nature of tubercles and the anatomical
aspect of the disease.

At this period Hectic Fever, more or
less, always prevails. It is caused by
the absorption of some portion of the
purulent matter into the circulation.

As soon as the tubercles liquefy, and
pus is formed, it manifests itself in all

its fearful symptoms.
Hectic Fever is remittent, and has

two accessions in 24 hours
; one in the

day, and the other in the evening or
: night. That in the day is uncertain,
and differs both in the time and severity
of the attack. That in the evening
and night is most severe, and is always
regular. It commences with chilliness
and shivering, a cold feeling in the
back and down the spine, and an acute
sense of the least cold air. After some
time, the hot stage succeeds, the pulse
is 1200

, the skin dry, the face is flushed
and burning. The patient continues
in this state several hours, and towards
the morning the fever goes off in profuse
perspiration—so profuse, in some in-

stances, that it rolls from the body in
a stream, and the bed-linen is soaked
in moisture.

Excessive debility now ensues, and
' the patient becomes unequal to bodily
exertion. No symptom tends so much

1 to reduce the strength and emaciate

the body as the night sweats of hectic
fever.

At this stage of Consumption the
countenance and figure become highly
characteristic of the disease. The
cheeks are alternately pale, and of a
brilliant hectic flush. The nose be-
comes thin. The eyes are bright though
sunken, and speak more than their
wonted intelligence, and the white part
assumes a pearly hue. The tongue is

of a deep red colour, and the throat is

often covered with small white specks
or ulcers, similar to the thrush. The
cheeks are hollow. The hair falls off.

The nails are curved. The spine pro-
jects. The shoulder blades stand out.
In fact, every part of the body bears
witness to the general decay.

It is now that by means of the stetho-
scope, and sometimes simply by the
ear applied to the patient’s chest, posi-
tive and decisive evidence may be
obtained of the mischief within. There
is an increased density in the structure
of the affected lung; and in that part
where a large tubercle or cluster of
tubercles exist, the breathing, scarcely
audible in health, becomes more dis-

tinct, and the voice is heard more loud

;

while percussion of that part elicits a
duller sound, the reason being that the
solid substance of the tubercle is a
better medium for the conveyance of
sound than the elastic sponge-like struc-

ture of healthy lung. These alterations

in the natural sound, with few excep-
tions, take place from the upper to the
lower part of- the chest. Sometimes
there is fluid in the cavities of the
lungs, not expectorated so fast as formed.
The air passing through this produces
a gurgling noise—the gargmiliement of
the French. The space in which ali

these changes are observed is at first

limited, but daily increases until the

lung appears to be more or less affected

through its entire extent.

It is possible, as will be hereafter

shown, even now, to rrest the further

progress of the diseaoe, by regulating
the general health, strengthening the
system, assisting the absorbent vessels

to cafry off and expel the morbid de-
posit from the lungs, and healing, by
CURATIVE PROCESS, TH ULCERATED
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PARTS OR CAVITIES OF THE LUNGS,
which are formed by the suppuration
of tubercle. And it is a favourable
circumstance that, amidst the bodily
wreck, the mental faculties remain un-
impaired. Hope still clings to and sus-
tains the mind, and the spirits are
seldom much depressed on account
of the disease. These circumstances,
which, at an earlier period, are too likely
to induce neglect, are now of favourable
influence. I cannot too strongly urge
upon the patient at this time a° steady,
hopeful perseverance with the means I
shall hereafter point out.

THE LAST STAGE, OR CLOSING
SCENE

“ Gently, most gently, on thy victim’s head,
Consumption, lay thine hand. Let me decay
Like the expiring lamp.”

In the last stage of Consumption the

expectoration becomes profuse, fre-

quently making half-a-pint in a few
hours. It is thick, heavy, purulent, and
of a faint sickly smell, sometimes offen-
sive

; in colour varying from a dirty
cream colour to a yellowish green,
mixed with glairy mucus, and occasion-
ally streaked with blood. The cough
becomes unceasing

; the hectic fever is

more violent. In fact, all the symptoms
of the second stage prevail in a more
intense degree.

.diarrhoea is often present to a debili-
tating extent. The patient is reduced
by the continued evacuation to the lowest
ebb, in addition to which the appetite
is bad, there is a loathing of food, and
that which is partaken is productive of
pain and uneasiness.

Dropsical swellings of the feet and
ancles are common in the last stage of
Consumption. Sometimes the whole
legs are anasarcous, in which case the
night -sweats and diarrhoea usually cease.
At the “closing scene,” the physical

power is gone, the body is reduced to a
skeleton, while the mental faculties to
the very last are acute and capable of
severe application to study—not unfre-
quently does it happen that every dis-
tressing symptom ceases, and the patient
is left in a state of tranquillity and
peace. The lines at the commencement

of this section, by poor Kirke White
(himself a ‘’victim”) are an illustration
of this. Life passes away sometimes

“ Like the expiring lamp !

”

I shall be prepared to show that that
hope which seldom forsakes the suf-
ferer to the last, WITH THE USE OF
EFFICIENT MEANS, IS NOT UNFOUNDED.
I shall bring forward certain cases in
which the lungs were ulcerated exten-
sively, and high medical authority de-
clared them hopeless, and yet the
patients were completely restored to
accustomed health and strength; and
with such evidence, and the use of the
same means, and the eye directed to
the great Disposer of all human af-

fairs, who works through human agen-
cies, NONE SHOULD GIVE UP ANY
CASE IN DESPAIR !

PATHOLOGY & ANATOMICAL
APPEARANCES.

“ By subtler fluids, poured through subtler tubes.
The natural vital functions are performed :

These the still crumbling frame rebuild —'

”

I shall now speak of the anatomical
change in the structure of the lungs,
which constitutes this disease, and pro-
duces the foregoing symptoms. This
change is the rise and development of
tubercles.

The tubercle is an albuminous matter,
quite foreign to the natural structure of
the lung. The producing principle
originates in the blood depending, as is

sometimes thought (and correctly, I

believe), upon imperfect nutrition.
The blood, passing through the lungs,
gradually deposits a matter there,

morbid in its nature, or destitute of
the principles of vitality, and thus
tubercles are formed.

Tire first appearance of tubercles is

that of a small, grey, round, semi-
transparent body, something like a
millet seed. They are firmly attached
to the structure of the lung, most com-
monly imbedded in the cellular tissue,

or that loose membrane which separates
the air cells. These gradually enlarge, , I

and become opaque in the centre. The
opacity increases until they become
entirely of a dull yellowish colour.
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Their number may vary from ten to a

thousand. The fewer they are, the

larger size they attain. Sometimes

they approximate and unite, so as to

assume the appearance of large ir-

regular-shaped masses, of a dingy

yellow colour and consistence of

cheese.

A word here as to the frequent

hcemoptysis, or spitting of blood,

occurring more especially at this stage

of the disease. It is often reported

to come from the throat, but this is

rarely correct. In consequence of ob-

struction in the lungs they become
congested

;
the vessels are full—as

much so as their elastic coats will

permit—till the pressure causes the

blood to ooze through. It is then

brought up by coughing. Now and
then the haemoptysis precedes all other

symptoms. In one case out of five (as

mentioned in an earlier chapter) it does

not occur at all.

To return to the history of tubercles.

After a certain time they soften and
become resoived into a thick purulent

matter, which is discharged into the

bronchial tubes, and, causing irritation

in those tubes, is then expectorated by
coughing.

During this breaking down of tubercle

several centres of softening will be fre-

quently formed, presenting, on auscul-

tation, a cracking or clicking sound
well known to the experienced ear.

These centres of softening soon coalesce.

Air is drawn in and the liquid pus escapes

into the bronchial tubes. When masses

of tubercle have thus broken down and
been discharged, cavities of various

size are formed, and these are distinctly

evident on examination by the cavernous

breathing (similar to air rushing into a

cavern), and by the pectoriloquy
,

or

sound of the voice coming from the

chest.

In this way almost the whole of both
lungs may be invaded by a succession

of tubercles merging into cavities, and
the healthy structure be absorbed.

What follows? The blood which
deposited the tubercular matter in the

lung now suffers in its turn. The
changes to be wrought in it by its

passing through that organ and coming

into contact with the air inhaled, are of
the first importance to life and health.

It is obvious that if portions of the
lung be destroyed, and the process of
respiration be not properly performed,
the blood must become still more im-
paired in quality—it ceases to yield

sufficient nourishment to the body.
The flesh must waste, the strength fail,

and the most imminent danger to life

ensue.

FALLACIES OF TREATMENT.
“ Nothing extenuate,
Or set down aught in malice.”

“Who shall decide when Doctors disagree ?”

I think it may truly be said that the

science of Medicine, in this scientific

age, is, for practical purposes, two
centuries behind the rest—a want of

progress much to be regretted— especi-

ally as regards the disease of which
I write—a disease which physicians

almost always pronounce incurable,

because they cannot cope with it them-
selves. And yet, within the last fifty

years, there have risen up men of

gigantic intellect and profound obser-

vation, such as Laennec, Andral, Nie-

meyer, Walshe, and others, who have
traced out the character of the disease

by exhaustive microscopical researches.

In vain have been their elaborate inves-

tigations, and the dread foe has pursued

his way. For all purposes of utility

they would seem to have failed, and
unite in the confession that Consump-
tion cannot be cured.

Assuming this, their followers too

frequently adopt a mode of treatment

which is simply palliative, to quiet the

urgent symptoms and render life for a

time more tolerable. But even as re-

gards the palliative treatment, few of

their number agree.

The lowering system
,

unfortunately

so constantly pursued, cannot fail to be
prejudicial in a disorder like that of

Consumption, which is always connect-

ed with constitutional debility.

The practice, too often, consists in

lowering the pulse and attempting to

reduce the fever by antimonial prepara-

tions, saline aperients, and a low ab-
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stemious diet—in allaying irritation for
the time being, with repeated doses of
those deadly poisons, henbane, foxglove,
or prussic acid! By such means, the
powers of the constitution become so
enfeebled that they are incapable of
due reaction by any stimulating treat-
ment subsequently employed.
The mistake arises in supposing that

the irritation of pulse and rapidity of
circulation, with attendant fever, pro-
ceed from inflammatory action

; whereas,
they are really symptoms dependent on
constitutional debility.

.

At the time I first studied the prac-
tice of medicine, bleeding was much in
vogue

; to reduce the rapidity of the
circulation, which was thought to indi-
cate a plethoric state, the lancet was
applied

; whereas, it is not tofulness of
blood that this symptom is owing, but
o 'ather to obstructions in the vessels—
coagulations and impurities resulting,
not from excess of quantity of the vital
fluid, but its unhealthy condition. If
blood be the essential material of
animal life (which is an undisputed
axiom of truth)—reducing the quantity

,

which does not alter the quality, or
render it more pure, is a practice which
ought to be exploded. Means should
be adopted to remove the obstruction
by deobstruent remedies, of which I
shall hereafter speak, a result not to
be obtained by abstraction of blood.
The frame of the consumptive patient
is already debilitated in the most im-
portant organ of life

; and to weaken
the constitution still more by bleeding
is the mpst effectual way to hasten the
progress of tubercular disease. It has
hastened it in many cases— it has
arrested it in none. It was a practice
of the past

; I regret to say that, by
some, it is advocated again

—

“
’Tis true, ’tis pity,
And pity ’tis ’tis true.”

But the bleeding system is unworthy of
the present enlightened age. It is un-
supported by sound principles. It is a
stain upon professional practice. It is

repugnant alike to nature and to rea-
son. It is opposed both to the laws of
God and man.
Nor are the sedatives and anodynes

which are so indiscriminately employed

(hydrate of chloral, for example, with
which so many fatal mistakes are made)
less detrimental to the frame. They
ruin the stomach, occasion much de-
bility, and, even in small doses con-
tinued, operate as a slow, yet efficacious
poison. Instead of allaying the cough
for which they are prescribed, by in-
creasing the debility they aggravate
other symptoms in a tenfold degree.
Among such remedies let the patient
especially beware of laudanum and
morphia, both of which are prepared
from opium, and require at all times to
be used with the greatest care. They
quickly lose their effect, and need to
be taken in larger and injurious doses.
They form the basis of many advertised
remedies (or cough, &c. Such pre-
parations may, it is true, afford tem-
porary i-elief, but the constitutional
injuries resulting from them are of in-
calculable extent.

To increase the action of the ab-
sorbent vessels (through the sluggish-
ness of which tubercular matter ac-
cumulates originally in the blood)
iodine and mercury have been ex-
tensively prescribed

; but I have never
known them produce any beneficial
effect.

It is true that iodine has been found
useful in some cases of scrofula. It has
therefore been extolled by many for
Consumption. Its general effect, how-
ever, has been to disorder the stomach
and impair the appetite. (As a local
application only I have found it of
occasional service.) Mercury also
produces that irritability of system
immensely favourable to the develop-
ment of tubercle. I had a medical
friend in my younger days who had a
favourite treatment for Phthisis. He
administered the bichloride ofmercury

—

one of the most powerful preparations
of mercury (commonly known as cor-
rosive sublimate), in minute doses it is

true, but continued three times a day ;—his theory being that this powerful
salt, having a special action upon
albumen, would neutralize the albumen
of which tubercle partly consists'!

Nevertheless, tubercles developed in

every case. Truly an ounce of practice
is worth a pound of theory.
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To subdue the local irritation and
alleviate consumptive cough, the in-

halation of gases and vapours, of chlo-

rine, of the vapour of tar, &c., &c.,

has been adopted at various times, and
expensive inhalers have been used with

indifferent success ;
and yet, with re-

gard to inhalations
,

one physician

writes :
— “It is necessary in every

case of pulmonary disease to treat the

patient by inhalations.” Dr. Hughes
Bennett, on the other hand, sweepingly

condemns them, saying :
—“ The result

of all these efforts has been an uniform

failure.” Sir Jas. Clarke writes :

—

“ When more correct views of Con-
sumption are entertained, we shall hear

no more of its treatment by inhaling.”

As far as I have seen, the benefit

arising from such processes has been

very doubtful, and there is no question

that in many cases positive injury has

been occasioned. With some rare ex-

ceptions I believe that the only right

thing to inhale is pure air.

The most sensible of modern ap-

pliances sanctioned by the elite of the

profession is cod-liver oil. This I

cannot regard as a medicine—it is

simply a food. Cod-liver oil can never

of itself effect any cure
;

but in some
cases it will prove a valuable auxiliary,

only by way of nutriment. In such

manner only I sanction its use. It is

a sound maxim, ‘ 4 That which has any
intrinsic ?nerit will last;" and so, when
many vaunted remedies—herbs with

mysterious names, plants discovered in

the Fiji Islands, or some equally in-

teresting place after immense research,

compounds with perverted chemical

names, and so forth—have passed away,

cod-liver oil will never entirely lose its

repute. There have been two evils

connected with its use
;

first, the indis-

criminate prescribing, especially in its

earlier years. I remember when its

first promoter, the late truly eminent
Dr Williams, poured it down patients’

throats, whether their stomachs would
digest it or not—an eccentric course

which many have blindly followed.

The other evil has been the trusting to

it alone, without any proper medicinal

means. But more of this in a succeed-

ing chapter.

A DOCTRINE UNPROVED. 'il

Time would fail me to more than
name some other remedies which held
some temporary repute, chiefly by virtue

of their advocates
;

such as pyro-acetic

spirit, extolled by the late Dr. Hastings

;

medicated baths, chemical foods, sickly

emulsions, &c.; and, lastly, the hypo-
phosphites, which gained some fame
under the distinguished advocacy of

Dr. Churchill. All these have been
introduced successively into general
practice, but have signally failed

;
and

thus, with many diversities of opinions,

physicians prescribe this or that remedy
as symptoms indicate, without the pur-

suit of any steady plan
;

while the

patient, like a ship on the ocean, di-

vested of its rudder and without anchor
or compass, is drifted hither and
thither.

“CONSUMPTION INCURABLE”
—A DOCTRINE UNPROVED.

“ The salutary art

Was mute; and. startled at the dire disease,

In fearful whispers hopeless omens gave.”

In the “Christian Age” of July y,

1880, I was favoured by the esteemed
editor with a lengthy notice of my
treatment

;
quoting the three lines at

the head of this chapter, the article

reads as follows

“It might be well said of Consump-
tion what Dr. Armstrong said of the

pestilence of olden times— ‘The salu-

tary art was mute
;

and, startled at the

dire disease, in fearful whispers hopeless

omens gave.’ The patient, quivering

with the nervous excitement that a

stethoscopic examination produced, not

unfrequently has been coolly told ‘ the

apex of the lung is diseased,’ or, * you
have a cavity in one lung

;
there is

little hope for you.’ But hope was
given of a new era in medical science

when Mr. Congreve, thirty years ago,

declared, in the first edition of his

Pamphlet, that Consumption is

Curable? and that by simple means.”
The assertion so frequently advanced,

that “Consumption is and must be an

incurable disease,” cannot be established

.

Facts have occurred in my own ex-

I perience to disprove that statement, and

S

these facts are drawn from a practice
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grounded upon principles which deserve
more general attention, as the sequel
will show. It is a statement which
involves the most fearful consequences

;

for cases which in themselves are hope-
ful are rendered hopeless from the im-
prudent neglect of proper means. The
patient, afflicted with cough, expectora-
tion, and shortness of breath, with
symptoms of debility, is calmly con-
signed to the slow ravages of Consump-
tion and its attendant—hectic fever.

After a few weeks or months of suffer-

ing he dies—but this is only a matter
of course ! A post mortem examination
takes place

;
the lungs are found studded

with ulcers and tubercles. The patho-
logist asks, in significant triumph,
r< What good could medicine have done
in a case like this ?

”

Before I concede to the morbid
anatomist that an ulcerated or diseased
lung is necessarily incurable, I must
propose to him the following questions :

How can you prove that tubercles
existing in the lungs cannot be ab-
sorbed, and ulcerated surfaces be
healed during life, and the healthy
texture restored? You cannot de-

monstrate this point.

Can you limit the powers of the
living structure in self-restoration ?

You cannot.

Is there no medical treatment that

will gently assist Nature in her efforts

to throw off diseased matter, and to

heal the injured surfaces? Are there

no means of promoting the action of

the absorbent vessels, and manufactur-
ing in the system an increased quantity

of pure and healthy blood ? You can-

not say there are not such means,
although you may know of none.

In fact, the conclusion that ulcerated

lungs are incapable of cure is founded
upon indirect induction, and cannot be
proved.

In a recent work by Dr. Bennett, of

Mentone, the author states some facts

occurring in his experience while medical
officer of the “ Salpetriere,” at Paris, a
large asylum hospital devoted to aged
women. He tells us he found in the

lungs of many women deposits which
had become cretaceous and harmless

—

evidence of ulcers that had healed, and

puckered cicatrisations, proving, beyond
doubt, that these women had been con-
sumptive at an early period of their
lives, but died at an advanced age of
other disease. If, then, in some cases,
the vis medicatrix natura

?, or healing
force of nature, be enough to stay the
progress of tubercular disease, how
much more hope there must be by
the use of those judicious means that
the all-wise Creator has placed within
our reach !

There is one way of disproving the
doctrine of these almost fatalists

,
and

that is, by an appeal tofacts. If it can
be established that in cases where all

the attendant symptoms and rigid
stethoscopic examinations demonstrate
the same disorders of the lungs to exist,

as in the cases of those who die, and
yet the patients have, by a peculiar
medical and dietical mode of treatment,
been restored to accustomed health

—

an argument is clearly made out that
the disease is curable

;

and, with such an
argument established, philosophy and
humanity alike oppose the practice of

abandoning to its fate any case in which
there is the slightest hope.

I shall show, in the sequel, that re-

coveries have been effected in almost
every stage, even when tubercle has
suppurated, and the fearful character
of the disease has appeared beyond a
doubt

;
and these recoveries have taken

place after certain physicians have aban-
doned their cases and pronounced the?n

incurable !

THE TRUE TREATMENT..
“ A wise physician, skilled our wounds to heal,

Is more than armies to the public weal.”

Before I enter upon this part of my
subject, let me be clearly understood.

I do not hold it possible, when the
organisation of a lung is destroyed by
the ulceratory process, to restore the
mortified parts or convert the identical

already decomposed matter into its

former state. As well might we at-

tempt to re-create the eye, when its

substance is reduced by disease to a
pultaceous and corrupted mass. The
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man who would presume to do this is

a boasting charlatan. But

—

I do hold it possible to stop the pro-

gress of decay, to prevent the formation

of tubercles, to separate the morbid

deposits already existing in the lungs

and convey the matter from the system,

to heal the ulcerated surfaces, to cicatrise

their edges and obliterate the seat of

decay, to subdue the hectic fever, to

soothe the nervous irritation, to assist

the digestive functions, and impart a

healthful quality to the blood.

Is there anything irrational in this?

On the contrary, sound argument

—

fac’s, which are indisputable, demon-

strate the possibility. We may restore

the wreck.

The treatment I advocate is both

medicinal and dietetical. While medi-

cine is indispensable, I must also insist

upon proper diet, exercise, clothing,

and cleanliness, and a careful regula-

tion of the passions.

Thecomponent parts of my remedy are

exclusively herbal. The experience of

many years was employed to bring it

to perfection
;

and no cost has been

spared in the accomplishment of that

object. My late father first prescribed

it, nearly as now prepared, in 1826 ;

since which time its intrinsic value has

been realised in innumerable instances,

both in his and my own experience.

For a long period its properties were

but little known beyond our own im-

mediate notice. I have since adopted

means for its more general publication

—a course which I consider the welfare

of humanity demands.
The “Balsamic Elixir”—for such is

the name it bears—is a saturated herbal

infusion and tincture, the ingredients of

which, and mode of compounding it,

are unknown to any other professional

man, and cannot be ascertained by

chemical analysis or other examina-

(, tion. It has been introduced as a Pro-

prietary Medicine for the convenience

of the Public in general, that they may
be able to obtain it in such cases that they

cannot or do not wish to apply direct to

me. Prejudice may, doubtless, on this

account operate on the minds of some
unthinking men, but of two evils the

least lias been chosen. I have met

with some opposition from illiberal

members of the profession. This 1

expect, for there are those whose selfish

spirit will not permit them to approve

a remedy that interferes with their in-

terest, however much it may conduce
to the public good. The motives of

such men every sensible person will

perceive, and appreciate accordingly.

With some there is an unwise, but

devoted, adherence to preconceived

ideas ;
with others a matter of life or

death must give way to professional

etiquette ;
and some are held fast in

the bondage of professional chains.

Still, justice compels me to own that

there have been physicians of the most
eminent talent who, far from discourag-

ing the use of my remedy, have wit-

nessed its favourable results, and em-
ployed it themselves in some cases

which they had thought beyond the

means of cure. Such, however, are

their professional trammels that they

dare not openly approve it. The
orthodox (?) medical profession is

conservative to the backbone. Never-

theless, all truly wise and liberally-dis-

posed men, seeing there is no hope to

be based upon the common mode of

treatment, will rejoice in the discovery

of some means to remedy the evil.

In all Consumptive cases, whether in

the early or later stage, suspected or

confirmed, there must be a constant,

steady perseverance w7ith the Balsam,

not only until amendment is produced

(which in many cases, but not always,

is manifest speedily), but without the

omission of a single dose, until the cure

be permanently effected and every

symptom of the complaint be totally

gone. One tea-spoonful must be taken

three times a day, not at the time of

meals. The best times are the first

thing in the morning, mid-day, and the

last thing at night. In advanced cases

it may be taken four times (that is, in

the afternoon as well). It may be

taken either on lump sugar, or mixed

in honey, if preferred, and when honey

is not found to disagree with the stomach

(the honey should be the best, and be

clarified by melting with gentle heat

and taking off any scum which may
rise to the top); or what is better still.
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t maybe mixed with an equal or rather
larger^ quantity of Syrup of Tolu* (to

,

of an
y ^uggist), which is an

. g eeable way, though somewhat more-
expensive, of taking it. Above twelve
veai-, the dose will be the same. For
younger children the doses will be ac-
cording to age, for which the reader is

CounlT
t0 the cliapter on Hooping

When hoarseness prevails, or sore
throat, or when there is any tendency
to spit blood in small quantity, I usually
dnect the Balsam to be taken (each
dose) mixed with a tea-spoonful of best
honey

; first of all stirring, up with the
honey from seven to ten or twelve drops

lemon
emon ~-> uice squeezed from a

As an ordinary beverage, when the
stomach will bear it, I should recom-
mend the decoctions of demulcent herbs
such as coltsfoot, or marsh-mallow root*
01 Zeeland moss, sweetened with sugar-
candy. Barley water, made from pre-
pared barley, acidulated with lernon-
juice, will be also a suitable drink.

All violent drastic purgatives must be
stnctly forbidden in every stage of the
disease, on account of their debilitating
tendency. Still, it is of vast importance
to regulate the bowels, and they must
never be permitted to continue in a
constipated state, which would be pro-
ductive of evil. The aperient employed
should! be of the mildest character, and
combine a tonic or stomachic bitter, to
prevent any lowering effect. The most
elegant tonic for such purpose is quinine
which, judiciously combined with cam-
phor, will not nauseate the most weakly
stomach, as other tonics do. The pills
I have piescribed most extensively are
those hereafter named, and prepared
from the formula of Dr. Flemming
who practised in India some years a<m'
with extraordinary success. They con-
tain both quinine and camphor, with

When cost is a matter of importance to
the patient a Syrup of Tolu, which will answer
the purpose nearly as well, may be prepared in
the following manner

'Take one pound of
loaf sugar, dissolve in half-a-pint of water in a
clean saucepan, take the syrup off the fire
before it quite boils. When cold, add to this
quantity half an ounce of Tincture of Tolu
and shake well.

’

1 ui'key rhubarb, a saline aperient, &c
i . .y

e found them highly useful as ajeonjufe

,

to counteract fever
; as a de-

obs/rnent, to remove obstructions and
impurities from the circulation; as a
stomachic

, to promote digestion
; as a

lome to give tone to the functions of
the body and support the strength

; as
a laxative

,

to maintain a healthy and
free action through the intestinal canal.
here is this advantage, that by simply

varying the dose, according to circum-
s ances, they are adapted for universal
application.

The patient who is taking the Balsammay commence with one pill at night
or f if so costive as to need it) one^piil
mght and morning, and continue the
dose until a regular action of the bowels
be obtained—say three motions (not
more) in two days, or one free motion
daily

; if moved beyond this the pills
must be discontinued for a time, after
which a dose may be taken now and
then—or, if the digestion is weak and
the bowels require it, one pill an hour
bel ore dinner every day, or every other
C

1 ,

j"11167 may also be continued in
small doses as long as there is any in-
dication of fever. But let every patient
observe, that they are not to be taken if
there be tendency to diarrhoea, nor are
they to be taken so long, or in such doses

,
cis to keep the bowels in a relaxed state.

I cannot lay down any other rule as to
the administration of the pills. The
matter must be left to the judgment of
the patient, and the effects produced
must be the guide.

Should inflammatory action arise,
from cold or other cause, manifest by-
acute pain in the chest or side, with
strong and rapid pulse, two pills may
be taken. Friction over the parts with
a stimulating and anodyne liniment
should be used at the same time, or,
if the case be urgent, strong mustard
poultices may be applied. For patients
consulting me, either personally or by
letter, I will write a formula for such a
liniment as will be adapted to their
case. Early attention to this, with the
use of the pills, will prevent the acces-
sion of active inflammation, and any
fancied necessity for bleeding or blister-
ing

—

a matter of incalculable impor-
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tance. I hold that the abstraction of

blood in Consumption will never fail to

accelerate the progress and aggravate
. every symptom of the disease. Blisters

a so produce a debilitating effect, to be
avoided if possible.

Not only in the event of inflammatory
•action (as above named) is the liniment

just referred to of service. In every

. case where any pain is felt in the chest

or side I direct all patients who write

me to rub it well over the parts affected

tor several minutes, night and morning.
Also for the breathing, when at all

-short, to rub it across the upper part
of the chest. I have several special

• forms of liniment which I have found
of immense value, and have given away
more than twenty thousand prescriptions

in the course of a few years.

In advanced stages of Consumption,
when copious night sweats exhaust the

patient’s strength and prove a source of
discomfiture, much benefit will be de-

. rived from sponging the chest and
-shoulders with warm vinegar and water
(say boiling water and cold vinegar in

equal parts) the last thing before lying

down to rest at night, wiping gently

dry with a soft towel. In such cr.l-'u

the liniment above referred to can he
used in the morning only.

Several symptoms may be named
> which, for the time being, require
some special treatment, such as urgent

< diarrhoea, excessive gastric irritation,

spitting of fluid blood to any alarming
< extent, &c. In the latter case perfect

rest must be enjoined; the patient must
be kept in a recumbent posture, with
the head slightly raised, and be kept
free from all exertion and excitement

;

also all food and drink must be taken
> cold

; small pieces of ice may be
sucked. It is well to know what to do
in such case of hoemorrhage, until per-

sonal medical aid can be obtained.
fortunately the emergency does not

1 dften arise.

Cod-Liver Oil must lastly be
spoken of, although I regard it only
as an article of diet, and not as a
medicinal agent. I am frequently
asked my opinion as to this once

1
popular remedy. I believe that it

exerts no MEDICINAL influence what-

ever upon the lungs, but is more
properly a food, containing a great
deal of nutriment in a small compass.
There are many cases referred to me
in which I approve its use in conjunc-
tion with the Balsam, but at a different

hour of the day, as a matter of course.

If it has not been taken before, the
patient may, by way of trial, take a
dessert spoonful with half a wine-
glassful of orange wine, or, if wine be
objected to, with half a wineglassful of
infusion of orange peel and a tea-

spoonful of syrup of lemons shortly

after breakfast and dinner. Soon after

a meal is mostly the best time to take
the oil, as it then mixes with the food,

and, as a rule, digests better
;
though

some can only manage it well the last

thing at night. The quantity of oil

may be increased to a tablespoonful or
more if the patient can bear it. It

should always be obtained as fresh as
possible—if at all rancid it is productive
of injury. That which is put up ready
for sale in bottles should not be pur-
chased, as it is very liable to deteriorate

in quality by being kept in bottles,

which are exposed in the window or
on shelves to great light and heat. If

it produce nausea, sickness, or affect

the appetite, it will be decidedly im-
proper

;
if it does not produce these

symptoms it may be a useful auxiliary.

It must never be forced upon the patient,

and in all cases it must be regarded as

an article of nutriment only—not to

supersede medicine. The evil has been
(as I have said before) that it has been
trusted to alone, and, consequently,

failed.

In closing these observations on the

true medical treatment of Consumption
I must again, at the risk of being tedious,

urge strongly upon the Consumptive-
patient a hopeful,

patient
,
and steady

persei'erance in the use of the Balsam.
I speak thus earnestly because I know
that there is a great temptation to throw
medicine and strict regimen on one side

at too early a period, by which the

benefit is sometimes lost. With a few

exceptions, and those under peculiarly

unfavourable circumstances, its efficacy

becomes manifest after a short con-

tinuance in its use. It will be fimnd
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to mitigate the distressing symptoms of
the disease. It will counteract the
difficulty of breathing, promote a free

expectoration, soothe the irritation of
the throat, quiet the cough, and exert
the peculiar balsamic qualities it pos-
sesses in healing the ulcerated surface
of the lungs

; which last intention, I

fully believe, cannot be accomplished
by any other known agency. The
patient, however, must not be dis-

couraged if there is no immediate
manifest benefit ;—for there are some
chronic cases in which, owing to certain
conditions of the system, the Balsam
may be taken for some time, the patient
simply remaining in statu quo, seeming
neither better nor worse

;
yet all the

while the disease has been kept from
progressing, and afterwards a sudden
change for good has been manifest, and
rapid recovery has. taken place, to the
delight of all observers.

I must not, however, omit to state

that there are certain cases of Con-
sumption complicated with other or-

ganic diseases—of the heart, liver,

stomach, brain, &c. — by no means
unfrequent. In these relief may be
afforded, but final recovery is doubtful

;

and certainly the amendment will be
more slow than that experienced by the

subject of simple Pulmonary disease.

DIET.

“Extremes have each their vice.”

The choice of a proper diet is a mat-
ter I must not overlook. It is, in fact, a

part of the treatment, and second only
in importance to the use of medicine.

I do not hold with the starving system
in Pulmonary complaints. I have wit-

nessed its ill effects, in reducing the

strength and hastening on the most
direful symptoms of the disease. The
error originates in ascribing the irrita-

bility of the heart, and consequent ra-

pidity of the pulse, to plethora, or fol-

ness of blood
;
whereas, it arises from

a deficiency of that vital fluid, or its en-

feebled state.

Nor is it proper, on the other hand,

to ove. stimulate the system Y th food.

The “beef steak and porter” system
has justly been condemned. The stomach
must not be urged beyond its active tone.
It will only convert a certain amount ol

nutriment into healthy chyle.

While the vital fire

Burns feebly, heap n t the green fuel on ;

But by deliberate nourishing, the flame
Revived, with all its wonted vigour glows ’’

We must beware, in avoiding Scylla, of
sailing into Charybdis. In other words,
we must be careful to shun extremes.
There is safety only in a happy medium.

In all cases where active inflammation
is absent, I advocate a generous diet.

It will support the patient under the
exhausting effects of his disease with
that strength he so greatly requires. It

must be administered only in quantities
that the stomach will bear

; and great
care must be taken properly to masticate
the food— r matter to which few persons
pay that attention which is due.

Animal food, too frequently prohib-
ited in this complaint, is decidedly the
best. It imparts more vital power to

the blood than vegetable food. It is

not only more digestible in moderate
supplies, but the chyle formed from it is

of richer quality, and promotes sangui-

fication, or the making of blood, and
therefore should be preferred.

Dr. J. H. Bennett, in his treatise
“ On

Nutrition,” has well remarked that there

are two great types of digestive power,
the quick and the slow. In most persons
the digestiou is rapid, requiring food
often. In twenty-four hours they can
digest animal food two or three times,

unless supplied with it they often feel

faint and ill. Others digest more slowly.

They can only take food of any kind,

with comfort to themselves, two or three

times, and meat at one meal only.

Such persons suffer with indigestion if

they try to assume the habits of those

who take food more frequently. The
same observation will apply in disease,

and attention must be paid to this for

the patient to do well. These remarks
of Dr. Bennett I strongly endorse from
my own experience.

Of all animal food, mutton is the best

and beef the next

;

but to every Con-
sumptive patient, veal and pork, and

all salted or high-seasoned meats, must
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roe strictly forbidden. Veal, however,
deprived of its fibrine, as in jellies, is

digestible and nourishing.

I do not object to a small rasher of

loacon, moderately fat and lightly

rcooked, as a relish at the morning meal.

A nicely-broiled mutton chop affords

more nourishment in a small compass
! han any other kind of food. Roast
meat is better than baked or boiled,

jaand the inside cut, with the red gravy,

i-s the best. Boiled fowl or chicken,

kvoung turkey, and rabbit are proper.

(Game, such as venison, hare, grouse,

.and partridges are easily digested (much
will depend on the cooking) ;

but water-

f owl, such as duck and goose, must be
avoided. Meat cooked a second time

i>s not so digestible or nutritious. Soups,

> lews, and hashes are unwholesome,
especially those in which vegetables are

introduced ; they load the stomach, and
r.:ause flatulence and distension

; but
I reef tea in a concentrated state, and
partaken, in small quantities, with
toasted bread, will be found well

cadapted for weak stomachs. Fish,

t hough digested easily, affords little

r. lourishment
; a few native oysters may

! >e taken in a raw state
;
and when the

. ligestion is too weak for meat, a boiled

^<jle will be excellent. Lobsters, crabs,

a aid other shell fish are improper.
I have said that vegetable diet imparts

leess vigour to the blood, and is not

[converted into so rich a chyle. Still,

it t is not proper that the Consumptive
patient should confine himself entirely

(to animal food, although, in all cases,

v/egetables should be taken sparingly,

f Potatoes should be mealy, and only one
Diif moderate size should be taken at the

pineal. Spinach, French beans, turnips,

a sparagus, and sea kale are all that I

s’hould advise. Arrowroot, rice, or

t: apioca puddings are light and nutri-

tive, and may be used freely
;
as also

nige fruits, apples boiled in milk, or

1 ruit jellies
;
but pastry of every descrip-

li ion is slow poison.

Good bread is sometimes very difficult

l< 0 obtain. Too many bakers are in the

iabit of using inferior or adulterated

jllour ; too lew of them are careful to

i >ake it propel ly. Bread in an acetous
»;tate, with a sour taste, should be

rejected, and the Consumptive patient
should be especially particular to obtain
that bread which is well baked, made
of the best flour, without any alum,
and free from potato adulteration, and
at least one day old.

Milk, as a beverage, in Consumption
is of some value. It is a bland, un-
irritating fluid, and when it is not found
to oppress the stomach, I should
strongly recommend its use

; but unfor-

tunately there are many with whom it

will not agree. In the stomach of the

Consumptive patient there is more or

less a predisposition to acidity
; and

milk, by means of that acidity, becomes
immediately decomposed. Instead of
concocting into healthy chyle, it is

separated into a fluid of griping quality,

resembling whey, and a thick and
c.iseous matter, which cannot be easily

digested. Hence arise flatulence,

bilious eructations, oppression at the

chest, and loathing of food. When
such is the case, milk must be discon-

tinued immediately, or it may be taken
with lime water, a table-spoonful of the

latter to half a pint of milk.

Tea and coffee are both improper,

particularly green tea, which exercises

a most depressing influence upon the

nerves. Both of them induce nervous

wakefulness. If tea be taken, it must
be weak, and only black tea be used.

I should, however, strongly advise all

patients to abstain from both.

The best possible beverage for break-

fast and at the afternoon meal is the

Iceland Moss Cocoa,” prepared by
Dunn & Flewett, of Pentonville. Cocoa,
when pure (as this), is highly nutritive.

Iceland moss is rich in nitrogen,, and
is a flesh-forming article of food. For
the consumptive patient, and for any
invalid, I consider this preparation to be
preferable to any other for general use.

It is easy of digestion. When properly

made with milk it is delicious in flavour.

I believe it is not more expensive than

the ordinary best cocoa, and may be

had of most grocers in the kingdom.
Of malt liquors, the only kind allow-

able is the bitter pale ale, except good
stout occasionally

;
half-a-pint may be

taken (nice, or, by persons accustomed
to malt liquors, twice a day. If either
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of these cause flushing, increase of
cough, headache, or feverish heats, they
must he discontinued. Spirits in general
must be prohibited, being of too stimu-
lating a nature. Not always so—there
are sometimes cases in which I find th: t

one tablespoonful of the best French
brandy with half a tumbler of water, or

soda water, or seltzer water, sipped at

the dinner meal, affords a gentle stimulus
to the stomach, promotes the appetite,

and helps the digestion of the food.

There are cases also in which unsweet-
ened gin (assent out by the distillers'),

well diluted, maybe taken at night
;
but

there is rarely such an absolute necessity

for any kind of alcohol that would cause

me to offend the conscientious scruples

of any teetotal friend.

I have been perfectly astonished to

hear of alcohol, especially whiskey, as

a great carbon-producing spirit, being
lauded in America as a remedy for Con-
sumption

;
I have been horrified to hear

of patients who have been kept in a

state of alcoholic excitement till hope-
less brain complications have arisen.

Such trifling with life" and death, in the

way of experiment, is sinful to a degree.

Wines, if taken at all, must be. used

in moderation. When no spirits are

taken, a glass of good port wine, with

a biscuit, may be proper once or twice

a day, according to circumstances. The
patient may take at dinner either two
glasses of good sound claret, free from

acidity, or Burgundy—diluted or not, or

a glass of sherry with water. The sherry

should be alight, dry wine—Amontillado

or Manzanilla will be the best
;
when

sickness is a troublesome symptom, inter-

fering with the retention of food, a glass

of dry champagne will be proper.

Should any patient be travelling, or

visiting abroad, the wines of the country

are the best, and such as are free from

acidity or sweetness may be admitted

sparingly.

Strict regularity should be observed

in the time of meals. The hours I

should recommend are as follows :

—

Breakfast at from eight to nine; luncheon

at eleven ;
dinner at half-past one or

two ;
tea at five

;
supper at half-past

eight or nine, or at least one hour before

retiring to rest. The breakfast should

consist of new milk, or milk with cocoa,
or pure chocolate, or Scotch oatmeal
porridge, bread and butter, a smTl
piece of bacon, and the yolk of two
lightly-boiled eggs. The luncheon : a
cup of strong beef-tea or calves’- foot
jelly, or egg beaten up, or a glass of
Port or Madeira, with a biscuit or crust
of bread and butter. At dinner, the
most digestible meats as before named,
varied with poultry or game, and fish

occasionally, and milk pudding, but no
cheese. Bitter ale, or claret—or sherry
and water may be taken at this meal.
At tea-time (so-called) : milk and cocoa
again, or very weak black tea, if the
patient has a special fancy for that

beverage. Supper should be light—

a

biscuit, or a small piece of cold fowl,

or bread-and-milk, if it will agree, or
the yolks of two eggs lightly boiled,

with toasted bread. All these directions

may be varied according to circum-
stances

;
no universal rule will apply.

So much for diet as an auxiliary.

The choice of proper food is simply
one means to prevent futuie evil, and
will not correct that which has originated

in the past ; while a proper diet, apart

from medicinal agency, exerts no cura-

tive power
;
on the other hand, improper

diet never fails to aggravate the disease

—hence the importance of dietetical

treatment. At the same time, the

medical instructions I have laid down
must be strictly observed. The pill of

quinine and camphor I have before

alluded to, if taken in gentle doses,

such as one pill an hour before dinner

(but not to relax the bowels), by giving

tone to the digestive organs, will enable

the stomach to bear such a generous

diet as is needed to support the strength

of the patient while combating the foe.

AIR AND EXERCISE.
“ Find, then, some woodland scene where

nature smiles.

And sweetly there your vacant hours possess ;

Dry be your house
;
yet airy, more than warm.

Now the fresh morn alone and mellow eve
To shady walks invite ; when dews descend,

And the soft evening saddens into night,

Let nothing tempt you to the coli embrace
Of humid skies.”

To inhale a free, a ourc, and uncon-
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: taminated air is of vast importance in
;
all disorders of the chest and luno-s

,

especially in Consumption.
A mild, dry, equable atmosphere

should be chosen. In the winter time
1
.he patient should reside in a climate

!
lot subject to sudden vicissitudes.

[' Ventnor and the district of the Under-

[

diff, in the Isle of Wight, Hastings,
I ’’enzance in Cornwall, Bournemouth in
[I Dorset, and some parts of Devonshire
i .re among the best. From the middle
I >f May to the middle of September
phese places are generally too warm and
relaxing.

Sea air is of all others the purest,
hmt the residence should be on a south-
ern coast. If a perpetual residence, it

i hould be some spot from half-a-mile to

p
inre inland, sheltered by the downs,
n a slight elevation, and well drained.’
But with some Consumptive persons
:ea air never agrees

;
in this case prefer-

: nee should be given to a rural agricul-
tural district, sheltered from the northern
i: nd easterly winds, and open to thesouth.
Change of scene will be found ex-

r-emely beneficial, both in a physical
: id mental point of view. Easy
ourneys by land, an interesting tour
: : the island, enlivening pursuits, the
ljoyment of cheerful society, or any
her circumstance which tends to

i vert the mind, are worthy of thought.
. lort sea voyages will be sometimes
'.tended with much advantage in the
r.riier stages of disease. Before the
envelopment of tubercle I have known
voyage to New Zealand give a new

rnse of life, especially to young men
: thout ties. I cannot recommend it

any but in the first stage of the
= lease; few patients beyond that
riod can stand the wear and tear.

d ) those who suffer much from sea-
kness there would be great risk.

II am not one to advocate indis-

f

rainately, as some do, a removal of
1 iclence to a foreign land. There are

l
inY places remarkable for their equal

rnperature in the winter months, and
1. ich frequented in consequence by
t : subjects of pulmonary disorders.

f

'

opinion is frequently asked. Some
erence to these places will be ap-

1 >priate here.

I have spent some few weeks in
travelling on the Continent every year
for ten years successively, and have
visited many of the famous health
lesoits. For all chronic chest diseases,
catarrhal and bronchial affections, I
give the preference to the Riviera
from Cannes to San Remo—including
between these two places, Nice’
Monaco, and Mentone. The road
along the Mediterranean coast from
Cannes to San Remo is one of the
finest in the world—sheltered on the
north by spurs of the Maritime Alps,
skirted on the south by that most
beautiful sea—through olive woods and
plantations of perfume flowers; through
orange and lemon groves, where all the
air is filled with balmy fragrancy

; sud-
denly emerging thence, and winding
round some old, fantastic cliff, covered
with a variety of cacti grandly blossom-
ing

; descending now towards some
lovely little bay, where the water
comes rolling in, of the brightest and
softest blue at all these places the air
is soft and moist and balmy. It will
suit the wealthy patients suffering from
chronic chest disease especially. For
the ordinary Consumptive patient I
cannot recommend it after the first
stage of the disease has been passed
Of all these plac2S San Remo I believe
to be the best

; my opinion is based
oartly on the observations of a relative
of mine—W. Congreve, Esq., H.M.
Vice-Consul at San Remo, who has
resided there for many years. The
stay of the invalid at either of these
places should not be protracted beyond
the latter end of April. If he desires
to continue abroad let him settle for
two months at Stresa, on lake Maggiore,
or come direct to Clarens or Montreux,
on lake Geneva. The Engadine, to the .

far east of Switzerland, has been much
lecommended of late—a district in the

'

mountains, 6,000 feet above the sea.
d he air, undoubtedly, is very pure and
excellent for certain chronic cases—but
only those in which a cold, dry, clear,
bracing air is required.

But, after all, I am sure that the
benefits supposed to result from an
exile to a foreign country are often
entirely counteracted by correspond :og
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disadvantages. Those who have passed
t lie first stage of the disease should
never quit their native land. By leav-

ing it they will forfeit many comforts,

and, probably, be deprived of the at-

tention and society of their dearest

friends, as well as expose themselves

to anxiety and fatigue. The same
intention may be answered by passing

the winter months in the sheltered vales

of Devonshire, or Penzance in Corn-

wall, already named, which are really

equal to any Continental situation.

I am quite aware that, to use the

words of Dr. Armstrong,
“ The power of choosing is denied
To half mankind.”

These suggestions are intended, there-

fore, for that favoured half of humanity
who possess the means of electing their

place of abode. The rest must make
amends for the deficiency by strict at-

tention to exercise and regimen.

Early rising is desirable for persons

of Consumptive tendency, whose bodily

strength permits
; so, in all cases, is an

early time for retiring to rest
;

and
great regularity must be observed. In

the incipient stages of Consumption a

bath may be used in the morning, or

the chest be sponged with cold sea

water—artificial or real, as opportu-

nity may supply
;

after which friction

may be applied with flesh brush or

coarse towel, which stimulates the diges-

tive functions and promotes a free

circulation of the blood.

Exercise, proportioned to the strength,

should be taken every day when the

weather will permit, but not pushed to

over fatigue. Especial care must be

observed to avoid exposure to bleak

winds, night air, or damp foggy atmo-

sphere. In the warmer seasons a walk
before breakfast is desirable

;
but of all

modes of exercise riding on horseback

is the best, when it is not found to

occasion fatigue. Horse exercise will

arouse the dormant energies of the lungs,

and taken every morning in the early

stages of the complaint, will contribute

much as an auxiliary means. But all

violent exertions—the use of dumb-bells,

&c. ,—must be avoided.

Consumptive persons should never

vegetate in heated, ill-ventilated rooms.

Human beings, like plants, without
proper ventilation, will wither and die

Too often the dictates of common sense
are grossly outraged, and patients are

refused the needful supply of such ali-

as is fit to breathe
;
this is the insane

practice of many German physicians.

The apartments should always be large

and airy, though not cold. Light also

is beneficial both to the vegetableand the

animal world. Those living rooms are

the best that the sun shines into at some
portion of the day. “Pure light” has
been aptly termed “one of the five fingers

of the right hand of health.” Patients

disposed to phthisis should almost live

in the open air, when the weather is mild

and congenial. They should never mix
in crowded assemblies. The theatre

and the ball-room must be forgotten.

The clothing should be warm, but

not so much as to relax the system,

Fine wrought flannel should be worn
constantly next the skin, and be
frequently changed. A flannel waist-

coat will tend to protect the chest from
all sudden transitions of heat and cold.

Personal cleanliness is a matter must
not be overlooked. In a general wav,

few things are more conducive to health

than cleanliness ;
and there is nothing

so much as the want of it will foster

and encourage disease.

In a little work called “ Lectures on
the Laws of Life,” by Rev. W. Walters,

the following story is told of the

eccentric Abernethy : To a rich patient,

whom he considered not over cleanly,

he once said, “ Let your servant bring

you three or four pails of water in a

wash-tub. Take off" your clothes, and

get in
;
rub yourself from head to foot,

and you will recover.” “ That is very

much like telling me to wash myself,”

said the patient. “ Well,” replied

Abernethy, “ it is open to that objec-

tion I must confess ;
still, it is the

best prescription I can give you.”

Cleanliness is important both for

morality, comfort, and health. “Soap
and water,” it has been well said,

“ have great moral effects,” and the

comforts of a skin with its pores open

and free cannot be denied. To main-

tain good health, it is absolutely essen-

tial. Without it the functions of the
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-skin become impeded, the perspiration
is obstructed, febrile matter is retained,

. and the finest air is rendered impure.

Still, to be pure, e’en did it not conduce
(As much it does) to health, were greatly

worth
Your daily pains. 'Tis this adorns the rich

;

The want of this is poverty’s worst woe.”

SEA BATHING.
“ This is the purest exercise of health,
The kind refresher of the summer heats.”

I'A few hints on this important subject
k ill not be out of place. Common and
ssimple as sea-bathing appears to be,
r t is a very potent agent for good or
rtvil.

There is no doubt that salt water
boathing is of value as a preventive of
^Consumption in persons constitutionally

i predisposed to the disease, but it is only
i n the very early stages of phthisis that

I lathing in the open sea can be practised
with safety, and that in the midsummer

i. nonths alone. A single plunge at first

i'S all that can be permitted until strength
. ias been gained by a short time resi-

1 lence at the sea-side. Afterwards, two
[minutes in the water must be the limit.

I )bserve always that if on coming from
! he water there is not a healthy reaction
[marked by a glow upon the skin, and

p
sensation of increased energy, bathing

vvill be productive of mischief. There
issalossof caloric or animal heat, in-

ti olving depression of the vital powers.
The best bathing places for invalids

r re flat sandy shores, where the water
i iecomes warmed by passing over a
[Tract of sand previously heated by the

f
.in. Bathing before breakfast is

i ecidedly improper, except for persons
m robust health— nor is it to be
attempted soon after a full meal—the
x est time to bathe for all in whose
n iterest I write is two hours after

reakfast. The bather, after taking
bath, should walk quickly home,

: e down for ten minutes, and then take
1 ie light luncheon referred to under
'Diet,” a biscuit, with a little wine
: nd water, or a cup of beef tea.

In some cases a tepid bath may be
-sed, but the temperature should not
xceed from 72° to 76^ Eahrenheit.

-THE TASSIONS. 2 |

THE PASSIONS.
“ ’Tis the great art of life to manage well

l'he restless mind."

There are some passions or emotions
of the mind which exert a powerful
influence on the health, particularly in
the young. Love, Fear, Grief, Des-
pondency, and Hope, may sometimes
be said to wield the material world at
will. The mind becomes either the
body’s physic or bane.
Love is, of all other passions, the

least susceptible of control, either of
the judgment or the will.

“ Love well repaid, and not too weakly sunk
In wanton and unmanly tenderness.
Adds bloom to health.”

Tut when Love is unrequited, when
Love is from necessity concealed, when
there are insurmountable bars between
that love and the possession of its

object, there is an exhausting emotion
produced of love and fear combined,
the heart grows sick, the body is un,
nerved, and the delicate frame, of the
female sex especially, becomes an easy
prey to this heartaching disease.

“ She never told her love,
Tut let concealment, like a worm i' th’ bud.
Feed on her damask cheek. She pined in

thought.
And, with a green and yellow melancholy.
She sat, like Patience on a monument,
Smiling at grief.”

Let thosewhowatch thefadingcheek
,
with

anxious eye, while everything is done
which medical experience may suggest,
at the same time search out if there be
any “worm i’ th’ bud,” and remove, if

possible, the corroding care. Absence
and fresh pursuits, or the exchange of
a worthier object of affection, may do
much.
“Home sickness,” particularly, has

been known seriously to affect the
health of delicate persons. Young
people at a distanee from home, who
sigh to return to the embraces and
society of their beloved friends, and
foreigners, who have a strong and un-
extinguishable love for their native
land, have become readily a prey to
this disease. Many a Swiss has sunk
a martyr to this longing for home.
Home sickness has been produced by
his hearing one of his own national
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airs, or a simple Tyrolese melody, sung
when he was under the influence of
dejected feelings. Overcome with the
recollection, he sheds tears, and can
only be consoled by the prospect of
immediately returning from his exile.

If unable to do this he sinks into a pro-
found melancholy, which olten termi-
nates in disease.

Griefand despondency have a peculiar-

ly destructive influence. By the indul-

gence of these passions all the functions of
the body become impaired. Too many,
in the paroxysms of grief, have recourse to

wine or opium—a practice which cannot
be too strongly condemned for its body
and soul-destroying effects. Many find

their antidote to grief in a change of

scene, mingling in the bustle of life, or

in some new occupation of the mind,
and cheerful society. All these are

well
; and yet I am bound to point out

that the only sure antidote for grief of

any kind is to be found in looking to

Him, of whom it is said, “ He counteth
all your sorrows;” “Cast thy burden
upon the Lord, and he shall sustain

thee.” With some persons there grows
up a morbid propensity to nurse their

sorrows.

Poets under such influence have
courted “solitude,” and cried :

“ Oh, for a lodge in some vast wilderness,

Some boundless contiguity of shade !

”

and written their “Odes to Melan-

choly ” with gusto profound. The in-

fluence is infectious. It has an inviting,

but a morbid charm. “Away, then,

with melancholy !” Let all who are of

Consumptive habit especially beware
of indulging in the “luxury” of wot.
Grief is a passion which reduces the

muscular power, destroys the nervous
energy, disturbs digestion, promotes
the development of tubercles, debili-

tates the whole body, and hastens the

progress of the disease.

Hope, on the other hand, is a passion

of an animating nature, which is highly

conducive to health. The calmness of
thought, which is the result of hope,
has tended much to prolong the life of
many who have fallen beneath Con-
sumption’s silent, too often fatal, stroke.

Hope pencils out a pleasing future,

paints it with bright colours, and
cherishes the fair picture to the last.

This is well

—

“ Whatever cheerful and serene,
Supports the mind, supports the body too ;

Hence the most vital movement mortals feel

Is hope.”

I am especially anxious that every

patient who adopts my treatment should

stimulate this hope—the faith of re-

covery. It will encourage a spirit of

steadfast perseverance, and materially

assist him in carrying out fully the in-

structions I have given, both medical,

dietetical, and general.

PART II.

ON DISORDERS OF THE LUNGS AND RESPIRATORY
ORGANS, not Tubercular.

CATARRH OR COLD.

The inhabitants of every climate are

'liable to cold, but those of Great

Britain especially, on account of the

variations of the seasons, and sudden

changes of temperature. Although a

catarrh or cold in itself is unaccom-

panied with danger, the symptoms

should be counteracted at the beginning

by appropriate means. Let it be
remembered that the slightest cold in a

delicate constitution is the nursery of

Consumption
;

it may be the prelude of

various inflammatory diseases
;
or where

there is any tendency to Asthma, the

consequences may prove unfavourable.

Catarrh is the result of suppressed
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I
;

perspiration or sudden diminution of
; the temperature of the body, produced
i in various ways. It is a febrile affec-

|
! tion, accompanied with some slight

I

inflammatory condition of the mucous

j

membranes. When those of the nose

I

and eyes are affected it is termed
“ Coryza ; ” and when the membranes

j

lining the air passages are affected it is

called “ Pulmonary Catarrh .
” The

i first most frequently travels down to the

|

latter; and cough follows.

The treatment of catarrh is simple.

|

Two of Dr. Flemming’s pills should be

|

taken at bed-time (or one pill by a
;
child), and repeated if necessary

; and
: the Balsamic Elixir (the usual tea-

U spoonful on lump sugar) three times a
; « day

; a basin of warm gruel at night,
: to promote perspiration, will be of

i benefit
; and care must be taken to

[.avoid exposure to the external atmo-
- sphere.

COUGH.

A cough is generally the result of
neglected catarrh. In persons of weak
lungs, who are easily susceptible of
icold, and the aged, it often proves
tedious. Many persons are subject,

; every winter, to a chronic or habitual
ccough. In some cases it is scarcely
even absent for many minutes, but tears
:the chest and sides with lancinating

j
pains, and causes prostration of strength

i to a painful degree.

A cough continuing for any length of
[time should always be regarded with
s suspicion, especially if accompanied
1 by expectoration. It is frequently one
oof the earliest symptoms of Consump-
tion, denoting the inflammatory process
cof tubercles, and consequent irritation

cof the bronchial tubes.

But even were there no danger to be
f eared from an unheeded cough, per-
i onal comfort alone demands the use of
aijremedy. If cough be suffered to con-
inue without a check, coagulated

; ohlegm, or tough mucus, will collect in
he inner surface of the windpipe,

occasioning at first some slight incon-
r renience, and in the issue great embar-
nssment or labouring for breath, with
lanspeakable anxiety.

Here let me caution the patient to
beware of narcotics, especially morphia,
which is the basis of many advertised
remedies. Some of them may indeed
afford temporary relief, even in “ ten
minutes.” Let him not be deceived
by this. The doses will require frequent
repetition

;
and by and bye he will find

that he cannot do without them. The
injuries that are thus inflicted on the
constitution are irreparable and of in-
calculable extent.

The intrinsic value of the Balsam
has been realised in numberless in-

stances of violent and distressing cough.
One teaspoonful may be taken every
four or five hours, and the bowels be
opened by two of the pills. It exerts
an extraordinary influence on the pul-
monary vessels, in mitigating the
paroxysm of cough, affording permanent
tranquillity and ease.

There are certain cases of chronic
cough occurring frequently in persons
advanced in life, and connected with
functional derangement of the liver or
stomach, and attended with symptoms
of dyspepsia. These cases will require
very careful diet, avoiding all rich and
stimulating food

; the use of a light

bitter tonic, such as infusion of columba
or gentian (a small wine-glassful), with
ten grains of the sesqui-carbonate ofsoda
or bi-carbonate of potass

, twice a day
;

the Balsam as above directed, with a
pill as a mild aperient occasionally.

In all cases of cold on the chest and
cough, for protection and warmth 1

should recommend the wearing a large
piece of the softest “ wrash-leather ” (as

it is generally called) next to the skin
and under the merino vest. If necessity
obliges the patient to go out in incle-

ment weather, let a cork (not a metallic)
respirator be worn.

HOOPING-COUGH.
Hooping - cough is a contagious
disease, of which children are most
commonly the subjects, and to which
all classes of them are liable

;
but the

most susceptible are those who breathe
an unwholesome air, who have too
little exercise, and who live upon a
watery and insufficient food.
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The symptoms of hooping-cough
and its peculiar convulsive inspiration

or whoop are well known It is a very
distressing complaint, particularly in

young children, and is often protracted
for a considerable length of time.

Much fever, oppression of the chest,

and difficulty of breathing, scanty ex-

pectoration, and great debility or con-

vulsions, denote imminent danger.

The intentions to be answered by
medicine are—to promote expectoration

and appease the cough, and regulate

the state of the bowels.

The best form of administering the

Balsam to children is to give it mixed
in a small quantity of the “ syrup of*

tolu,” which may be obtained from any
chemist, or, if cost be a matter of

much importance, may be prepared as

directed in note to page 14. When
the child is above five years, two-thirds

of a small tea-spoonful of the Balsam
may be taken, mixed with a rather

larger quantity of the syrup, three

times a day. Between two and five

years, twenty drops of the Balsam,
with one tea-spoonful of the syrup.

At six months, ten drops of the Bal-

sam in half a tea-spoonful of the syrup,

morning, noon, and night.

Children above five years, unless

there be tendency to diarrhoea, may
take one of Dr. Flemming’s pills in

treacle or honey, washing it down with

some suitable liquid, and repeat the

dose every third day. Those who
cannot be prevailed upon to swallow
a pill may take the following powder
mixed in anything of a thick nature :

—

Mercury with Chalk 3 grains,

Sulphate of Potass ... ... 6 grains,

Powdered Rhubarb ... ... 6 grains,

twice or three times a week, as occasion

may require. For children under five

years, two-thirds of the quantity
;
and

under one year, the powder may be

divided into two doses. In many cases

I prescribe a liniment to rub over the

chest and back, which has been a very

useful auxiliary.

The diet should be light and nourish-

ing, and change of air will prove highly

beneficial at any period of the disease.

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS.

I SHALL not in this place speak of the
treatment of bronchitis in its acute
form. Acute bronchitis commences
with the symptoms of cold on the
chest, rapidly increasing in intensity
with high degree of fever, and extensive
inflammation of the air tubes, and great
prostration of strength. It requires
personal medical attention from day to
day. But

—

Chronic bronchitis claims our atten-
tion in this part of my work. It

commences, like acute bronchitis, with
the symptoms of an ordinary cold,

without the amount of fever, and is

unattended with active inflammation.
It continues sometimes for a long time,

returning at intervals, particularly in

the winter, and, after a lapse of time,
it becomes a summer acquaintance also.

It is sometimes the sequel ot an acute

attack, sometimes the successor of other

diseases. It often attacks those who
have been exposed much to weather in

their avocations, or to an atmosphere
loaded with dust, and is a frequent and
troublesome companion of the aged.

The “Chronic Bronchitis of elderly

people” is seldom socompletelyremoved
as that of younger patients, or of those

of middle life
;

but symptoms have
been wonderfully palliated by my medi-
cine, and life, for a long period,

rendered easy.

Cough, with expectoration, pain, and
short breathing, are the chief symptoms
of this complaint. The cough is some-
times very severe, and continues more
or less, the patients rarely losing it

entirely, even in the summer time. It

sometimes much resembles asthma, but

the short breathing of Chronic Bron-
chitis arises from a thickened state of

the mucous membrane, and is almost

constant. In asthma it arises from a

nervous spasmodic constriction of the

bronchial tubes, recurring at intervals,

and which constriction extends to the

muscles of respiration
;

moreover,
Chronic bronchitis is often attended

with a little fever, and asthma is not

—unless there be a complication of the

two.

The symptoms of Chronic bronchitis
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are increased by changes of v/eather or

temperature, such as from a warm to a
cold, damp, or foggy atmosphere. In
course of time, the disease is produc-
tive of wasting of flesh, or extreme
debility, purulent matter is thrown off

from the surfaces of the bronchial tubes,

hectic fever supervenes, and other
symptoms, such as occur in the ad-
vanced stage of tubercular phthisis, or
it becomes a complication of the two
diseases, known as “ Broncho-phthisis.”

In all cases of Chronic bronchitis,

the Balsam should be taken as directed

in Consumption or Phthisis
;
and the

pills as a mild aperient when needed.
The liniment I prescribe will also be of

.
great use. Diet must be in accordance
with the symptoms of the case. Wine
and gentle stimulants, in the absence of
fever or inflammation, will generally be
admissible. Cod liver oil may be taken
when it will thoroughly digest, as

named in a former part of this work
;

or the yolk of a new-laid egg, beaten
up with one or two tea-spoonfuls of best

brandy or rum, early in the morning,
and at eleven o’clock with a little wine
(if the stomach will bear it) may be
taken as a substitute.

ASTHMA.
The limits of the present work will

not permit me to enter minutely into a

description of what asthma is
;

nor
is it necessary, for there is no disease

which manifests itself more distinctly.

It is a truly distressing complaint,
common to all ages, and, if its progress
is unchecked, will terminate in dropsy
or diseased heart, the result of which,
sooner or later, must prove fatal.

As I have said in my observations on
chronic bronchitis, asthma is a spas-

modic constriction of the bronchial
tubes, of a nervous type, depending on
the contraction of the circular fibres

surrounding the tubes. It may exist

^Toi years, and on dissection Laennec
asserts there is often no trace of any
organic change to which the asthma
may be referred.

Hereditary transmission is the most
frequent predisposing cause. Mal-
formation of the chest, or deformed

[

spine, also eminently qualify their
possessors for this disease. Chronic
bronchitis and chronic catarrh, long
neglected, also dyspepsia of old stand-
ing, are often succeeded by confirmed
asthma.
With regard to the mode of treat-

ment for the cure of asthma, I must
observe that the chief indication is to
promote a free expectoration, and allay
that irritation of the lungs which causes
spasmodic constriction. The medicine
the asthmatic requires should possess
the power of dislodging the secretions

of mucus, allaying the cough, and
sheathing the parts from the peculiar
acrimony of the phlegm. This inten-
tion may be accomplished by the Bal-
samic Elixir, when taken in sufficient

doses, and persevered with till the at-

tainment of the desired end.

Asthma is frequently connected with
bilious obstructions, including spasms
in the stomach, with wind, which ag-
gravate the cough, and difficulty of
breathing. In such cases an aperient
medicine, combining bitter tonics,

which will promote the abdominal
secretions without depressing the
system, and carry through the bowels
such morbid matter as cannot be ex-

pectorated, will afford much relief.

Such are the pills of quinine, rhubarb,
and camphor—the recipe of Dr. Flem-
ming before alluded to These pills,

in gentle doses, with the regular use
of the Balsam, and a nourishing diet

(such as I have directed in Consump-
tion), will fulfil every intention of cure
the patient anticipates or desires.

I should, however, state here that

there are some cases of confirmed
asthma, attended with very 1 severe

paroxysms or attacks, coming on at

intervals, in which the benefit of my
medicine may not be so much marked
at the time of the attack, as by a course
of it between the attacks, to gradually
strengthen the chest, and render the
paroxysms in course of time less frequent

and less violent. Of course, it is essen-

tial that the patient steadily persevere
with the medicine, and take due care as

to diet and the avoiding exposure to

damp or cold, and pay attention to

every other matter advised. Let me
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rafer him to the case of Lady B
reported hereafter.

.

fhere is also a dry or nervous asthma,
with little or no expectoration, accom-
panied with flatulence, headache, rest-
lessness, dryness of throat, and intense
anxiety. In most cases of this class,
dyspepsia is an accompanying evil, and
perhaps the exciting cause. In addition
to the medicinal agents above named,
the proper regulation of diet is of vast
importance. Nothing to generate
flatulence should be taken. The food
should be light and nourishing—no
pastry, salt meat, veal, pork, hashes,
soups, or stews—but mutton, tender
beef (underdone), stale bread, very
little vegetable, and light puddings. A
very small quantity of best brandy,

ESTI...OMA1.S.

well diluted and without sugar, or with
half a tumblerful of Schweppe’s Potas>
or Seltzer Water, may be sipped at
dinner. During intervals of attack, a
course of bitter tonics, such as cascarilla,
columba, or quassia, to give tone to the
stomach, may be of much advantage.

I am frequently asked my opinion of
the use of inhaling apparatus and
medicated inhalation, both in cases of
asthma and of phthisis. Attempts
from time to time have been made to
revive this old and exploded system. It
has been tried over and over again, and
signally failed. In many cases inju-
dicious inhaling has caused decided
injury. In no case have I known the
practice of inhalation productive ofany
permanent good.

PART III.

CASES AND TESTIMONIALS.

This part of the work will be divided into four Sections.
In the First Section I shall give some of the more remarkable cases

connected with my earlier professional career, reprinted from my former
Treatise.

The Second Section will consist of some cases selected from the published
announcements of the last ten years.

In the Third Section I shall give some interesting records of Cases and
Testimonials of very recent date.

The Fourth Section will contain extracts from several of the weekly or
monthly journals, referring especially to the success of my Treatment.

The reader personally concerned in the subject of this book, who may be
anxious for repeated testimony, is referred to the announcements appearing in
the periodicals of the day. This book, being stereotyped, cannot receive
additions to its pages for long after its present issue, but new cases, having any
special interest, will be inserted in the journals referred to from time to time.

Let me remark here that it should be felt to be the pleasing duty of all who
receive any striking benefit from a special agency, such as this, to communicate
the fact for the benefit of others

;
and in this case, by letter to myself. I write

thus because cases which have been simply wonderful have now and then turned
up by mere accident

;
the patients, having failed to come, or to write when they

were thoroughly well, were lost sight of in the interim. If for any private
reasons there should be an objection to the name appearing in print, of course
it would be withheld.
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Note as to Sections I. and II.

For some time I was undecided whether or not to reprint the Cases which these
Sections contain. I lingered over them, as with the fondness of an old'
acquaintance, until, thinking it a pity that the memories of so much good
should be utterly lost, I resolved to make a selection. If they should not be ol
interest to every patient, or reader, they certainly will be to many, who will be
glad to glance over them before passing to Section III. So, with this
apology, let me introduce

—

SECTION I.

SELECTION OF EARLIER CASES (Reprinted).

Case I.

G. Warcup, cf Tring {my First
Case of Special Note).

Early in the month of March I was
sent for to a village a few miles from
the town of Tring, in Herts, to see a

young man, then residing at the house
of a relative at Chalkshire. I was in-

formed that he had been suffering from
chest disease for some months, and had
been attended by several medical men
in succession, and latterly by one of

large practice at Wendover. Cod Liver
Oil and various medicines had been pre-

scribed without effect. I found him in

a state of great debility, confined to his

bed, gradually becoming weaker, and
losing flesh, expectorating greenish, of-

fensive, purulent matter
;
and knowing

the almost universal opinion in such
cases, I did not at all wonder that his

had been pronounced hopeless. I fo.und,

by stethoscopic examination, both lungs
diseased—tubercles in process of deve-
lopment, and cavities where tubercles

had suppurated and discharged their

contents. 1 felt that I could not express

a sanguine hope of recovery, but I gave
what general instructions I considered
necessary, urged him to a determined
;'persez’erance with the Balsam, and, leav-

ing the matter in the hands of Him who
alone can bless any means, I came away.
A few weeks afterwards I received the

following letter :

—

“Dear Sir,—

I

am thank. ul to be able to

state that my friend Mr. Warcup is very much

improved. Since he commenced with your
medicine his cough and expectoration have
diminished greatly, and he feels himself gaining
strengh every clay. His appetite is now good,
and he sleeps soundly. On Tuesday last, the
day being warm and fine, he rode on horseback
for nearly two miles, so you will at once per-
ceive that he has made rapid progress.

“ I trust, dear Sir, your Balsam will become
widely known, and prove as great a blessing to
thousands of sufferers as it has in the case of
my friend.—J. C.

1 ’

The next communication I received

was written by the patient himself, re-

questing me to send him down anolher
22/- bottle, and expressing his belief

that, by taking it a little longer, with

the benefit of my advice, he should be
“ all right again.”

Two months afterwards I received the

following letter :

—

“Dear Sir,—I am happy to inform you
that my health is now so much improved, and
my strength also, that I am out from morning
to night

,
either riding or walking. I hope

your Balsam will become more known, and
restore many others as it has me.

“Yours very truly,

“G. Warcup.’’

Case II.

A Young Woman in an Advanced
Stage of Consumption.

About the middle of January I was
consulted by Mrs. Sarah Hartsorn, re-

specting a young woman then living

with Mrs. Ilartsorn’s sister at Provi-

dence Row, Victoria Park. At that time
she had been four months ill

;
Consump-

tion had followed upon a low fever, and
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tubercles were malting rapid progress in
both lungs. The cough was distressing—the expectoration profuse—the limbs
emaciated—hectic fever was ravaging
the system—the night-sweats were ex-
cessive— in fact, it was too evident that
the disease had progressed beyond the
second stage. In a note received from
Mrs. Wilkinson, about this time, she
states, “ Our own doctor and the phy-
sician who attended her have said they
must he very much deceived if she can
possibly recover.”

The young woman commenced the
llalsam four times a day, with the use
<>f the pills, as required, to regulate the
bowels, and every attention was paid to
my general instructions. On the 27th
of February, I received from Mrs. Wil-
kinson the following letter :

—

Sir,— I shall be glad if you will send me I

another largest-size bottle of your Balsam as
early as convenient. The young woman is
considerably improved. 1 believe your medi-
cines have done her a great deal of good— far
more than could have been expected in the
tune an alteration for the better soon began.
The cough, expectoration, fever, night sweats,
and weakness

—

all are now relieved beyond
any idea. She has been out a few times under
the protection of a respirator, and last Sunday,
in the afternoon, attended chapel. The young
woman can be seen at my house, and many of
Dur friends will testify to the extreme state she
ivas in when given over by the physician. 1
can but say I consider yours to be a remedy
\eyond allpraise.

“ Yours most respectfully,
“ Mary Ann Wilkinson.

- ’

On the 14th of May, while writing for
another bottle, she says

—

“ I have the pleasure to inform you that the 1

young woman continues to improve in the most
satisfactory manner. I have recommended your
medicines to several persons lately—two to my
knowledge have received decided benefit. I
only regret circumstances will not allow me to
give it away to those whose poverty will not
allow them to partake of its benefits. Many
persons, through our connexion, will now use
it, having seen its extraordinary value, and
knowing the exireme illness from which the
patient has been restored.”

Case III.

R.. Dixon, of Hanley (as reported

by himself).

Dear Sir,—Some months since, to
my great distress and alarm, I ex-
perienced all the symptoms of Con-

sumption. Successive cold brought on
a cough, at first trifling, but soon very
troublesome. Fills and powders were
taken in abundance, but with little

effect. In the course of a few months I

began to expectorate large quantities of
corrupt matter, and on consulting a
physician I was told that one op the
lungs was very much diseased. I had
the choicest food at command, but my
appetite was gone, and I could only
taste, not eat. With loss of appetite
my strength forsook me. I gave myself
up in despair. Cold sweats, agonising
fears, shortness of breath, restless
nights, and prostration of all my
physical powers were now my lot, and
confined me to my bed.

In this state I read your work, and saw
my state so fully delineated therein that
I began to hope. Immediately I sent
to you and procured a large bottle of
your medicine. I found little apparent
benefit at first,

but persevering 1 soon
realised a rapid and wonderful cure.

The cough ceased—the sweats left me

—

the expectoration stopped—my breath-
ing became free as ever—and I am now
a new man.

Since my recovery, I have earnestly
recommended your medicines, as an
unequalled remedy in Consumption.
Every drop is worth its weight
IN GOLD.
The last bottle I sent for was for an

elderly woman, sixty years of age, who
has been confined to bedforJour winters,
with dreadful cough and expectoration,
worn to a skeleton

,
and given up by the

doctors as incurable. She has taken
your medicines, and the effect has been
miraculous

!

There is now no cough,
no expectoration, and she is actively

attending to her domestic duties as well
as she did eight years ago !

I am convinced from experience your
Balsam attacks the disease in its very
castle

;
clearing, restoring, healing, and

strengthening the lungs in a most won-
derful manner. Were I rich, I would
help many a poor creature with its aid.

I am, dear Sir,

Yours veiy truly,

Robert Dixon.
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Case IV.

Miss L. May, Consumption in a Child

9 years old.

In the middle of February, 1S55, I

was consulted by Mrs. May, of Marl-

borough, on behalf of her little girl, an

interesting child 9 years of age. The
little girl had been for several years ex-

tremely delicate, and under medical

treatment at various intervals during

that time. On the last of such oc-

casions (before applying to me) her

physician stated that he could not tell

tohow great extent thelung was diseased,

as the whole side was shrunk. At this

t

time the cough was truly distressing,

hard and dry, tearing her to pieces at

times, and the expectoration profuse,

purulent and stained with blood— her

appetite quite failed her, and her flesh

and strength decreased daily.

In my first letter of the 19th, I stated

that the case was one which would re-

quire very great care and attention
;

in

the first place, to prevent the slightest

fresh accession of cold
;

in the second

place, to regulate her diet, giving her

food only in the most light but nourish-

ing kind ;
and in the third place, a

due perseverance with the proper

medical treatment. At the same time

I (orwarded the medicine, giving various

directions for carrying out the principles

expressed.

After a little further correspondence,

I received a letter from Mrs. May, in

which she states “ I am happy to tell

j on my little girl is much better ; her

appetite improves ; she does not expectorate

so frequently.” A month afterwards I

received a further corroboration of the

benefits resulting from my treatment.

In a further letter from Mrs. May, she

states — “/ have found your Balsam so

beneficial ill its effects that 1 have recom-

mended it in many cases. My little girl

is so wonderfully restored that I shall

do my best to spread its merits. ”

N.B.—This young lady has long

since grown up to womanhood, and
when I last .heard of her she W'as in

excellent health.

Case V.

Interesting Case of a Young Lady
at Brompton.

In the autumn of last year I was con-

sulted by Mr. W
,

of Brompton,
respecting a young lady, to whom he

was engaged to be married, and whose
symptoms indicated that she was in an

advanced stage of Consumption. At
his earnest request she had come up
from Brighton with her nurse to see me,
and had taken apartments at Thistle

Grove. “ If you can relieve her/’ were
the words of the first .letter, “ you will

hold a claim upon my gratitude, and
my name as a reference shall be freely

yours.”

I found her in a state of extreme

debility, unable (without assistance) to

walk across the room
;
and expectorat-

ing much purulent matter. There was
a large cavity in the left lung, with

tubercles in process of suppuration,

while the right lung was in a highly

congested state. She commenced at

once with my Balsam, and such

additional means as I pointed out.

In three weeks I received a letter

from Mr. W ,
of which the follow-

ing is an abstract:— “The progress

made in three weeks in Miss B.’s health

is extraordinary

!

Her expectoration

has decreased, her chest is less tight,

and I may remark that when she came
up she could not take a ride of more
than balf-an-hour in her Bath chair,

or walk more than twenty yards
;
and

when out she could not talk. The other

day she went to Kensington Gardens

for more than two hours in her chair,

and talked almost the whole time.”

In a letter shortly after Mr. W
writes :

—“On Tuesday she walked to

the Cemetery and back— one mile and

a half—without fatigue. The hectic

fever and cold shivers are gone.”

Shortly after this, 1 went down to

Brompton again to see her. I found

the cavities of the lungs healed, and
that strength and appetite had returned

From that time she continued to im-

prove, and in a few weeks after 1

received a polite announcement of their

marriage.
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Case VI.

Case Reported by rev. Thomas
Ring, of Semley, near Shaftes-
bury.

(A n olli Friend, who has been Minister
at Semley since 1841, and has recom-
mended many Patients to me.J

nr“!b
V B

(?
AR SlR

r
’~ I have IonR felt assuredof the efficacy of your celebrated Balsam

aving witnessed it in numerous instances’;
but it has lately been taken by a friend ofmine, and the change produced upon him istruly astonishing ! A few weeks ago, hewas apparently on the borders of the grave
confined to his bed, with every symptom ofdecline I recommended your medicine tohim, and after taking one large bottle he isABLE TO RESUME HIS DAILY AVOCATIONS
and is rapidly gaining strength,” &c.

Case VII.

Severe Chronic Cough—Debility— Consumptive Cough.
The Writer is an old Friend, residing
at the tune of his Letter at Burgess
Hill, and now at Grove Lodge, The
Grove

, Past Dulwich.

My mother was afflicted a short time back,
while staying at my house, with a most harass-
ing cough. It was distressing to hear her.
Gough mixtures were got, but afforded no
relief, and she became worse. By her request
I sent to you. On receiving your Balsam, she
took some, and the effect was astonishing.
I he cough became at once easy, and she had
no^t another severe fit while with me.

A short time after I contracted a severe
cold myself, which brought on a state of general
debility and weakness of the chest. Knowing
the value ol your Balsam, I tried it myself, and
111 a short time was restored to my usual state
of health.

‘'Lately, my daughter was subject to a
teasing cough, seriously affecting her general
health, but by perseverance with the medicine,
it has been entirely removed I think such a
remedy cannot be too widely known.

“ John Archer.”

Case VIII.

Case of a Young Man at Carlton
(Beds.).

I HAVE had many cases at Cailton and
in the neighbourhood, and am well
known throughout that district now.
An important case occurs to me as
worthy of note. I was consulted by
-Mr. Charles Rudd, of Carlton, relative

(o Ins son, a young man about eighteen
years of age. His symptoms were
violent cough, night and
pains in the chest, difficulty of breathing
night perspirations, loss of appetite,
and for a long time loss of strength!
He commenced with my medicine, and
strictly followed my advice

; with what
result will appear from his father’s letter
dated September 13th :

—

, ,

I)k SlR>— 1 wr‘te to say that your valu-
able medicines have quite restored my son to
health. From the time he began to take themhe began to mend. It was wonderful to seehow he changed in appearance, and also howhe gained strength. He can now work alt

Cases IX., X., XI.

Severe Attacks of Influenza,
also Case of Seven Years’
Winter Cough, with Bron-
chitis.

d his lady was connected with the
family ol Vallance, of Brighton. I sub-
join her Letter •

—

,

* Sir,-—

H

aving recently proved the great
benefit of your Balsamic Elixir to myself and
a valued servant, in a very severe attack of
influenza (in the latter case, various remedie-.
had been previously tried for the constant rack-
ing cough, &c., without success), I will thank
vou to forward me the largest family bottle.
In my own case it was very useful, but in the
much more severe attack of my attendant,
retie/ was experienced almost with the firs't
dose, and the cure has been speedy and com-
plete. N or are these the first cases in whicn f
have proved the usefulness of your invaluable
medicine.

“Believe me, dear Sir,
“ Yours respectful' y,

“ M. G. A. Vallance.

hi, Queen s Road, Brighton ” (from whence
she removed to Dronfield House, Blessirigton
Road, Lee, Kent).

A second letter of this lady is sub-
joined, referring to the third case

“ I have lately given your Balsam to a person
who has been afflicted with a severe coiw 1

every winter for the last seven years, and who
for three weeks before trying your medicine
had lost her voice

; but in only four days after
commencing with the Balsam she recovered
her voice, and the cough was wonderfully
relieved. She tells me she knows not how to
be thankful enough.”
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Case XII.

Congestion of the Lungs, witi-i
Incipient Tubercular Disease.

In the summer of 1864 I was consulted
I
personally by a lady residing at Tun-
bridge Wells, suffering from extreme

j
weakness of the chest, cough, difficulty

i
of breathing, and debility ot the system.
1 found the lungs in a highly congested

I

state, and tubercular deposit com-
mencing. She followed my advice, arid

j

continued with my medicine, corre-
I
sponding with me from time to time,

I
and gradually recovered her strength,

i without relapsing in the winter season,
i
of which there was much fear, from her

j

natural great susceptibility. The fol-

lowing is an extract from her last
i letter :

—

“ I have followed the advice contained in
!

your letter, and have hitherto escaped cold
;

•and when feeling any of the former symptoms,
: the effect of a weakened chest, by taking your
Balsam they abate. 1 cannot but look upon it

i as a valuable remedy, and trust many sufferers
1 will be benefited by it.

“E. J. Ledbitter.”

I saw her in the January following,
and she was quite well.

Case XIII.

CONSUMPTION.
Case of a Young Widow Lady.

;

I WILL here relate a very interesting
case. A lady from Greenwich (Mrs.

: Button) called upon me in the month
of October, for advice and medicine.
She was of highly Consumptive family,

i having lost several near relatives, and,
:

lastly, her husband, by that fell disease.
The battle of life must be fought. She

, kept a school. The troubles she had
; undergone, the labour of teaching, and
! the sedentary nature of her occupation,
produced their baneful effect upon a
constitution predisposed to the disease.
Qut she had, by painful experience in
her family, known its nature

;
and

when she was conscious that it had com-
menced, she came at once to me.
There was the “hectic flush that bodes
no good,” the little constant cough, the
slight suspicious pain in the chest, the

general lassitude of system, the many
little things which, trivial as they may
seem alone, yet, by concurrence, make
up a. clearly defined case of Phthisis,
to the professional observer. On
stethoscopic examination, I found tuber-
culous deposit progressing in either lung.
I gave the necessary medicine, prescribed
a liniment, &c., and gave instructions
as to regimen. A month transpired,
and she called again. There was a very
marked improvement. I saw her once
again, and heard from her in the interim.
The improvement continued through the
winter. A day or two before these
memoranda were prepared for my
former work, her sister (Mrs. Birame,
now residing at Ivnockholt, Kent, and
who can, if desired, corroborate this),

who came to consult me in her own
case, informed me that she was quite
restored to health, in consequence ol

her case becoming known, many other
cases from the same neighbourhood
came under my care.

N.B.—Mrs. Button continued well
for years, and removed into Suffolk.
She is now Mrs. Leighton, and resides
at Crouch End. When I last heard ol
her (lately) she was in perfect health.

Case XIV.

Mr. Geo. Wadlow, of Cobham
(near Gravesend), Kent.

This case excited great attention in the
neighbourhood ;— at Meopham, Wro.-
tham, Town Mailing, &c., &c., from
whence many patients have come to me.
1 his patient’s health had been declining
for some time past. Pains in the chest,
distressing cough, purulent expectora-
tion, wasting of flesh and general de-
bility were prominent symptoms which,
with examination of the chest, denoted
a steady progress in the “fell disease.”
I advised him personally, and after-

wards by letter, and sent him several
large bottles of the Balsam, which had
the effect of entirely re-establishing his
health. Six months afterwards I re-
ceived a letter, of which the following is

an extract :

—

“ l am thankful to inform you that I am now
enjoying most excellent health, and am never
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troubled with those distressing symptoms

—

many thanks to you. Such is the change in
me, that my friends and neighbours are iiuite
astonished to see me ; for, a few months since,
aU thought me fast hastening to my end.

lo a friend of mine (who was in a similar
state, and has been doctoring some weeks past
without the si ghtcst relief) I have given a
little of your Balsam, and it is surprising how
much good it has done. He wishes me to write
you for a supply of medicine.

u
^ear S*r’ y°u will be very welcome to

publish my case. I will recommend your book
and medicine'* as far as I am able, for the sake
oi suffering humanity.

“Geo. Wadlow.”

* And he lias dcv'e so for years.

Case XV.

Remarkable Case of the Wife of
a Dissenting Minister.

It was at the end of the Autumn, Mr.
D

,
a dissenting minister in the

neighbourhood of if G
,

Sussex, called upon me relative to his

wife, an amiable young lady, to whom
he had been married scarcely two years,

and who was much beloved in the circles

where she moved. It so happened I

had an engagement in the country that
morning, and did not see him. It was
therefore arranged that I should come
down to his house. I found, on inquiry,

that she had been attended by several

eminent medical men, with little benefit
;

after the birth of her child, now six

months old, she had very rapidly

declined, and her case was soon pro-

nounced hopeless. She had an abscess
over the lower part of the left lung,

discharging outwardly. One lung was
consolidated and impervious to the

passage of the air, the other was
partially studded with tubercles. Her
cough was severe, the expectoration
highly purulent, and at times proluse,

and debility was increasing. I was by
no means sanguine as to her recovery,

and expressed myself so to her husband,
while at the same time I urged an im-

mediate commencement and persever-

ance with the Balsam. My advice was
adopted. A little improvement in ap-

petite, and more tranquil nights, were
for some few weeks the only manifest

benefit
;
but after that time the more

urgent symptoms wonderfully subsided,

IY EARLIER CASES.

and her progress was gratifying indeed.
1 he abscess healed. The healthy
functions of life were restored. For
some years she continued in the enjoy-
ment of comparative health. She is

now dead, but she died of a totally
different disease. This case excited
much interest in the neighbourhood.
Should any sceptical reader desire it,

the husband of the lady, an esteemed
dissenting minister, who slill coiitimus
pastor of the Church in. which he has
laboured for thirty years, will be very
willing, I know, to bear his private
testimony to tin; faithfulness of the
above narration.

Case XVI.

Extract from a Letter of a
Clergyman.

7 give this case as an encouragement for
Public Speakers, religious or secular.

It is only a sample of many such ;
Preachers of all Denominations,
Lecturers, &c.

Parsonage, nearH .

‘ Dear Sir,— Although personally unknown
to you, I cannot but state (from sense of grati-
tude) the benefit I have received from you
For years I have been subject to a severe pain
in my chest on taking cold, with irritation of
the windpipe or trachea, producing a stoppage
in speaking and preaching

; and for years 1

have foun l great benefit in this complaint from
your medicine. My name is well known to
man}'’ of the clergy ; I should not wish it to
appear in print, but you are welcome to any
private use oi it. - Yours faithfully,

“ R. L., Incumbent of .”

Case XVII.

Major Middleton of the Hcn.
Artillery Company.

Tlits gentleman was under my treat-

ment (as well as various members of his

family) up to the time of his' death,

which occurred at an advanced age—
his case being the Chronic Bronchitis of

Elderly People, referred to on page 24.

Invariably he found wondrous relief.

The following letter was sunt by him,
unsolicited by me :

—

“98, Gloucester Place, Portrnan Square.
“ Major Middleton presents his compliments

to Mr. Congreve, and having experienced the

great efficacy of his Balsum.c Elixir himself, as
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swell as several members of his family, considers

he would not be doing justice to Mr. Congreve
. were he to withhold bis testimony in favour of

i
.its desirable qualities, which he is quite sure

require only to be known to be highly appre-

j cluted.
“ To Geo. Thos. Congreve, Esq.”

Three daughters of the Major sur-

|

\ vive him. I have the pleasure of their

i personal acquaintance, and, if neces-

Lsary, either of them can speak of the

i marvellous benefit their father received.

Case XVIII.

Case of a Lady at Theale.

I

This case was published in my former
• treatise by special request. Miss Etbe-

I r ridge, a young lady residing at Theale,

i

i near Reading, applied to me for advice

I

. and medicine. She continued under my
: treatment upwards of twelve months.

!

' She then wrote me as follows :

—

“ For two years I had not known what it was
t to be free from pain in my chest and side

;
no

appetite, and could not sleep
;

strength and

I

( energy failed. 1 was under medical advice,

;
: from which 1 received no benefit. 1 began to

think it was designed by my Heavenly Father
that 1 should be removed from earth, yet I

felt anxious to try all means; and at the sug-
i gestion of a friend, I applied to you. My heart
swells with gratitude as I think of the contrast

i now. I had not taken your valuable medicine
\ long before the good effects were manifest.
This encouraged me to persevere. Now I am

. like a new creature. The pains have entirely

left me ; my appetite is good ; my sleep com-
i fortable. My cough is gone, the expectora-
! tions tinged with blood have quite ceased. My
: friends are surprised at my different appear-
ance. 1 feel it my duty to make this public

i , acknowledgment for the good of others."

Case XIX.

Lucy Bridge, of Sittingbourne.

(Another neighbourhood where the re-

sults ofmy treatment are well known.)

I was consulted by the friends of Miss
Lucy Bridge, then residing at Sitting-

1 bourne, in Kent, whose case had been
pronounced hopeless. I sent her
medicine and advice. In three months
she so far recovered as to be able to

come to London and take a situation.

The following is an extract from a

letter I received from her some time
after this :

—

“ I feel it my duty to acknowledge your
kindness, and the great benefit I have received
from your treatment, for which I cannot be
thankful enough. Sixteen months ago I w..s
given over by my doctor, who said he could
not restore me—that Cod Liver Oil might be a
little benefit, but other medicines would be
useless. I tried the Oil, but became worse,
every dose causing faintness

; my debility in-

creased, my appetite failed, my expectoration
was fearful. I thought it was the will of the
Lord to take me to Himself. A t this time my
uncle sent us your book. At the end of a week,
after commencing with your medicine, I was
able to leave my room for a short time, my
appetite and strength increased

;
in another

fortnight I went down to dinner. The cough
and expectoration next abated, and in another
month I rose to breakfast; and now, sir, I havt-

returned to London, and have taken a situilf

tion, beyond all expectation ; many of m;i.

friends saying, I am like one risen from tfu

dead."

Case XX.

Consumption—Case of a Child.

I will here give the simple testimony
of the father :

—

“ Dear Sir,—I think it only just I should
write you word the effect of your Balsam upon
my little girl. She was sinking fast in Con-
sumption, and our doctor told us we must make
up our minds to lose the child

;
he had done

all he could, and saw no hope of saving her.

My sister, at Greenwich, persuaded me to try
your medicine. In a fortnight the change
astonished us. The cough and other symptoms
abated

; and in two months the child was
perfectly cured.

_
Since then, we have tried it

on a younger child, with success, and recom-
mended it in the case of another child, 12
years of age, who is now quite well. You
can refer any person privately to me.—W. J.”

Cases XXL to XXIII.

Of Two Sisters at Pitsea (Essex),

and of a Child.

The father of these sister patients was
a builder, at Pitsea, near Rayleigh.

The first who consulted me personally

was Miss Hannah Freeman, at that time
evidently labouring under Chronic Pul-
monary Affection. She had been more
or less suffering for two years, and
although the advice of eminent physi-

cians had been obtained, the disorder

gradually gained ground. There were
all the symptoms of Phthisis in its

mediate stage, the peculiar kind of

expectoration, cough, pain in the side,

oppressed breathing, loss of flesh, intes-

D
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tinal irritation, &c., &c. ; and on
examination, dulness of percussion over
the light lung, and stethoscopic signs
of progressing tubercular disease. I
continued to send her medicine with
full instructions from time to time,
during which gradual improvement took
place, one formidable symptom which
had kept her back becoming at length
finally subdued. In twelve months she
came to London to see me again. I
was truly gratified to find the com-
paratively healthy condition of the
lungs, and the normal sounds of the
chest restored.

In two months after, she writes me
as follows :

—

‘

I may now say I am pretty well. I can do
anything with ease and pleasure. I shall never
be able to express my feelings of gratitude.

,,

She afterwards relates that persons
have stopped her in the street, to inquire
what had done her so much good, ex-
claiming that her case was “truly won-
derfjiiy This patient became after-
wards Mrs. Bennett, of Romsey, Hunts.
A sister of this young lady also came

up to London to see me in the following
December. Her symptoms were some-
what different; there being but little

cough, much inward fever, palpitations,
pains over the chest, and occasional
spitting of blood, to which she had been
subject more or less for several years, and
been under the usual treatment in vain.
The instructions given in her case were
also different. For several months the
Balsam was continued regularly with
Cod Liver Oil, and after an interval
was resumed again in connection with
other means, and decided benefit was
obtained from both courses of the
medicine.

The following pleasing case of the
little girl referred to was brought under
*ny notice by Miss Ann Freeman, who
first recommended application to me, in

spite of adverse opinions, and after-

wards watched the progress of the child

from day to day, corresponding with me
relative to the same.
The little girl is the daughter of Mrs.

Upsen, of Pitsea. “On the 24th of
May ” (Miss Freeman writes), “I found
her in bed, supported by pillows, unable
to sit or stand, cough distressing, ex-

pectoration very bad, copious sweats day
and night, most rapid pulsation, the
body quite curved, from the side being
drawn up. Upon leaving I said to the
mother, * your child may be another
child in a month ’’—and Miss F. had
faith to believe it so. On the 20th of
June she writes, “ I am delighted at
finding my little girl much better, sitting
up and cheerful, and every symptom
abating.” Further memoranda from
Miss Freeman’s diary express a gradual
improvement. “The child can walk
about now very well, but the side is much
drawn.” On the nthofjuly she writes,
“ I was greatly surprised at finding my

!
little patient at school. The salt water
has been used to the side, it is straighter
and stronger.” After this, inconsequence
of fresh cold, some return of symptoms
took place, but were soon subdued.
The child acquired flesh and strength,
and in September attended school again.
In the next letter Miss Freeman writes,
“ Mrs. Upsen’s child is now quite well,
she has been taking the Balsam of late
only twice a day. I doubt not great
cures have been effected by your treat-

ment, but I cannot think one has ex-
ceeded this. Mrs. Upsen wishes the
case to bejjpublished. I have taken great
interest in the child, and it is impos-
sible for me to express my delight—you
are welcome to make use of my name.”
This child had been given over as

absolutely in a hopeless state.

Case XXIV.

A little Boy at Woking, Surrey.

At the close of last autumn I received
a letter from Mr. William Bryant, ot
Woking, requesting my advice for one
of his children, a promising boy eight
years of age. His illness had com-
menced with pains in the side, failing

appetite, and loss of flesh. Severe
pains in the back followed, which warm
baths and mustard poultices removed, but
only to settle again in the side, with
constant cough and great difficulty of

breathing. “At this time,” Mr. Brvant
states, “the doctor at Brighton, where
we had removed him, gave little hope
of his recovery. A friend at Guildford
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sent me your work, and there I at once
saw his case fully described—the cough,
the night sweats, the pain, the loss of
appetite, quick pulse, hollowness of the

eyes, and purulent expectoration of a
creamy hue. We quite thought he was
drawing to his end.” After a short

continuance with the medicine, a favour-

able change took place, the appetite

returned, and the breathing became
easier, the cough softer, and the pain in

the right side removed. For several

months I corresponded with Mr. B.,

during which time the child gradually

improved
;
several times renewed attacks

of inflammation threatened, but my in-

structions were strictly attended to, and
the danger was removed. It was a
struggle for life, but God blessed the
means, and the child entirely recovered.

On the 4th of April next year, Mr.
Bryant writes me :

—

“ I wish to add my testimony to the great
numbers already published of the great value
of your advice and medicine. My son is

restored to perfect health—indeed, he is stronger
and heartier than he ever was before. You are
at liberty to publish this. Accept my warmest
thanks for your advice from time to time, &c.”

( This case was one of many,
in which

instructions from me as to auxiliary

treatment were ofgreat importance.)

Case XXV.
Reported by Mr. James Toovey,

of Amersham.

The family of the Toovey’s of Amer-
sham, first known to me through the

late Rev. W. Jeffery (hereafter referred

\

to), have, several of them, interested

! themselves much in making known my
treatment, and do so to the present day.

Mr. James Toovey especially, who
i
has witnessed the benefit in many

i instances, wrote me in March respect-

ing a young man, and in April respecting
' the case of a young woman, both of

j

whom have been restored to health.

The young woman especially was
induced to a state which presented but
little hope. The following extract from
a letter of Mr. Toovey’s concisely con-
veys an idea of the wonderful benefit

received :

—

“The young woman I wrote you about is

quite another person since taking your

medicines. She was so reduced by we ikness
before as to be totally unable to follow her em-
ployment. Her medical attendant pronounced
the case hopeless, ordered cod-liver oil, port
wine, &c., but told her friend it was a case of
rapid Consumption. She is now so restored
as to follow her usual employment. I have
known other cases benefited by taking your
medicine, and would earnestly recommend it.

“James Toovey.”

Case XXVI.
Case of Phthisis, with External

Abscesses.

In the month of September, I was
consulted by Mr. Thomas William
Pratt, of Cropredy Mill, Banbury,
Oxon, relative to his brother, a young
man, twenty-two years of age. In the
spring of that year, his illness had
commenced by abscesses forming over
the right lung, which, after being lanced
by the family doctor, continued dis-

charging more or less until the case
came under my notice. He then ap-
peared very much reduced, appetite
bad, cough and expectoration, and the
abscesses discharging profusely a thin
ichorous matter, and very painful.

I advised a course of poulticing,

generous diet, and the use of cod-liver
oil—the Balsam three times a day

—

occasionally a mild aperient, and other
means. The abscess in a short time
assumed a healthy appearance, ceased to

discharge, and finally healed. Other
symptoms also gradually disappeared

;

the chest became strong, and the patient
resumed his business occupations as
apt for them as ever.

In the following January, Mr. Pratt
writes me as follows :

—

“As this cure has been effected by your very
excellent medicines in so short a time, should
you think proper to publish it you are at liberty

so to do. You can refer any patient in similar
case to me, and I will confirm the statement

’

Case XXVII.

Thomas Marshall, of Toft, near
Caxton.

This case came under my personal
notice. I saw the patient at my house,
and the following memoranda are
extracted from my consulting book :

—

“ September 6th.—Age 39. Lungs had been
always weak. Took cold in April, and sinc<

D ?
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then gradually declined. Had medical atten-
tion, and took Cod- Liver Oil for 18 weeks
without the slightest benefit. Present symp-
toms :—Bad cough, hard yellow expectoration
tinged with blood, breathing very short, aching
pains at the chest, gradual loss of flesh and
strength every day.”

I advised the patient fully, and after-

wards continued to forward medicine
and correspond with him until May. I

drink the patient had, in all, six largest

bottles of medicine, and ten letters were
written by me. (It is usual for me to

correspond with patients obtaining
medicine direct from me while under
my treatment). A gradual improvement
took place, by no means rapid

,
but the

patientpersevered

;

and, though the first

severe weather of the next winter tried

him very much, he had no serious

relapse. Having entirely recovered his

health, he writes as follows :

—

“Dear Sir,— Being now quite well, I wish
to bear my testimony to the benefit received
from your valuable medicine. I look upon it

as the means in the hands of God of my
restoration, and I thank you for your kind
advice from time to time, which I followed, and
with the Divine blessing it has done wonders
for me. Nothing else seemed to do me any
good. I am a wonder to my fellow-creatures.
I did not think last summer I should ever get
well. I shall feel a pleasure in recommending
your treatment.”

Case XXVIII.

Of a Chief in the South Sea
Islands.

This case was reported to me by
Rev. Thos. Powell, 37 years resident

missionary at Upolu, Samoa. Writing
to a friend then connected with Marl-
borough Chapel, Old Kent Road,
London, he says :

—

“Send me as soon as possible a gallon of
Mr. Congreve’s Balsam. The last you sent
has prolonged the life of one chief, who has
since joined the Church. His case was,
humanly speaking

,
hopeless

:

but Mr. Con-
greve’s medicine has been the means, under
Cod, of the good health he now enjoys.”

N.B.—Mr. Powell called on me a few
years back when in London, and
brought me a splendid collection of

ferns (he being a great botanist). I

have heard from him very lately

(February, 1881), and sent medicine

—

through Messrs. Spicer, the well-known
wholesale stationers, of Thames Street

with whom he is connected. He tells

me he has given my medicine to the
natives and others with marvellous suc-
cess.

Case XXIX.
Reported by Rev. J. Tucker (then
of I-Iemyock, Wellington, Som-
erset).

“ My Dear Sir,—I am happy to inform you
that the young woman, Jane Burroughs, whom
I recommended to you for advice and medicine,
is now perfectly recovered, so as to follow her
occupation. She says she is ‘ as well as ever in

her life.’ She desires her grateful thanks for
your kindness—indeed, she has abundant
reason. Not only has she recovered from what
appeared a rapid Consumption, but during her
affliction she has, by grace, been restored to

spiritual life, and is about to express her grati-

tude to Christ by a public profession of His
name. I have written at her request for your
encouragement. I shall, with increased confi-

dence, recommend your treatment.— Yours
truly, “John Tucker.”

Case XXX.
Mrs. Cattermole, of Bungay,

Suffolk.

In September, i860, Mr. Richard
Cattermole, of Broad Street, Bungay,
wrote to consult me respecting his wife.

(Chest disease had been prevalent in

her family). Her illness had com-
menced with a severe cold, which nothing
thoroughly removed, and the case had
gradually assumed an alarming condi- \
tion. Cough severe, night and morning.
Expectoration very laborious, purulent
in character, with blood. Pains in the
chest and side, and other symptoms of
chronic bronchitis

, verging into phthisis.

Medicine was forwarded, with advice
and prescriptions.

At the end of the month Mr. Catter-
mole wrote me :

—

1 ‘ I send you a cheque for further supply of
medicine. Thank God ! He has blest the
application. The cough and expectoration
are much decreased, the breathing is easier, '

the strength is returning. We shall persevere.”

Six weeks again transpired, and Mrs.
Cattermole was reported nearly conva-
lescent

—“ Shortness of breathing and
cough almost gone, some days none at

all.” The medicine was -in a week dis-

I did not hear further until
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the following February, when Mr. Cat-

|

termole again wrote me :

—

“ Dear Sir,— I have great pleasure to inform
| '.you of the restoration of my wife. All the
symptoms have entirely ceased. She can now
lie with her head low, which before had to be
propped up with pillows. I feel it a great

]

mercy, and you may use our name for the good
of fellow-mortals if you please.”

Mr. Cattermole has continued to

obtain medicine for patients in his neigh-

j
boui-hood to the present time (February,

. jS8i).

Case XXXI.

Confirmed Consumption in Ad-
vanced Stage.

“I consider this as remarkable a case
;as any published.”

Such are the words of Mr. Thomas
! 3 Dolphin, Ridgway, Astwood Bank,
I Bromsgrove, when writing on Decem-
ber 30th, 186 1, and speaking of his

: brother Joseph, who had been under my
|

care.

It was about twelve months before

that letter that Mr. Thomas Dolphin

j

• first consulted me on the case of his

i

brother, who had been till then under
\

'

the care of an eminent physician of
: Worcester. Severe attack of inflamma-
tion (for which he had been bled,

leeched, and blistered) had greatly pros-

trated him
; Consumption followed

;

the expectoration was large
;
dropsical

sswellings of the feet and legs (a very
unfavourable symptom) had supervened.
I held out but little hope of the case,

but advised (in addition to the usual
c course) tonic and other means to counter-
. act the dropsical tendency and support
:the system. For the first fortnight he
s seemed worse

;
but

—

In three weeks—“ Slightly better, though still

too weak to walk across the room. Pain
relieved ; appetite a little improved

; swell-
ings slightly abated ; bowels obstinate ” (to
be opened by doses of castor oil).

. In anotherfortnight (January iyth)—“ Im-
proved greatly ; appetite good ; walked yes-
terday half-a-mile. Former medical attendant

• -^surprised to find him alive.”

In three weeks—Reported “ About the same ;

feet still swelling, but not so much ; pro-
gress retarded by slight cold

;
gained several

pounds in weight, however, in a fortnight

;

friends all astonished.” (To continue all I
first advised).

In one month (March 6th)—“Increasing in
weight daily

; cough and expectoration nearly
gone. Feet only a little weak and sore now
Slight hoarseness from cold.” (To use a
gargle).

April xith—“ Continued improvement. Throat
better. Anxious now to reduce the doses of
medicine.” (Ordered to continue steadfastly
as before for the present).

The young man remained under my
treatment through May and part of June
(making in all six months, and having
taken altogether six of the largest bot
ties). On the 10th of June I receivet
a letter from Mr. Thomas Dolphin, in

which he reports his brother “Quite
well, and feeling nothing the matter,”
and suggests that a publication of the
case might be for the benefit of sufferers,

and that both of them will be happy
to answer any bond fide inquiries in re-

ference thereto.

I have only to add that Mr. Joseph
Dolphin continued in good health,
without relapse (as the letter, 30th
December, 1861, above quoted, tes-

tifies).

In reference to the above remarkable
case, the Rev. J. Philips, Baptist
Minister of Astwood, Bromsgrove
wrote me, in a letter at the time, as
follows :

—

“ I never saw Mr. J. Dolphin look better. It
does me good to see and hear him fill up his
place in our choir as formerly. The case must
be highly gratifying to you.”

N. B.—Mr. Dolphin has continued to
correspond with me and obtain medicine
for patients in his neighbourhood to the
present time (February, 1881).

Case XXXII.

Of a Sunday Scholar in London.

This case was thus introduced to my
notice, by Mr. Josiah Briscoe, Banner
Street, Finsbury

“A scholar in our Sabbath school (Mr.
Anderson’s), aged 16, is now apparently dying
of Consumption. She has been under the
treatment of the Hospital for Diseases of the
Chest, but, notwithstanding every effort, is

rapidly sinking. Her symptoms are : trouble-
some cough, flushes in the face, extreme
weakness, profuse perspiration, swelling of feet,

and entire loss of appetite. Her friends wish
to adopt your treatment.”
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I gave the necessary instructions and
medicine.

In about a month Mr. Briscoe writes
me :

—
“The patient is much improved, although

she was so reduced as scarcely to be able to
walk round a table; now she can walk well,
and attended our chapel yesterday.”

He further reports as to the symp-
toms generally, in which there is decided
favourable progress :

—

“Cough less; appetite good; gaining flesh
fast.”

She complained a little of pains. I

prescribed a liniment. I need only add
that by the spring she was quite

restored.

In a letter, dated October 13th, Mr.
Briscoe writes me:

—

“Our young friend continues without re-
lapse, and looks remarkably well— even better
than before her illness.”

Up to the present time (February,

1881) Mr. J. Briscoe has been a corre-

spondent of mine. His brother has been
for four years the minister of the church
at Rye Lane, with which I have been
connected since 1849.

Case XXXIII.

Of a YoungWoman, communicated
by Mr. W. Clark, of Easty, near
Sandwich (Kent).

Early in the spring of 1875 Mr. Clark
applied to me, relative to this patient.

In the previous winter she had been
exceedingly ill. Her own doctor, find-

ing her every week becoming worse,

brought a second doctor. After con-
sultation they decided that her ‘

‘ lungs

were so diseased that nothing could be

done for her.'
1 ' “At this time” (Mr.

Clark writes) “I found her too weak to

raise herselfon the bed.” All the usual

symptoms of confirmed phthisis were
present. Mr. Clark at once obtained

them my medicine. “Immediately”
(he tells us) “she began to mend. In

a week could raise herself without help;

in the course of another week could

walk about and so, following out the

advice which Mr. Clark obtained from

me by letter, she gradually improved
;

and in a few weeks was strong and well

as ever she was in her life
; and Mr.

C., writing me the next spring, remarks:
“ She continues so to this day, and,
in her turn, is recommending the treat-

ment to others, who also have found
benefit.”

Mr. Clark, in conclusion, says :
—I

have written about this case, feeling

it a duty. I have received benefit also
myself,” and expresses a wish that I

should use his testimony if I thought
proper.

Case XXXIV.
A Youth in Deep Consumption.

The case of Reuben Stroud was
brought under my notice in December,
1863, by Rev. R. W. Maydon, then of
Morlimer West, near Reading, after-

wards of Leigh, Sinton, Malvern. All
the symptoms of confirmed Consumption
were present, and the youth appeared
to be fast sinking.

The correspondence extended from
December to the following April, during
which time advice and medicine were
forwarded from time to time by me.
The patient improved till he became
thoroughly well.

The following letter from Mr. Maydon
was sent to me at the close of the

year :

—

“My Dear Sir,— It is now twelve months
since I wrote to you respecting Reuben
Stroud, who was then declared by his medical x
attendant to be * in a deep Consumption and -

near his end.’ I am glad to say that, by the
blessing of God on your treatment, he is nou>
quite well, and has been so for some months
past. You are at liberty to make what use you
please of my testimony.”

Case XXXV.
Recovery of a Sunday Scholar

in an Advanced Stage of Con-
sumption.

(Witnessed by the late Rev. A. W. Heritage,
then of Naunton, Cheltenham, and after-

wards of Canterbury).

About the middle of September, 1865,

the case of this youth, James Organ,

came under my notice. It had been

reported by the doctor attending him
“a hopeless case of Consumption.”
The father had died of this disease.
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The usual symptoms of the third stage

j

(see my book upon this subject) were
mostly present — such as purulent

i
expectoration with, blood, great emacia-

tion (almost a skeleton), and weakness,

&c., &c. Thrush (an ominous symptom
always) had also appeared. I forwarded
medicine and instructions.

One month elapsed, and Mr. Heritage

wrote me again:—“Every symptom
has greatly abated. ” In the next letter

he writes me :
—“Before James Organ

commenced your treatment the doctor

said he could not live a month
;

noisj he

comes to the Sunday School

The last letter from Mr. Heritage

reported as follows:
—“James Organ

is quite well, and looks better than at

, any previous time. Every symptom
has subsided. He works regularly

without inconvenience. It is a remark-
able case. Publish it as widely as you
please.”

Case XXXVI.
Interesting Case of a Sunday

Scholar at Chatham.

In December last Mr. F. J. Denyer
(then Deacon of Enon Chapel, Chat-
ham), having witnessed the benefit of

my treatment in other cases, applied to

me on behalf of Charles Casse, a

scholar of their Sabbath school, twelve

years of age.

Two years before that date he had
rheumatic fever, which caused disease

of the hip-bone, and left him in a very

delicate state, and now a harassing

cough, with short breathing
,

were
followed by every symptom of rapid

decline.

I sent medicine, prescribed a lotion

for the chest, ordered cod-liver oil and
other auxiliary matters, and in January
of the present year Mr. Denyer writes:

—

“ Charles Casse is much better since he has
taken your excellent medicine. The lotion,

&c., has been used ; his cough is nearly gone ;

breathing easier
;
can sleep now at night.”

* After some further instructions from
me by letters in February, the father

writes me, March 31st, 1865, as

follows :

—

“
8, Old Road,

Chatham.
“ Dear Sir,

—

I write to thank you for your

kindness- By the Divine blessing, my dear
boy’s health is now good.

Yours sincerely,

“Joseph Casse.”

This youth lived four years after this,

and was hearty and well. He was then
taken away suddenly, in a fit.

Case XXXVII.

Of a little Girl at Newport,
Monmouth.

In March, 1865, Mr. George Fox, of

17, St. Mary Street, Baneswell, New-
port, Monmouth (who had recom-
mended my medicines and treatment

with great success to many for some
years), applied to me on behalf of his

little girl, six years old.

Notes of the Case.
—“Family tendency

to chest disease. Illness commenced
with fever, nine months since, followed

by inflammation of lungs and bowels,

which left disease in the lungs, marked
by cough, continual short breathing,

soreness in the lungs, painful expectora-

tion, disordered secretions, hectic fever,

night perspirations, thirst, loss of flesh

and strength, and swelled feet and

ancles.”

I advised upon this case, ordering a

course of the Balsam with honey, a

powder at intervals, a nitre drink occa-

sionally, a liniment to the chest, and

wine, &c., &c.

In a month (April) some improve-

ment was manifest, which continued

through May, by which time the night

sweats and swellings of feet and legs

were gone
;

pain, cough, breathing,

appetite, secretions, all improved

—

gaining flesh.

At this time, imprudently—as is too

often the case with patients —the medi-

cine was left off before a thorough

recovery
,
and a little relapse took place.

In July the medicine, &c., under my
directions and advice, was re-com-

menced, and continued until nearly the

end of the year—till after the patient

had got quite well.

In a letter twelve months afterwards,

Mr. Fox writes me as follows :
— “ It

is now upwards of eight months since
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my little girl left off your medicine in

perfect health
; she continues so, in-

creases in flesh and strength, and grows
fast. I thank you for all your kind-

ness and attention. Make what use of

this you please.

“G. Fox.”

Case XXXVIII.

Case of Rev. Jas. Smith, late of
Metropolitan Tabernacle Col-
lege, and Redhill, Surrey, now
Minister of Yoric Road Chapel,
Leeds.

This case came under my notice in

March, 1864. Several Students of the

College having derived benefit from my
treatment, Mr. Smith, by the recom-
mendation of Rev. C. H. Spurgeon (the

pastor), applied to me.
Every symptom of Decline was pre-

sent, and such as accompany the second
stage (see my book). I found tubercles

in both lungs beginning to suppurate.

Dr. B. (the Tabernacle College

Doctor at that time), under whose treat-

ment the patient had been prior to this,

declared one lung diseased, and pro-

nounced the case hopeless.

In about six weeks I saw Mr. Smith
gain (I had corresponded with him
leanwhile). “Cough and expectora-

ion almost ceased, breathing better,

Appetite better, but pulse still feeble.”

In another month the improvement
was still more decided :

—“No cough,

expectoration very slight, gaining flesh.”

On examination, “no active disease

now, though lungs weak.”
And so (as the memoranda of my

book testify), by further continuance
with my treatment, the patient gradually

regained flesh and strength, and resumed
his preaching engagements. Suffering

from over-exertion, in the early part of

the next year, a light tonic prescribed by
me set him to rights. He became the

settled minister of the New Chapel,
Redhill, Surrey, but has now been five

years at Leeds (1881). A letter reports

as follows :
—“I am still in good health,

and shall be pleased for my name to be
of any service in any way you wish.”

Case XXXIX.
Interesting Case of a Little Boy
at Plymouth, a Scholar of the
IIowe Street Sunday School.

Mr. J. Westlake, of Drake Street,
Plymouth, has corresponded with me
on behalf of this little patient :

—

Early in September I received par-
ticulars of the case— “Chest disease in-

herited from the mother
; cough for ten

months, violent now
;
pains in chest and

side
; relaxed bowels

; appetite very
bad

; hectic flushes and night sweats

;

irregular action of the heart
;
great loss

of flesh, commencing five months before
this, and strength declined

; cod-liver
oil had been ordered, but the stomach
had rejected it immediately

; swelling
of the bowels (an unfavourable sign) had
also taken place.

”

Dr. P. and Dr. G. had both
seen this child, and another medical
man. Dr. P. had reported “one
lung entirely gone

; the other nearly
so.” All agreed the lungs were much
diseased.

I sent the medicine with instructions,

ordered the use of a liniment, steel wine,
and a particular diet.

Report from Mr. W. (Sept. 27th)

—

“ Much better.” In October— “ I was
surprised and delighted to see the little

boy last night, dressed, looking cheerful,

and quite a different boy.” He con-

tinued to improve daily. November
1 6th, Mr. Westlake writes me— “ His'N
parents and myself cannot express our
gratitude to you for the benefit derived

from your treatment by the blessing of

God. Publish the case if you think
proper in the name of the Howe Street

Sabbath School. I shall speak of it

wherever I can.

“Josiah Westlake.”

Case XL.

Miss Lucy E. Lincoln (Mrs.
Creak), of Poplar.

This was a very interesting case.

The patient (then MissL. E. L.
,

of Congham, Norfolk), consulted me
the first time in Sept., 1863, when
suffering from Chronic Bronchitis, vi:h
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j

liver affection and congestion of the

lungs, being then in a very low, weak,
reduced state. She recovered speedily

;

was married in 1865, and went to Italy
;

j

but consulted me again in June of that

i year. Was then suffering from former
j -symptoms, and was in a debilitated

ancemic state. Ordered quinine and
,

iron in a palatable form, in conjunction

j

with my usual course of medicine.
After seeing her in July and August, I

I

found her sufficiently recovered to take
pa voyage to Natal (her husband being
captain of a vessel).

(The sister of Mrs. Creak above
I
named—Miss ThirzaLincoln—also came
to me as a patient in August, 1865.
'The lungs were seriously affected, but

|

under my treatment she rapidly re-
covered, and, by December all traces of
active disease were removed.)

In Feb., 1867, I received a letter from
Mrs. Creak as follows :

—

“ Since I last saw you, my health has been
better than I ever enjoyed in my life. Should
a testimonial be of any use, I can speak with
the utmost confidence of the efficacy of your
medicine.”

From that period she continued to
enjoy good health for ten years. Her
husband, now residing at 17, Aberfeldy
Street, Poplar, having lately had occa-
sion to consult me himself (Jan. 11,

1881), for bronchial asthma, informed
me that she died at sea, in 1877, of a
totally different disease.

SECTION II.

vCASES SELECTED FROM THE PUBLISHED ANNOUNCE-
MENTS OF THE LAST TEN YEARS.

Tfan apology be needed for thepublishing these Cases, let me refer the reader to the

“note” at commencement of Section I.

Case XLI.

P COMMENCE with the case of an old
friend. Here is a letter from the late

KTev. W. Jeffery (formerly of Torring-
: on, Devon, and Westbury, Wilts, and
ecently of Bexley Heath).

“Hear Mr. Congreve,

—

About twenty-five
(•' ears ago, after having been repeatedly advised
o try your medicine, by a friend who had been
emarkably benefited by it, 1 at length did so,

' nd was soon relieved from a very severe and
>• rotracted cough, which was gradually and
wholly removed by the careful use of your
" ledicine ; my confidence in the value of which
:: as been constantly confirmed by having met
vith persons in various parts of England who

:r mphatically declare the benefit they have
e iceived from the use of it. Having, unknown

) you, often recommended your medicine with
: wariable success, and being desirous that my
•fends in all parts of the country should know
ly opinion of it, I am prompted to offer this

e jstimonial for your acceptance, to be used in
• ny way you may think proper.— I am, dear
ir, yours faithfully,

„ “William Jeffery.”
To G. T. Congreve, Esq.”

N.B.—This will be corroborated by
his widow, Mrs. Catherine Jeffery, re-

siding at Devonshire Villas, Bexley
Heath. (A recent letter from her gives
address, “ H. D. Wood, Esq., Home-
wood Lodge, Bexley Heath.”) Incase
of any patient troubling her with in-

quiry, a stamped envelope must be
enclosed (as, of course, should be done
in any inquiry).

Case XLII.

Lady Georgiana Bromley— Se-
vere and Confirmed Spasmodic
Asthma.

In the month of October, I visited her
ladyship at her town residence. She
had suffered for years with asthma,
which had gradually assumed a most
severe form. Various remedies had been
prescribed by one of our most noted
Dondon physicians—combinations o>
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potass, squill and stramonium, ether,

lobelia, &c., See .—in vain.

Hearing of my success in a remark-
able case near her country seat in

Nottinghamshire, she requested me to

visit her. Since that, she continued for

about two years under my treatment,
and with marked improvement from the

beginning. The following is an extract

from a letter of her ladyship received
after her complete recovery :

—

“ Lady Bromley presents her compliments
to Mr. Congreve, and has very great pleasure
in giving her testimony to the value of his

medicines. No words can express her thank-
fulness for the good she has received.”

—

Stoke
Hall

,
Newark.

Since then, for years, her ladyship

has administered the medicine to the

poor of the villages around her, with

marked success.

Case XLIII.

A Young Lady at South Shields.

—Bronchial Consumption.

This very interesting case was brought

under my care in the summer, and the

treatment of it I conducted by corres-

pondence with the father. The follow-

ing memoranda ar,e taken from his

letters and my book :

—

1. Strong family tendency on the

mother’s side.

2. Illness first commenced with very

severe neuralgia in the head and

face, with cramps, followed by

severe colds.

3. Congestion of the lungs
;
hard and

violent cough every four or five

minutes, with pains in chest

and side, extending to the right

shoulder.

4. Appetite bad ;
almost constant

nausea.

5. Palpitations of the heart
;
strong

flushes in the evening.

6. Great falling away of flesh in

chest and body.

7. Dropsical swellings of the feet and

ancles.

8. At this time her father informed

me she had been sounded, and

both lungs were diseased.

9. Both the old (or allopathic) and
homoeopathic systems had been
tried and failed.

The young lady was under my treat-

ment ten months, more or less
; and

twenty letters were written by me

;

though the case was one of most critical

nature and somewhat complicated, she
manifested an improvement early

; ulti-

matelygot thoroughly well
; and in March

our correspondence for the time ceased.

Of course, I felt anxious to know if the
patient continued well

; and I received
a letter in the following October, in

which her father writes :
—

“1 enclose you the promised carte* of my
daughter, who has become stout and strong.

Previous to my first writing to you, she was
so reduced she was unable to walk, and had to

be lifted like a child. The doctor could do no
more. Now you see the change.
“ King Street, South Shields.” “J— C—.”

* I had received a carte taken in her

illness, and was greatly struck by the

contrast.

Case XLIV.

Mr. Samuel Jon"es—Consumption.

Mr. Samuel Jones, of Havant, Hants,
formerly of Portsea, was recommended
to me in 1870, by the late Rev. W.
Rose, of Commercial Road, Landport,

i Hants. All the symptoms of Con-

I

sumption were manifest—cough, night

sweats, extreme debility, Sec., 8ec. He \
rapidly recovered under my treatment,

and writes me as follows :

—

“ Your treatment has done wonders for me,
and, under God’s blessing, has restored me
to perfect health. I hope it will continue to

be appreciated. It is a great boon to sufferers.”

In reference to this case see the follow-

ing from Rev. W. Rose, pastor of King
Street Congregational Church, Port-

sea.*

“ It affords me pleasure to add my testimony
to Mr. Jones’s statement. I knew the case

from the commencement of Mr. Congreve's
treatment. It had been pronounced hopeless

by the patient’s medical attendant.”

* Mr. Rose removed afterwards to

Horncastle, Lincoln ; from whence I

received many patients through his re-

commendation.
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Case XLV.

\Mr. R. B. Jones, of Erbistocio
Ruabon—Broncho-Phthisis.

This patient wrote to me in August.

. Five weeks before this he had ruptured

j. i blood-vessel. Spitting of blood con-

tinued, attended by great prostration,

n.followed by pains in left side, with

[strong palpitations and green purulent

[expectoration. I forwarded medicine,

[ August 19th, with full advice and pre-

scriptions . In a month— ‘
‘ much better, ’

’

L:hroat a little affected, for which I

;udvised. In three months—still im-

V proving, and able to follow his business,

[n December—muscular pains from

told, for which I advised. The patient

- went on gradually improving, and, very

wisely, continued the course of medicine

aas directed till the Spring. And in a

Wetter written in the following August,

hhe says:

—

“My Dear Sir,—I ought to have written

tbefore. I am still quite well, and have been
fi :or four months past. I had the best medical

advice, and got weaker and worse till led to

a ipply to you. I am restored to health by your
means, under God’s blessing. I return my
r.most grateful thanks. If my testimony will

1 be of any good, I shall be most glad. Use it in

a any way.” —
Case XL VI.

A Young Farmer at Bishof-Stort-
ford—Consumption.

IIn February, Mr. Thomas Ashwell, of

IPark Farm, by recommendation of

[patients of mine at Brighton, came to

i me. The following are some of the

1
particulars noted in my book :

—

“Family tendency to chest disease. An
taunt and a sister had died in decline. Decided
s symptoms for four months. Had been under
a advice at home, and a physician in London.
. An attack of pleurisy had accompanied the

;

tusual consumptive symptoms, for which he
i had been blistered, and had applications ol

idodine. On examination, the left lung was
f found to be decidedly diseased.”

'The patient saw me again in March,

.April, May, and July, with gradual

improvement manifest each time, so

t that on the last visit I was able to sanc-
‘ tion a gradual leaving off the means
( employed.

In September the patient wrote me,
stating that he was quite well; had
exerted himself very much at harvest

time without the least relapse, expressing

also his intention to recommend the

medicine everywhere, and requesting

me to add his case to my book.

Many cases from the neighbourhood

have come under my notice and treat-

ment to the present year, in consequence

of this becoming known.

Case XLVII.

Sergeant E. Brett—A “ Hopeless
Case.”

In January, I received a communication
from Mr. Clowes Orme, of 56, High
Street, Macclesfield (who has himsell

been a patient of mine with benefit),

the object being to consult me on the

case of Sergeant E. Brett, of the Militia

(brother of the unfortunate Sergeant

Brett, shot by the Fenians). His case

was phthisis (second stage) with haemo-

ptysis or spitting blood, and the case was
given up as hopeless. In three weeks
improvement took place. His health

has been established, and Mr. C. Orme
informs me the patient in a few months
r<joined the militia.

Case XLVIII.

An Old Gentleman, Seventy
Years of Age.

This patient had suffered for years

with the chronic bronchitis common
to elderly people, and had been under

various medical treatment by several

eminent physicians, without the slightest

benefit, until he applied to me. The
following letter was received from him
in October, 1871, after he had been
several months under my treatment :

—

“ After taking four bottles of your medicine,
I am so far restored in iny breathing that I can
attend to my business as before. I now enjoy

my sleep by night, and food by day. I praise

the Giver of every mercy, and am thankful fc

you as the means in His hands of my restora

tion. Make what use of this note you please.
“ R. C. Riches,

“ Seething, Norfolk.”
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Cases XLIX and L..

Two Cases, communicated by Rev.
B

, a Dissenting Minister
in Northamptonshire.
1. “In the village of Old, a shoe-

maker, aged thirty-eight, pronounced
by his doctor to be incurable, had re-

course to your medicine last summer,
and, after all other remedies had failed,

was restored to good health.”

2. “ In the village of Rothwell, a
farmer, S. Bottrill, aged forty-two, was
sinking of rapid Consumption. His
surgeon pronounced the case hopeless.
All medicine proved of no avail. In
his extremity he had recourse to yours.
He began at once to improve ; it set

him up. He can now discharge his

business as before.”

Case LI.

A Pupil Teacher—Communicated
by W. Ratheram, Esq., Rathe-
ram’s Oak, Hockley Heath,
near Birmingham.

In relation to this case, Mr. Ratheram
says :

—

‘ The poor girl for whom I first wrote you is

a pupil teacher. She came home to die (as her
friends supposed), and her medical attendant
said no more could be donefor her. I enclose
you a letter from her father. Since cured by
your means, she has continued in good health
for two years. If you publish this case you are
at liberty to use my name.”

In the letter above mentioned by Mr.
Ratheram, the father of the patient

says :

—

“ My daughter still enjoys good health. She
is now at the N ational School, and often walks
home, a distance of four miles, and back as
well, the same evening. The family doctor
says she is like one risen from the dead. She
commenced Mr. Congreve’s medicine in

January, and in the latter end of May returned
to her school.”

Case LII.

Mrs. Jane Robinson, Paglesham,
NEAR ROCHFORD, ESSEX.

In December this patient applied to

me first. Notes of the case as follows :

—

“Consumption in the family, four brothers

had died.

“Patient never strong. Suffered from liver,

and from coughs and colds on and off for thre*.
vears before this.
“ Violent cough now. Expectoration copious

and heavy, green and yellow, purulent, and
sometimes mixed with blood.
“ Pains from chest through to the shoulder

blade.
“ Breathing constantly affected, and throat

irritation.
“ Fever, cold shivers, flushing after food

irregular pulse, frequent palpitations.
Loss of flesh, hair falling off, debility in-

creasing daily.
“
Swelling of feet and ancles. Secretions all

unhealthy.

“Report of family doctor

—

‘Right lung
gone

,
abscessformed in the other.'

”

This patient was under my treatment
for some few months, and was restored
to good health.

Thirteen months from the date of the
first application to me the patient
writes :

—

“ I would recommend all sufferers from chest
disease to you. I have done so and shall not
fail to do so. Every o?ie says my case is mar-
vellous. It is known to many, and if you think
proper to publish my name, do so. Yours ever
gratefully,

“Jane Robinson.”

Case LIII.

Miss Symonds, of Necton.

A “Hopeless” Case.

It was in January, Miss S.
, then

intensely suffering with every symptom
attending chest disease that can be
named, confined to the house (frequently

to bed), commenced my treatment
Various circumstances interfered to pre-

vent a regular continuance. It was a
case in which many of the village

thought her dying
; she was never

expected to walk out again. Ultimately,

by occasional short courses of my medi-
cine (for she took no other), she so far

recovered that, in July, her mother
writes :

—

“ She has attended chapel for three months,
as formerly

;
for one month has taken her

class in the Sunday-school. God has made
you the means of prolonging her life. She is

like one raised from the dead.”

Writing me September 16th, the

mother says :

—

“ My daughter has had no relapse. I feel it

our duty to make this case known, though one

half cannot be told in print. She was a mere
skeleton, and three doctors had pronounced
her case hopeless.”
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Case LIV.

vIrs. M. J.
Hayward, Hastings.

.B. — This patient (formerly Miss

i omford, of Warbleton, Sussex), who
id some years before derived great

^ :nefit, and whose father and sister

I
id also experienced great good from

y treatment, applied to me again in

;
ay. Symptoms : Cough

,
expectoration

,

|

eat pains, palpitations, and weakness.

{ . less than two months, she writes

L e as follows :

—

!
‘With much gratitude, I write to inform

u a that, under God’s blessing, I have gained

|

ilth again. Your valuable medicine has
tie all I could wish ,

and more tfian I could

|

fiect so soon. I have lost all pain, and can do
L r work with ease. I shall not fail to recom-
[:„-n,d vour treatment, feeling sure it is the

\;ly chance for the consumptive patient.

|

iith many thanks for all your kindness,”

frM &C.

.Again, writing me September 15, she

|yys

‘ I am quite as well as when I wrote you
k t. Your medicine did wonders for me

;
and

mv I am in usual health again. I shall be
Icie to answer any questions,” &c.

Case LV.

Case of a Lady at Woking.

:his case was brought under my notice

June, 1870. The name of the

tt tient — Mrs. Hart, Ivy House,
P oking. Statement of her daughter
r ho consulted me for her mother by
ccommendation of a friend):

—

f‘
‘ Illness commenced with a severe cold

t

t’eral months before. Cough very bad.
iarful pains in the head. Green expectora-
1 n. Pains in the side. Breathing constantly
» icted. Appetite bad (patient fancying
it hing). Hectic fever. Body much wasted,
i. ength failing for three months.”

II advised by letters through June and
: ly. In August she was recovered so
t to lay aside medicine. In September

|r r daughter writes me :

—

T am very thankful to tell you that, by
v
- (1*5 blessing and perseverance with your
uatment, my mother is fully restored to
dth. We are very thankful to you for your

Nice.
_
You can make what use you please of

i

' testimony.

“Yours, &c.,
“A. S. Ha.ov”

Case LVI.

Mr. Thomas William Kitt, then
of 27, Lawrence Road, Bow, E.

This gentleman, who was actively
engaged in mission work, applied to me
in October, suffering from severe chest
symptoms : Cough, expectoration, ul-

cerated throat, and loss of flesh. Medical
report

—“Right lung affected.” He
was under my treatment for a few weeks,
with what result the following note will
testify :

—

“I hasten to avail myself of the earliest
opportunity to express the deep debt of grati-
tude which, under God, I owe you for benefit
derived from your treatment. I shall recom-
mend it far and wide. I have lost all pain in
the chest, and other symptoms too. You are at
perfect liberty to make use of my name.”

Case LVII.

Recommended by Rev. B. Hodgkin,
of Bishop-Stortford.

This patient (recommended also by a
cousin in London, who had recovered
under my care) had been in Consump-
tion for one year. Her own doctor had
said he could do no more for her. Her
aunt was sejtt for to see the last of her.

She applied to me in October. I sent
her medicine and advice. She also came
to London to see me in the early part

of April. Having almost entirely re-

covered, she writes me :

—

1 ‘ Words fail to express the gratitude I owe
you for your invaluable medicine and advice
so kindly given through Rev. B. Hodgkin. My
health has gradually improved from tbe begin-
ning. I hope to see you on Tuesday before
leaving off the medicine.”

N.B.—Mr. Hodgkin still corresponds
with me (Feb. 18S1).

Case LVIII.

Reported by a Dissenting Minis-
ter at Bristol—A Man “ Dying
of Bronchitis.”
“ Dear Mr. Congreve,—I was glad to see

you made use of my last communication con-
cerning Mr. L—-’s case. He is truly ‘ a wonder
unto many.' He has tided over his annual
critical time, thanks to your invaluable medi-
cine. He is very busy, and does not suffer

from close application.

“I visited last week a neighbour dyinv of
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bronchitis. The doctor had given him over.
I gave him a dose of your medicine. His
laboured breathing became at once easier, and
he could speak to me. It should be widely
known—even in cases beyond earthly hope—
your Balsam produces relief, and Has soothed
the last hours of many a sufferer who has
commenced it too late for the hope of ulti-
mate recovery.

“
1 hardly ever travel without your medicine,

and so am able to do much good.
‘‘1 have persuaded several ministers to use

your medicine for colds, hoarseness, and throat
affections peculiar to speakers, and always
with good effect.

“ Anything 1 can do to aid you in your good
work I shall be glad.”

Case LIX.

Miss J. E. P
,

of Sandiacre,
near Nottingham.

The following letter was received by
me, October nth, 1871 :

—

“Dear Mr. Congreve,—Let me add my
testimony also to the beneficial effects of your
medicine. I owe my restoi-ed health

,
under

God's blessing, to you. Let me express grati-
tude for your kindness and promptitude, and
to the Giver of all good. 1 shall recommend
your treatment to all suffering from diseased
chest or lungs.”

N. B.—This was a most decided case

of broncho-phthisis. Dropsical swel-
lings had set in. Sleepless nights, for

which she had been put under the

influence of morphia
;

but this lady
persevered, and corresponded with me
at intervals during several years.

Case LX.

Miss James, Yarmouth — “Deep
Consumption.”

Two years ago this patient came under
my care. Every symptom of confirmed
phthisis were present. Two doctors at

Yarmouth reported her to be in deep Con-
sumption

,
and said she could only live

a very short time. Her mother, who,
then in sad trouble, corresponded with
me for her, writes me in a letter dated
December 1st, 1871 :

—

‘
‘ I owe you many thanks for my daughter,

who was under your treatment in 1869 and early

in 1870. She was restored to health, and
continues m her usual employment. Everyone
says she is a living wonder. Make what use
you please of our name.

“J. E. James.”
“7, Prospect Place, South Town, Yar-

mouth.”

Case LXI.

Hooping Cough—Severe Case of
a Child.

The following letter I received from
H. Standbrook, Mayford, Woking,
Surrey:—
“The little boy I brought to you so bad with

Hooping Cough is almost well, after a fortnight
taking your Balsam, and the mixture, with the
liniment you ordered. He had got very low,
and every other means hadfailed. Make any
use of this you please.”

Case LXII.

Wife of the Rev. George Pung,
of Rushden.

The following is an extract from his

etter :

—

“ I am happy to inform you that your
medicine was so beneficial to my dear wife
that she has not been so wellfor eleven years
as she is now, for which I feel thankful to God
and yourself, and hope that thousands more
may derive benefit.’’

Case LXIII.

Miss Timms, Langley Mill, Derby-
shire.

Miss Timms was a patient in 1870,
corresponding with me all through that

year. She recovered her health, and
continued well. Writing me for another

case soon after, she says :
—

“ You will be glad to hear I am still in health.

I could not walk many yards once : I can now N,

walk miles. To your medicine and advice,

under the Blessing of God, I owe my life

and the health that I enjoy. I have taken
ray class again in the Sabbath school.”

Case LXIV.

Report of Rev. D. Ashby (for
many years Pastor of the
Church at Whittlesea, Cambs.,
and afterwards of Bedford
“ My Dear Sir,—

A

fter using your valuable
medicine for ten or twelve years, it has
occurred to me I ought publicly to acknow-
ledge the benefit that I and Mrs. Ashby have
received. Also to state that in a great many
cases my friends have proved its great value.

I shall be glad if this will induce any others to

make trial for themselves.”

Mr. Ashby has retired from pastoral
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.work, and now resides in my neighbour-

hood (at 42, Fenwick Road, Peckham
frftye).

Case LXV.

Reported by Rev. R. Makin, late
OF SlTTINGBOURNE, AND NOW
RESIDING AT CLAREMONT VlLLA,
Junction Road.

I '.In the early part of the summer of 1871
a young man (W. B.) came to consult

me, recommended by his minister, Rev.
R. Makin. He had been under the

1
Queen’s physician and others with no

1 benefit. For three years his chest had
been affected—a family complaint. He
\was evidently in the early stage of

.
phthisis. A subsequent letter from Mr.
Makin, written to myself, tells the
: result :

—

“ W. B. has quite recovered. I feared, when
r he left here to see you in London, that he was
agoing quickly to the grave. He has quite
recovered, under God, by your means ; has
resumed his situation, and again works in the
."Sunday School. The case is remarkable, and
well worth publishing. You can attach my
name.”

Case LXVI.
. A Son of Mr. Iles, Station Master,

Banstead Railway Station,
Surrey.

’Mr. Iles applied to me in January,
M872, for advice and medicine for his

j-son. I saw him at my house. His
health had been declining since October,

. and medical opinion had been lately

ggiven that the left lung was diseased
,

rand that his case was decline. Others of
(the family had fallen by that disease.

.The result of my treatment was a com-

i

plete restoration to health. The follow-
ing is an extract from the father’s letter,

( dated April 2 )th :

—

“
I have recommended your treatment with

e;very chance that I have had, and shall con-
tinue so to do. I am thankful to say my son is

' veil. I think he is better than ever he was.”

Case LXVII.
'Mr, G. Barker, Woolley, Alfre-

ton, Derby.

This remarkable case shall be told in

;he patient’s own words:—

“Dear Sir,—With feelings of gratitude I
write you a statement of my case. "

I was first

taken with a severe cold, in November, 1870.
Constant cough succeeded, and I spat up
blood. After Christmas, a more severe attack
came on. In February I vomited blood again.
1 continued spitting blood, with severe pains
in the left side and breast, and was brought
very, very low. My own doctor reported 7ny
left lung diseased, with rupture of a blood-
vessel; my case was considered hopeless. I
commenced your treatment in March. In three
months, my health had so improved I could do
light work. This gradually continued. I

have had no relapse, and have been better than
for years. Make whatever use you think well
to do of these few lines.—Yours gratefully,

“ George Barker.”
“ April 2, 1872.”

Case LXVIII.

Remarkable Case at Sherfield
English, near Romsey, Hants.

This patient (Mr. G. Moody) was
recommended by my old Correspondent,
Mr. James Toovey, of Amersham,
Bucks. (A case reported by Mr. Toovey

,

some years ago, will be found in page

35. ) It was one of those cases in which
the medicine, with the instructions of my
book, has been successful without
personal consultation with me. He
writes :

—

“ I feel it my duty to acquaint you with my
remarkable case. After a low fever, weakness
followed, till I was confined to my bed. Then
the subtle disease was detected, and my doctor
pronounced my case hopeless. One lung was
said to be gone, a?id the other much diseased.

My friends then heard of your medicine
through Mr. James Toovey. I took five large
bottles, attending to the instructions of your
book with strong faith, and, by God’s blessing,

I gradually improved, and one symptom after

another passed away, until (nine months after

commencing) I resumed my occupation. I am
as healthy as any man in the country. My
doctor tells me I am like a man raised from
the dead. I shall recommend your treatment
everywhere. You are at liberty to publish my
case.”

Case LXIX.

Mr. Charles Sykes, of Skirbeck,
near Boston.

“
I am anxious that my case should

be published for the encouragement
and benefit of my fellow-men.”
Such are the words of Mr. S., writing

me relative to his recovery, in a letter

received October 14th, 1872.
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“You will remember (he continues) that I

called at your residence in a state of great
weakness and distress of breathing—so weak
that I could scarcely walk without assistance.
I took about three large-sized bottles, and then
had recovered my usual strength.
“I feel bound to tell you my doctor pro-

nounced me in a Consumption, and my case a
bad one ; but now, through God’s mercy, 1

am strong and healthy, and have attended to

my business with comfort.”

N.B.—This patient (a farmer in Lin-

colnshire) was recommended to me by a

Baptist Minister at Boston. On refer-

ring to my book, I find the following

memoranda:—“Family tendency to

chest disease
;

patient five months
affected

;
present symptoms—severe

hacking cough, expectoration, pain in

the left lung, oppressed breathing,

diarrhoea, wasting of flesh, and great

debility.” On examination by the

stethoscope—“Phthisis clearly de-

veloped, &c.”

Case LXX.

Mrs. W. Fagg, 3, Clarendon Place,
Dover.

This patient, then living at Folkestone,

visited me twice, corresponding with
me for many months. When she first

came under my treatment she was in a

very low state. Her mother had died of

decline. Frequent miscarriages had
reduced the strength—the lungs were
much diseased. Her husband’s note,

dated January, 1S73, may here be
appended :

—

“With much pleasure I inform you my wife

has recovered from Consumption, by the
blessing of God. Profuse night sweats, violent

cough, and distressing shortness of breath,

that she could not lie down in bed, were
symptoms when I first applied to you, and she
appeared nearly gone. All treatment was
utterly useless before she took your medicine

;

now she can walh six miles. She can eat and
sleep well. Others also have been benefited

who have been recommended by me. With
thanks for past attention, let me say these

lines are at your disposal.”

Case LXXI.

W. Day, 46, Lower Brown Street,
Leicester.

When this patient applied to me first

he was in a sadly reduced condition.

To all appearance he must have sunk
under the disease but for these means.
For fourteen months he persevered
patiently and hopefully, and from nearly
the first there was agradual improvement.
In November, 1873, he writes me :

—

“
I gratefully acknowledge that, by the

blessing of God, 1 am quite restored to health.
I am strong, well, and able to attend to all

my duties with ease and comfort. Those who
best know me consider that 1 have been miracu-
lously delivered from a premature grave."

Case LXXII.

A Young Lady in Deep Consump-
tion.

(Certified by Miss E. Bamber, of
Marlborough College, Exeter.)

The patient was a pupil of Miss B.,

1 8 years of age. Miss B. writes me
as follows :

—

“ She took a severe cold during the vacation,
and was speedily reduced to a mere skeleton,
with severe cough, loss of appetite, pains, and
intense weakness. In a few months she was
restored, by use of your Balsam, to com- i

parative health, and now anticipates returning
to college. Thefamily doctor hadpronounced
her case hopeless. Her mamma writes that

she should feel it a duty to recommend your
medicine far and wide. She does not wish
her name printed, but mine, being well known,
may have greater influence. I shall be pleased
to bear my testimony.—Yours truly obliged,

“ Bessie Bamber.”

Miss B. Bamber has since corres-

ponded with me as to various cases up
to the present time—February, 1881.

Case LXXIII.

Mr. Joel Evered, Bradford,
Taunton.

This patient (who has recommended
my treatment to many others in his

neighbourhood) relates the benefit he
received as follows :

—

“ I took a bad cold in June, 1872, after being
out in sixteen hours’ rain. This brought on a

severe cough. I ruptured a blood-vessel in

the lungs. I had advice and medicine from
three doctors, but they did not touch the cough.
A friend who had found much good from you
then advised me to try your medicine. In ten

days 1 found myself better. After two large

bottles, I was able to do light work. I am
thankful to say I can attend to my business

now. You are welcome to make use of my
name.”
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Case LXXIV.
Mr. F. Y. Sprod, 40, Old Market

Street, Bristol.

This patient applied to me (to use his
own words) “in a dreadful state,”
Cough, fearful expectoration, spitting
of blood, pains, oppressed breathing^

|

loss of appetite, wasting, &c. He con-
tinued under my treatment from Nov. to
April, and entirely recovered. Speak-

|

ing of the benefit received, by the
blessing of God, from my hands, he

- says :
—“ Aline is a wonderful case. It

;

has astonished all my friends. I have
lent your book far and near. I should
be very pleased to answer any inquiries
.as to my case.” In a letter just re-
ceived (Dec. 4, 1873) he says, “kindly
-send me some of your books to lend,
for I have persojis frequently coining to
vie to know what did me so much good.”

Case LXXY.
I Extraordinary Case of a Lady

at Southend (1874.)

TThe following letter from the patient’s
Lmsband will best relate the benefits she
received — (the name of the lady is Mrs.
1 Haw tree, of Southend, Essex) :

—

“ Six years ago iny wife complained of fa.il-
r ng hea.th. Her lungs weie much affected.
I During the first four years of her illness she
*
f
a

.

s attended at different times by lour phy-
* icians, but became much weaker. The muscles

/ the arms wasted nearly all away. Her
breathing became so difficult , especially at
» ‘ght, that persons in the street could hear her
* nd no sleep could be got in the house.

At the end of the four years, when at her
p'orst, the physician told me ''her lungs were
i

:ke a honey-comb,' and that she was ‘past
v uman aid.’ She was sinking and so weak I
; ould not think of bringing her to you, I there-
fore procured your medicine through the che-
P

1 ‘s1/t Rochford. She took it at bed-time,
n 'ufor thefirst time in twelve months I was
•cot once disturbed with the distressing sounds.
i.ne persevered for six months, and was so
tered in appearance and health that those only

t
hf had known her, before and after, could

dtiieve theextraordinary changeshehadunder-
' He

1

1
’’ inter brought on some symptoms of

i--e old complaint, but the Balsam has again
njpved it By the blessing of God it has

1 used herfrom the very verge ofthegrave.
I may add that before taking your medicine

1 e expectoration was very bad, and in the first
onth she brought up large quantities of the
os- corrupt matter, but after this it ceased;

also before taking it she was unable to get out
at all, but now she can walk and ride wellfor
miles in the open air—even in winter.

You are at liberty to make any use of this
letter or any part of it you please.

“ I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,

“S. Hawtree.'

Case LXXVI.
Recent Case in Cornwall.

In August I was cousulted by Mrs.
Lobb, of Myrtle Cottage, Falmouth,
relative to the case of Fanny Bascombe
--“For four months spitting blood,
with cough and severe pains, shortness
of breathing, palpitations, strength
gradually declined, &c., &c.”

In a letter, dated Oct. 8, F. B. writes
me :

—
“lam thankful to say your kind advice has

done me wonderful good. Ifeel altogether like
a new creature. I return you my sincere
thanks. If I find any return of symptoms I
will apply to you again immediately.

Case LXXYII.

Testimony of W. Poole, Mis-
sionary, then of 83, London
Road, Reading.
D. T. S., who applied to you and had

advice last month, is very much better, and able
to get up—a. thing he has not done for three
months before. I have known very many
instances in different parts of the country when
your treatment of Consumption has restored
those given up by their medical attendants.
I nave therefore recommended it in every case
1 have heard of, and have never known it fail
to do good.”

Case LXXVIII.
Mr. Robert Adams, of Oxford

Street, Reading.

The following is an extract from a
letter, dated 21st December, 1874 :

—

“ Two years ago I was in a very dangerous
state. My cough was severe, and the expectora-
tion was blood and matter. My esteemed
friend, Mr. Cornford,* of 47, Oxford Street,
Gloucester, visiting me, said he would send
me something that would cure me, and truly
there never was a more marvellous cure. I
was perfectly restored to health, and very soon
able to follow my occupation.
“Since then, whenever any of my family

* Mr. Cornford was an old patient
and correspondent of mine, and re-

commended me many cases.

e
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liave had a cough, they have used your medi-
cine, and the result has been immediate. /
cannot be without it. It is a city every
family does not keep it, as / ant confident,

ifuniversally known, nine-tenths of those who
succumb to that most insidious disease, Con-
sumption, might be saved."

Case LXXIX.
Advanced Case ok Consumption

at Norwich.

Communicated by Mr. E. Haynes,
of 7, Moreton Street West, Pimlico,

whs writes me (in 1875) relative to the

case of Mrs. S. Farrington (his sister),

of Norwich, as follows :

—

“Ten months ago she was suffering from
much weakness, loss of appetite, with severe
cough. She became in so weak and so helpless

a state she conld not wash or dress herself at

all. Change of air was thought byfriends the
only hope left. In June she was removed to

her parents’ home at Wissett, near Hales-
worth, Suffolk. My wife went down and found
her in a perfectly helpless state

—

so low she
could not feed herselfor raise herselfin bed ;

all that saw her expected her death very
soon. Your medicine was commenced. An
improvement soon took place. She kept on
with it and became stronger and stronger until

she could go back home. In a letter received
from her to-day she says :

—

“ ‘ I am getting strength, flesh, and spirits,

and can now cheerfully attend to the duties
of life; I am a living wonder. Since I went
to my parents at Wissett f have taken none
but Air. Congreve’s medicine, and, by the
will of Cod, that has restored me.'

“ My desire is, Dear Sir, that you may be
encouraged, &c., &c. &c.

“ Edward Haynes.”

Case LXXX.
“ Hopeless Case,” ok a Lady-

Restored.

Mrs. E. B. Baggs, of 52, Cobden
Street, Stockton-on-Tees, in a letter

dated April 2, 1 874, thus speaks of her

recovery :

—

“ I must thank you for being the instrument,

under God’s hand, of my recovery. I have no
cough, my breathing is as well as ever

;
indeed

I am looked upon as a living wonder, and
people are coming constantly to know what
cured me. Would the publishing my case be
of service in inducing others to persevere?
Accept the thanks of my father, mother, hus-

band, and self.”

This case of Consumption had been

pronounced hopeless.

SECTION III.

INTERESTING RECORDS OF CASES AND TESTI-

MONIALS OF MORE RECENT DATE (From 1875.

TO 1881). —
N.B.—None of then Cases have been published in any edition of

my former Treatise.

Case LXXXI.
Broncho-Phthisis at Ipswich.

—

Perfect Recovery.
Mr. Henry Havelock Palmer com-
menced my treatment in December,

1874. Notes of case as follows :

—

“Cough of fifteen months’ standing,

now very harassing, with great difficulty

of breathing
;

patient in exceedingly

weak state, severe pains in the chest, ex-

pectoration very bad, losing flesh fast.”

In the course of the spring of 1S75,

by perseverance, this patient attained

perfect health. I subjoin an extract

from his letter :

—

“
I think it my duty to acknowledge the

great good your medicine has done me. I

am thankful to say that, by Cod’s blessing. /

am now strong and quite well. I have tms

day recommended it to a friend in similar con-

dition to what I was in myself. With many
thanks, &c., &c.

“H. H. Palmer.”
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Case LXXXII.
Advanced Phthisis.—A Young

Man at Southampton.

.Charles Membery, Jun., of St.
ieorge’s Road, Fremantle, Southamp-
ton, commenced my treatment in Octo-
ber. His mother then applied to me
•n his behalf. Mr. F

,
of South-

mpton, had reported it a decided case

t phthisis—the right lung decayingfast.
'he illness had commenced manymonths
efore, with only a cold (how often, alas

!

re these neglected colds and coughs
le beginning of this dreadful malady !)

ymptoms in October: — “ Trouble-
ome cough, with expectoration of

I

iood, much pain, weakness, and
Emaciation.”

October 6th.—I sent him medicine,
pith full letter of advice. October
:2nd.—There was some slight improve-
ent. November 6th— He had con-

r.nued to improve. I was able to order
)d-liver oil, in conjunction with the

y her means (as an article of nutriment,
reserve, not as a medicine). November

: >rd.—I found it necessary to send pre-
ription specially to check the bleeding,

5 . that symptom had not yet entirely

based. December 9th and 24th.-

—

Gradually improving.” January 12th
. id 30th, and at several successive dates

[
> to April 12th.—“Gaining flesh and

: ‘ength.’
5

Instructions were given by
ire from time to time.

On the 1 2th June, 1875, the patient
mites me from home :

—

‘ Your valuable medicines and advice have
icin the means of restoring me to health alter

y
• long illness. I am now able to follow my

byyloyment as well as ever. Please make any
k : of this you can for the benefit of others.”

Case LXXX 1 II.

LTERESTING LETTER FROM REV.
j( George Stovold, Shoreham,
I

.

''Sussex.

1 RITING to me, November 15, 1875,
consult me on a special case, Mr.
says :

—

‘‘‘’fhe little girl at Southwick, for whom I
: ommended your medicine two years ago,
still well. It was a wonderful recovery.
r rriot^er would have brought her to see you

i Brighton* had she known of your coming.”

Incidentally also, Mr. S. mentions an
old case :

—

“ The girl that I sent to you twelve or thirteen
years ago is still living and well. The doctor
then said, ‘ she never would get well.' But she
did, and is the mother 0/ afamily."

* I was there to take services for the young
at a unietd gathering ofSunday Schools.

Case LXXXIV.
Remarkable Case in South

Wales.

John Davies, of 3, New Club Row,
Treherbert, near Pontypridd, consulted
me, and the following are among the
facts then noted:— “Mother, brother,
and other relatives had died of Con-
sumption. Patient took a cold three
years before, which gradually got
worse. At present :— Cough very
violent, expectoration as described of
the second stage, blood-spitting on the
least exertion, pains over the chest and
region of the heart, palpitations, short
breathing, severe headache, flushings,
and night perspiration. Had become
thin, weak, and depressed in spirits.

Had tried cod-liver oil as a last resource,
but the stomach rejected it.”

In this plight the patient applied to
me

;
the result of which was that he

gradually recovered. Passing over the
intermediate correspondence, I subjoin
an extract from a letter from him, dated
December 7th, 1S75 :

—
“ I am indebted to your valuable medicine

for the health I enjoy and the preservation of
my life. Our local doctor said 1 could not out-
live the winter. When I despaired of getting
well I betook myself to you. By God’s blessing
on your treatment I have so far recovered, and
am getting stronger daily. Could 1 repay you
I would

; but you have my heartfelt thanks,
and Ipray that hundreds more op my country-
men may find it a blessing, such as it has
proved to me."

Case LXXXV.
Testimony of Rev. R— J— (J.P.),W— Rectory, near Monmouth
The clergyman above named has used
my medicine with great benefit. In a
letter dated May 8, 1876, ordering a
fresh supply, he says :

—

“ 1 administer it to my neighbours with
marked success. With regard to myself, thank

E 2
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God ! through all this tedious winter I have
not missed one Sunday’s duty at my Church.
References may be made privately to me.”

Case LXXXVI.
Testimony of Rev. E. Forman, of
March, Cambs. (who has recom-
mended my Treatment to
Friends of his for many Years,
and still continues so to do).

I am thankful to tell you that my daughter
is much better; her cough is almost gone—in

fact, she is quite another person altogether.

Before she began with the Balsam, her cough
was dreadful, she had no appetite, and was
•wasted to a mere shadow.”

In a subsequent letter dated December
5th, 1876, he writes as follows :

—

“When I first consulted you respecting my
daughter’s health, she had been suffering from
severe cough, and loss of flesh and strength, so

much that Ifeared Consumption had a firm
grasp ofher and would end in death ; but after

taking your medicines for three months, every

symptom had disappeared. She now enjoys a
really good state of health. Use this letter as

you please.
“E. Forman.”

N.B.— Several cases of cure, known
to Mr. Forman, and reported upon by

him, appeared in my former Treatise,

but must be omitted here, for want of

space.

Case LXXXVII.

Severe Case of Chronic Bron-
chitis (Two Years).

This patient (Mr. R. J. Holloway, of

Hammersmith, and afterwards of 42,

Manchester-street, Argyle-square, N.),

came to see me in May, recommended
by a cousin whose wife had benefited

by my treatment. There was chest

disease in the family. He had suffered

lor two years with cough, sharp pains,

wheezing, weakness, and loss of flesh.

Symptoms gradually increased. Had
tried the Brompton Hospital and other

advice without success.

After two months and a half, the

patient writes me (July 17th) :

—

“ I have derived incalculable benefit, and

am better in health than for years. Pain,

cough, and expectoration all nearly gone
;

I

*m better in every respect, and can now glory

in a busy lije, which before was denied me ;

my pitiful condition made me weary of li
before. Make whatever use of this that vo
please.”

'

Writing me (Dec. nth, 1876), thi

patient says :

—

“I am pleased to say that my health coi
tinues excellent. I am under great obllgatio
to you for the great care given to my ca,.

and lift up my heart in gratitude to God ft

having spared my life. You are quite at libeit

to use this.”

Case LXXXVIII.

Case Reported by Rev.
W. Morgan, Usk.

The Rev. W. Morgan, writing m
in February, 1877, relative to one c

his Deacons, says :

—

“We fear he will go into a confirmed Co:
sumption ; he has been ailing ten months, an
has had medical aid here and at Monmouti
and received no benefit. I believe your trea

ment will do him good.”

Among many symptoms describe

by Mr. M., the following may l

noted :
— “ Violent cough, extrem

shortness of breath, pain in the ches

and great weakness.”
In April great improvement reporte

In May, Mr. M. writes :

—

“My deacon has derived such benefit fro

your medicine
;

it has become highly spokt
of in connection with my Church.”

By the latter end of May, he ha

regained his usual strength.

In a letter dated Sept. 18, Mr. 3k

writes :

—

“ My deacon is quite well in his chest, at

is very grateful for benefit received. I a

glad to bear testimony to the wonderful vali

of your medicine to all who have had it throm
me.”

Case LXXXIX.

Mr. Cecil Wilcock

—

Advanced
Consumption.

This patient (then residing at

Allerton-street, Gibbet-lane, Halifax

applied to me in December, 1877. T!

case was far advanced. Consumptic

had followed inflammation of the lung

There was violent cough, profuse pun

lent expectoration, and severe nigl

sweats. The doctor gave no hope <

him. In January of this year there w:
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marked improvement. I corresponded
ith him, and sent medicine for a period
' three mouths, by which time recovery

as complete. March 6th he writes

i e :

—

“I am in good health. I thank you for your
ndness and advice. I applied to you three
onths ago, without hope of recovery. / am
wonder to all myfriends. ”—

Case XC.

Phthists, with Chronic
Koemoptysis.

he patient, whose case is here recorded,

Mr. T. Ridley, of Southport, the son

Rev. — Ridley (Methodist New
onnexion), and' applied to me through

rsonal knowledge of other patients

stored. His illness commenced three

•ars before ;
the rupture of a blood-

-ssel occurred in the September fol-

n ving. Giving up business he removed
Llandudno, and there became worse.

2 then consulted Dr. P—,
of Man-

ester, without success. In fact, in

22 latter end of 1875, his case was given

IThe patient then commenced my
Matment. In the Spring of 1876, he

ms belter. In October of the next

aar he writes :

—

'

‘I am told I look healthier than at any
> dod ofmy life. I am indebted to you, under
t ; guidance of a kind Providence, and will

1 all I can to make your treatment known.”

There is no doubt that, had this

tient continued a constant and regular

1 arse of my medicine without interval,

; would have recovered his health

0 oner than he did. As it was, he was
1 der my treatment (that is to say, on
id off—seeking no other advice) for

iv wards of a year and a half. When
-saw and examined him in the June
te er his first application to me, I found
irn nearly well.

A letter (dated Nov. 15) recalled my
k ention to the case.

‘
‘ For twelve

\nnths (writes Mr. Ridley) I have en-

. ed splendidhealth ; neverfelt stronger,

c ter slept better, or enjoyed mv food so

' It. Myfriends are astonished at my
u overy. Make any use ofmv caseyou
\-sh. “ T. R.”
“ 70» Scotswood-road Newcastle-on-

. me.”

In reference to this case I also re-

ceived the following letter from Rev. J.
W. Sims, of Oakville, Dunkinfield,
Cheshire :

—

“ In my travels as a Methodist preacher I
have met with many most interesting cures by
the agency of your medicines, and have re-
commended their adoption. The case of Mr.
T. Ridley would have great weight if pub-
lished here. His father, residing in this locality,

is well known. You are also at liberty to use
my name.”

Case XCI.

Remarkable Case of Mr. John
Buxton.

In March, 1877, the patient applied

to me. He had then suffered for twelve
months, and for seven months had been
laid aside. Present symptoms— severe

cough, profuse expectoration, hoarse-

ness, voice reduced to a whisper, vomit-
ing, occasional spitting of fluid blood,

acute pains, distressed breathing,

wretched appetite, heavy night sweats,

pulse over 100, and increasing debility.

The patient had tried various means,
and cod-liver oil had been recommended
as a last hope, but the stomach refused

to retain it. In this plight he came
under my treatment.

The first fortnight there seemed no
improvement, and outward appearances

were worse
;
but in a month he writes,

“f think you will get the mastery over

the foef I directed continuance with

the Balsam, a pill at night, and a lini-

ment for use night and morning. Ca-
lumba as a tonic, &c.

In May there was reported “gradual

improvement, but still suffering from

weakness.” Advised again ;
also in

July, August, and September. By
that time the patient was well. The
following is an extract from a letter

dated November 23, when he had
removed to Grimsby :

—

“I am now enjoying tolerable health. /
have been at work two months. Accept my
warmest thanks for the benefit I have received.

I am thankful that I was induced to write ta

you. I shall recommend all who suffer as I

have done to come to you.

“217, Cleethorpe Road. Grimsby.
“ John W. Buxton.”
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Case XCII.

Miss Godden, of Dover.—Con-
firmed Phthisis.

I ms patient, who resided at Pell Farm,
Eydden, Dover, applied to me in May,
it>77 - She had been troubled with cough
and general weakness for a year. The
cougli had gradually increased, with
green expectoration, hectic fever, night
sweats, and palpitations. She was losing
flesh rapidly. Report of Dr. W :

—

‘
‘ Upper part of right lung diseased, and

little hope.” To the wonder of all, she
commenced at once to improve

; all

symptoms abated, and before the end
of the year she had gained in weight
over two stone.

In a letter dated June 1st, 1878, she
writes me :

—

I feel I must write to say I believe your
treatment has been the means, in the hand of
God, of raising me from a helpless invalid to
comparative health. I have recommended
your medicine to several friends, who have all
found benefit.”

Case XCIII.

Testimony of Rev. S. A. Swaine,
late of Belfast.

“You will be glad to know that your medicine
has been taken by persons with whom 1 have,
as a minister, been lately brought into contact,
with marked benefit. One poor younggirl, in
the last stage of Consumption, ivas kept a-live
by its use, to the great perplexity ofthe medical
attendants, who did not know that she was
taking your remedy.”

Case XCIV.
Miss Brittain, Beulah PIouse,

Great Stanmore.

This patient was recommended by her
brother, Rev. James Brittain, of Wool-
wich. When she came to me she was
in an extremely low state, and suffering
with all the symptoms of phthisis.

In a letter received a short time after,

she says :

—

“ I had been ailing for two years before seeing
you, and was gradually sinking. Several told
me they thought I should not be here long. In
a few months I was another person, and have
since enjoyed excellent health through the
blessing of the Great Physician upon your Bal-
sam and advice. All who know me recommend
your treatment.

Mrs. L
, about whom I wrote you, has

greatly improved. She can now rise in the
morning without pain, which she had not done
for a long time before.”

Case XCV.
Miss E. W. B., of Bournemouth.

[This lady requested me specially not
to print her name, but added, “ I shall
be pleased to answer any inquiries pri-
vately made.”]

She first applied to me in August,
1877. Memoranda of her case as fol-

lows :

—

“ Had been always delicate, and had never
rallied from an attack of influenza in 1876. Has
now a most trying cough, with sickness and
expectoration, streaked with blood. Great
shortness of breath, cold sweats in the day,
followed by heats and profuse perspirations.
Had lost much flesh.”

A younger sister and several other
relatives had died of phthisis. Also,
two eminent physicians reported both

lungs in such a condition as to cause
grave anxiety

;

but under their treat-

ment no benefit was derived. Advice
and medicine were sqnt her.

After about five weeks, there was re-

ported a distinct amendment :

—

“I have increasing faith (she writes) in your
treatment

;
your medicines suit me admirably.

Myselfandfamily regret we did not seek your
advice sooner.”

Six weeks further on she reports her-

self stronger and altogether better ; i$

determined to persevere, and is antici-

pating speedy recovery.

Some few months after this, having
need to refer to her family doctor for

another affection, wholly unconnected
with the lungs, he expressed his great

surprise and thorough satisfaction with
her progress, and urged her to continue
the liniment, &c., prescribed by me.

In a letter received a short time after-

wards she informed me of her “complete
restoration.” “ I followed your advice

”

(she says) “till all the symptoms, which
had caused so great anxiety, had passed

away. We have unboundedfaith in your
treatment. It has, indeed, done wonders

for me. My brother has quickly got

well ” (I had sent medicine for her bro-

ther also). “I am urging several to
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apply to you, and trust that thousands
of sufferers will be benefited as 1 have
been myself.”

Case XCVI.

Mrs. C. Brider, Gospel Book
Mission, Salisbury.

In August, 1879, my attention 'was
called to this case by a Christian lady
(MissM ), who has travelled all over-

England, and having derived great good
herself has sent many patients to me.
Rev. C. Brider then applied to me on
behalf of his wife. For years she had
suffered with the usual symptoms of
chronic or slowly progressing phthisis,

or Consumption. She derived wonderful
benefit from my treatment. Her hus-
band writes me :

—

‘ ‘ Her case is very marvellous
,
indeed it

appears a miracle to friends who have known
iier for the last five years, and we can only
trace the arresting the disease to the timely
use ofyour means. You are at liberty to make
any use of this.’’

Case XCVII.

Mr. J B— (Evangelist).

Mr. B. consulted me, November 6th,

1879. Notes of the case :
—

“Disease hereditary—chest weak for

years—now suffering from extreme weak-
ness, laryngeal mischief, much bronchial

irritation.” The Balsam was directed to

be taken in a particular way, also a
liniment to be freely used, and a tonic of

quinine and iron.

Shortly after this, our friend went fully

into his mission work again. Writing
me a few weeks afterwards, he says :

—

“ I felt daily your medicine was doing me
good. That it was really beneficial you may
judge from the fact that for, six weeks I have
incessantly held services eVery evening, and
often in the daytime too, and felt stronger than
I did at the commencement of the campaign.”

Our friend concludes by saying, ‘
‘ The

•Lord preserve your valuable life for many
^ears to come.”

(This case appearing last year in a

weekly journal, our friend was deluged

with troublesome inquiries, to prevent

which I suppressed his name.)

Case XCVIII.

Miss Sawyer, of Aldeberg,
Suffolk.

The following is an extract from a letter

of E. Sawyer, Providence Villa, dated
21st March, 1880 :

—

“ Your medicine has, by the blessing of God.
completely restored my mother and sister. I

must express my gratitude to you.”

The case of the “sister” of E. Sawyer,
above referred to, may be told best in
her own statement. She says (in a letter

dated “March 23, 1879) :

—

“ I was completely prostrated, my cough was
distressing, I began to spit blood, my appetite
was gone, my breathing was so shor>- 1 could
not lie in bed, but was propped up with pillows.
I sent lor a large bottle of medicine I had
only taken it a few times when the spitting of
blood ceased

;
I could lie down free from pain ;

in a few weeks I could resume my duties; now
I am stronger than I have been before."

In a postscript she adds :

—

“ We have used your medicine in our family
at various times for fourteen years, and never
knew it to fail. We have recommended it to
numbers who have also been benefited.”

Case XCIX.

Mr. R. Smith, Shipton-Oliffe

—

Advanced Consumption.

This patient is a timber merchant at

Shipton-Oliffe, Andoversford, Glouces-
ter. My attention was called to his case

by Mr. R. Comely, of Naunton Downs,
who has urged me to publish it, say-

ing :

“Mr. R. Smith’s recovery is well worthy of

note. When I called at his house to speak of

you he was too ill to be seen, and did not expect
to live a day, and was given up by the doctors
as an incurable case of Consumption. By my
recommendation he commenced your treatment.
To the astonishment of himself and friends, he
soon began to improve. For the last year he
has attended to his business, and appears quite
well.—Aug. 5, 1880.”

To use the patient’s own words, he
was “very, very ill ;” serious hcemorr-
hage, appetite gone, cough severe, ex-

treme weakness. Beyond question his

'‘‘‘life was saved by the means” “A
friend ” (he says) “persuaded me to try

your medicine. Ifound relieffrom iht

first few doses. I had been attended by
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several doctors
, and found no relief

oeforef
J

1 his patient, writing me August io
( l8So), says :

-
1 Your Balsam has made me what I ani. I

t rust many others will receive the benefit 1 have
derived.”

Case C.

restoration of some from the very verge
of the grave by t lie use of your medicine,
with God’s blessing. I have great plea-
sure in sending you this testimony.”
N.B.—In consequence of too many

inquiries. Mr. Finch’s address has been
omitted, but his letter may be seen at
Coombe Lodge, or address will be sent
on application.

Recommended by Rev. J. Wilson,
Unity Place, Woolwich.

Miss Coton, of Woolwich, consulted
me ifi April. The following letter speaks
of the benefit received :

—
“ I am glad to say that your treatment of

Miss Coton’s case was thoroughly successful.
She was suffering very severely when she came
to see you. Her cough was soon conquered,
and the sickly pale of her cheek has given place
to rosy and healthy colour. The bearer of this

letter is her sister-in-law. Will you kindly re-

duce the price of medicine to her also?
“Aug. io, 1880.” “J. Wilson.”

Case Cl.

Decline following upon Hooping-
Cough, AND PRONOUNCED TO BE
“a Hopeless Case.”

(The remarkable case of this youth
should have been published before, but

was overlooked until a letter was recently

received from the father, brief extracts

from which are here given) :

—

A son of the Rev. Robert Finch, of

,
“ Owes health and life” (the father

states) “to Mr. Congreve’s medicine.”

The debility of the system, consequent

on long-continued racking cough, was
such that the case was “pronounced
hopeless by the family doctor and a West-

endphysician

.

”

“I am thankful” (Mr. Finch writes)

“beyond all expression that I was di-

rected to Coombe Lodge on that sad
morning my boy was thought to be dying,

for within a week the change was miracu-

lous, and from then his recovery was
gradual but sure—so sure that he has

enjoyed vigorous health to the present

time.
“ Since my son’s recovery I have been

a glad missionary ofhope to many suffer-

ers, and have witnessed the complete

Case CII.

Severe Chronic Bronchial
Cough, &c.

In the autumn of 1880 I was consulted
by Miss Hoggins, her case being as de-
scribed above. (This lady is the Principal
of West Worthing Preparatory School,

87, Marine Parade, Worthing).
The medicine, &c., under my direc-

tion, was the means of entirely removing
the symptoms, and Miss H., writing me
in February, 1881, referring also to other
cases beside her own, says :

—
“ 1 cannot speak too highly of your treatment.

1 have found your medicine to be most valuable.
I have proved it so in cases of cough and great
weakness of the chest.”

Cases CIII. and CIV.

An “ Old Man kept Alive,” and
a “Young Woman Wonderfully
Better.”

The following letter is from a lady of
position in Nottinghamshire — Mrs.
C H

,
of Caunton Manor,

Newark, who has distributed medicine
obtained from me for years :

—

“Dear Sir,— I enclose a cheque for two
large bottles of medicine, as before, for distri-

bution in my parish. It kee*s one old man
alive, and to a young woman it has done very
much good. She seemed almost dying, and
her lungs badly gone

,
so said the doctors ; but

she is wonderfully better since I gave her your
medicine, and is now able to do her work."

Case CV.

An apparently Hopeless Case at
Barrow-in-Furness. — Reported
by Rev. James Hughes.

Mr. Hughes, writing me for medicine

for a poor member of his Church, at

the same time enclosed me a report oi
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another case in which he had interested

himself, and hopes it will be “ of service

to many poor sufferers.” It reads as

follows :
—

“ 13, Hartington Street, Barrow-in-Furness,
'Feb. 17, 1881.

“Dear Sir,—Some time ago Mrs. .

member of my Church, suffered from chest
disease and extreme general debility. She tried
change of air and scene and had medical treat-
ment, but all to no purpose. She grew worse

j

and worse, until friends and doctors all began
to despair of her life.
“ I had seen your book and heard of your

treatment, and strongly recommended it to her.

j

She reluctantly complied with my request, and
procured a bottle of your medicine. Before she
had taken it all she was considerably better.
She then asked me to get her one of the largest
size, and by the time she had taken it she was
getting well

;
and now she is able to attend to

her family and assist in her husband’s business
i

without difficulty.
“ In the name of this and other persons I

I

thank youforyour medicine, and I thank God
I

, foryou.
“ Believe me, most sincerely yours,

“Jas. Hughes.”

Case CVI.

“Very Severe Cough.”

(N.B.—The cases I have selected fdr

insertion in this work are mostly of the
most serious character, and such as have
baffled all other medical skill. I simply
insert this, which is nothing beyond a
“very severe cough,” by the special wish
of the writer, and as a sample of a vast

number of such which have come into

my hands).

The following letter was sent me by

J. Durdey, bookseller, Misterton, Gains-
borough, for publication :

—

“Dear Sir,—Permit me to bear my testi-

mony to vour medicine for curing a very severe
• cough. It has done me more good than any-
: thing I have ever tried. Others in my district
s speak very highly of it.

“ Yours very truly,

“A. Brown.”

Case CVII.

Mrs. Leonard Wood, of Stoke-on-
Trent.—A “very Remarkable

e Case.”

This lady was under my treatment for

over two years, namely:— from June,
1878, to August, 1880. Her case was
one of those referred to on page 40, in

which the progress of recovery is often
long protracted, through there being
complications of other organic diseases.
Many letters were written to this pa-

tient, and she came to see me November
4th, 1879.

In connection with disease of the
lungs, there was hypertrophy, or thick-
ening of the walls of the heart.

The history of the case, in brief, was
as follows :

—

“Weak from childhood, and dosed
much with, cod-liver oil. In 1875, a
scrofulous affection of the right thumb-
bone, causing part of the bone to require
removal. In 1876, rupture of a vessel in

the right lung. In the following year,
return of hoemorrhage, and the heart was
declared diseased. In 1878, severe cough,
pains ana expectoration followed

; her
old physician and others reported that
“Consumption had now set in.” General
prostration and loss of flesh supervened.
“My friends” (she says) “watched me
now with the most anxious interest, and
looked very gloomily on my future.”

At this crisis, seeing some high recom-
mendations of my treatment, and feeling

(ac she expressed herself) that if my
medicine did her no good, nothing in the
world would help her, she applied to me.
I advised her by letter fully. On hoe-
morrhage again appearing, five months
after her commencement with me, a pre-
scription I sent to her stayed it. A slight

return of hoemorrhage took place in
December following (1878), since which
there has been none.

I need not give in detail the various
matters of correspondence that followed.
Suffice it to say that the patient gradually
improved under my advice, and that,

although the affection of the heart, of

course, remains, the disease of the lungs
has been removed

,
and the patient has so

far been restored to health that, to use
her own words, “

life is not only bearable

but enjoyable now, ” and her “domestic
duties are performed with comfort and
ease.''

1

Moreover, she has been very
anxious that her case should be made
known “for the benefit of others.”

In a letter dated December 28th,
1880, she writes me :

—

“I am a wonder unto many, and I

pray that you may be spared as an instru-
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inent of blessing to suffering humanity
for many years, and that your medicine
may have a world-wide fame.”
She also adds :

—
“My cousin, Rev. J. Morgan, Con-

gregational Minister, Chelsea, has been
recommending your treatment, knowing
so well the good you have done me. I

am not like the same creature, but am
strong, bright, and marvellously well.”

Case CVIII.

Two Brothers—Broncho-Phthisis.

Last October (1880) Frederick Lewing-
ton, of 78, Tugella Road, Falcon Lane,
Clapham Junction, applied tome through
his father. Flad been ailing twelve
months

; cough and expectoration very
bad

;
severe pains, and breathing short

;

was losing flesh very fast. “At this
time” (the patient writes) “/ could
scarcely move in bed. Our doctor got
alarmed at my ' condition and said,
‘ another should also see me. ’ ”

I he patient followed my instructions
and rapidly improved. In a month he
returned to business

;
and, writing De-

cember 29th, he says :

—

I

I am better than I have been for years.”

The brother of this patient had been
at two of our largest London hospitals,
and reported “past recovery.” “ But ”

(adds the writer) “he recovered by your
medicine nearly as quickly as myself.
He enjoys excellent health.”

Case CIX.

Gardener at Croxton Rectory.

Early in December last I received a
statement of the case of Joseph Butler,
gardener at Croxton Rectory, near Ulce-
by, Lincolnshire :—

-

“ A brother had died of Consumption. Cough
very violent, and expectoration green

; pains
severe, and breathing short

; legs and ancles
swelling

; had been doctoring six weeks, and no
relief

; had also taken various mixtures and
cod-liver oil for four months without benefit

;

strength had much decreased.”

About two months elapsed, and I re-
ceived the last letter from J. Butler, dated
February 10th, 1SS1. He says :

—

‘ I am quite cured. Nothing did me good
until I was persuaded to try your Balsam. J
had given iip all hopes ofgetting better. Now
I am in my usual health. Make what use ot
this you please.”

Case CX.

A Poor Widow at Fakeniiam.

This case (Mrs. Ilyder) was brought
under my notice by Mr. Nicholson, Che-
mist, of Fakenham. The patient had
suffered much ever since she had a severe
attack of inflammation twenty years ago.
The inflammation was succeeded by
hoemorrhage and weakness of lungs,
with extreme susceptibility of cold. She
says :

—

“
I feel stronger and better in every respect,

and am truly thanklul for the relief. I have
also witnessed the wonderful effects of your
Balsam in two other cases here. Indeed, it was
that induced me to apply to you.’

Case CXI.

Mr. George Fenwick, Brighton.

Writing me, January 20th, 1881, from
77 > Western Road, Brighton, he says :

—

“ Kindly forward me your book ; I like to
have one by me. I recommend your treatment
wherever I find an opportunity."’

This patient’s case was one of chronic
phthisis with great hoemoptysis. For
six months he was under my treatment

;

the bleeding ceased by use of my pre-

scription. Time has proved the recovery

complete. He writes me :

—

“ I am thankful to say I am stronger at the
'

chest now than ever I was lefore.”

Case CXII.

Mr. George Way—Phthisis.

This patient came up to see me in

March, and was examined by Mr. J. A.
Brown, who saw him twice afterwards.

Disease had commenced in the apex of

each lung.

Somenotes of the case are as follows :

—

“Twelve months’ cough, following on cold, _

and now very bad
;
fluid blood had been brought

up, and much phlegm ; night sweats profuse,

&6 ., &c.”

In five weeks there was much improve •

ment and increase of strength. Eventu-
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ally he recovered. Writing me again,

.February iSth, 1881, he says :

—

“77 is a remarkable cure your medicine has
effected on me. I had the advice of two or three
doctors for several months to no purpose ; but
from the time I came under you I began to im-
prove— I am quite strong now. With fullest
confidence I recommend your treatment to all

whose lungs are diseased.”

Case CXIII.

Reported by Rev. Solomon S.

Allsop, of Burton-on-Trent.
“ 64, Branstone Road, May 22, 1880.

“Dear Sir,— I have found the four bottles
of medicine very useful. One case is that of a
young woman, very poor, to whom I gave it.

She is now so much better that she can work,
and come to chapel. The change is 'wonderful

!

Now, will you send me four more on the same
low terms, for the same purpose ? If you think
it worth while to use my letter do sod 1

Case CXIV.

Testimony Relative to a Case at
Newport.

Mr. F. W. Thomas, of Pontymister,
Newport, Monmouth, writing on behalf
of a poor Christian girl, says :

—

“I know an instance where your skill and
kindness* rescued from the grave one whose
case had been given up by all the medical men
he consulted, and now I humbly ask your as-
sistance in this.”

* This refers to the supply of medicine at a
much reduced charge.

Case CXV.

East End Christian Mission—

A

Female Evangelist.

By Rev. W. B. Booth.

The Rev. W. B. Booth, of the East
End Christian Mission, writes :

—

“ I am thankful to tell you that, in several
cases, medicine had from you has been extremely
beneficial, especially so in the case of one of our
female evangelists.”

Case CXVI.

A Lady at Tunbridge Wells—

A

“Life Saved.”

“ Dear Sir,—Your treatment of Consump-
tion has not only been the means of saving my
life, but of -restoring me to vigorous health

:

and I am glad to use every opportunity of
commending it to those suffering from the same
disease.

“S. B .

Frant Road, I unbridge Wells, May 20th,
1S80.”

(The name can befurnished, if required.)

Case CXVII.

Miss B. Lilburn—Consumption

—

Hcemorrhage.

In November, 1879, the case of this

patient was submitted to me by her
uncle, Mr. William Clark, of Winchel-
sea Road, Rye, Sussex. Illness com-
menced with a severe cold at the chest,
lollowed by a violent cough, succeeded
by hoemorrhage and great debility. I

forwarded medicine and advice. In De-
cember a slight return of blood, which
was promptly checked, and there was
afterwards no more. From time to time
symptoms varied, but there was a steady
improvement, the patient continuing
with my medicine regularly until the
following May, when she married

;
and

I was gratified by receipt of the follow-
ing letter from Paris

“Dear Sir,—I beg to inform you of my
marriage with Mons. Hirschler. My name
was Bessie Lilburn. I thank you for all your
attention to me. Your medicine has, by the
Divine blessing, done me so much good. Since
the rupture of a blood-vessel last winter I was
very near the grave, but now I feel well. I
shall, however, continue with your medicine a
short time yet.

“ Boulevard du Temple, Paris, May 12th,
1880.”

Her present address is 36, Rue Poli-

veau, Paris.

Case CXVIII.

Young Man at Blackheath

—

Diseased Lung.

This patient was a servant at a public

school. Fie had suffered for four years.

When he came to me in February, 1880,

he had a teasing cough, expectoration

streaked with blood. Severe pains ovet

the sternum. His mother had died ol

Consumption. Examined by Mr. J.

Alex. Brown, and reported “ Uppet
lobe of left lung diseased.”
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111 a month examined again. “Gene-
ral improvement in the physical signs,
cough better, breathing easier, phlegm
now free from blood.”

This improvement continued. Re-
cently I received a letter, in which he
says :

—

I am bound in gratitude to tell you of my
perfect restoration to health. I continued your
medicine until a month ago. / never felt so
•well as now. All that knew me think the
change wonderful. Next to God, I owe my
life to you.

„ “Thomas Plumb.”

oo
ElhotPlace, Blackheath, November2ist,

l880.

Cases CXIX to CXXIII.

Five Cases.—Introduced by Rev.
John Fletcher Porter, 59, Drif-
field Road, North Bow, E.

Mr. J. F. Porter, writing me in De-
cember, 1880, to appoint an interview
with Mr. Palmer (hereafter named),
speaks of four other cases that he had
already brought to me, and says :

—

"All will be happy to bear witness to the
benefit they have receivedfromyour treatment.
If testimonials written by these parties would
be of any sc->-vice to you, they shall be sent.”

The case of Thomas Souster, 7,
Vivian Road, Roman Road, Old Ford,
is the first. Had been ill three years
with chronic asthma, the violence of
which was increasing. Dr. R. reported :— “Will get decidedly worse every
year.

’ ’

The mother of the last patient, Mrs.
Eliza Souster, is the second. She
came to me in April, 1880. Case

—

chronic BRONCHITIS, inherited from
her father— a severe case, in which drop-
sical swellings had commenced.
The third case was that of Mrs.

Altcf. Totman, Brickfield Cottage,
Grove Road, Victoria Park. Her case
was also one of chronic bronchitis,
with hysteria, loss of flesh, and general
•debility.

The fourth case was that of Ernest
Branch, son of Mr. Branch, 342, Old
Ford Road, a lad of 11 years, suffering
from pure asthma, with marasmus and
loss of strength.

The fifth case was brought to me
by Mr. Porter personally, on nth De-

cember, 1880, as one in whom he felt
the greatest interest. In the letter of
December, 1880, referred to above, Mr.
Porter writes :

—

' Another friend °f mine wants to see you I
will come over with him. He is in a very sad
state.”

J

This patient (Mr. W. Palmer, buil-
dei, of 91, Antill Road, Bow) is well
known for the part he has taken in Chris-
tian work, attending meetings, &c. He
had suffered for twelve years with winter
cough and last winter from acute bron-
clritis. This had become confirmed
CHRONIC BRONCHITIS

;
now with GENE-

RAL DEBILITY.
All thesefive cases recieved speedy and

marvellous benefit, as above recorded by
Rev. J. F. Porter.

Case CXXIV,

Advanced Consumption. — Re-
ported by Rev. Dr. Bennett.
Yetminster, near Sherborne,
Dorset.

In a letter, dated December 3rd, 1880,
Dr. B requests me to supply him
with a few copies of my book, saying :

—

“Wherever I have been instrumental in in-
troducing it, benefit has been derived from your
treatment. In one instance a young man in a
far advanced stage of Consumption soJar re-
covered as to be able to venture on marriage.

Case CXXV.

Remarkable Case of Mr. A. B., of
Kelvedon, Essex.

It is now three years since this case
first came under my notice. My atten-
tion has been specially called to it again
by a letter, to which I will presently
refer.

The first indication of anything wrong
had been langour and debility, hoarse-
ness, followed by cough, expectoration,
loss of flesh, and all the symptoms of
decline, which gradually increased (the
doctor of the family hadgiven him up).

Having already seen the benefit of my
medicine in the case of a little brother,
who had been brought very low through
severe hooping cough, he determined "to
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commence my treatment, and did so,

guided, at first, by my book alone.

When I first saw him he had been
laid aside from professional duties for

sixteen months at his father’s house. He
had been taking my medicine several
months, but was anxious to get all the
benefit he might do by seeing me, and
was desirous to know my opinion. I

found disease existing in the left lung,
though it was manifest some great im-
provement had taken place. All the
symptoms indicated the same. I took
great pains with this patient, both per-
sonally and by correspondence. 1 was
much gratified, on seeing him about six

months afterwards, to find that he had
become comparatively well. Still, I con-
sidered it not safe to give up medicine
yet ; and the patient, being more sensible
than some, followed my advice most
fully in all things.

In a letter, dated February nth, 18S1,
my young friend, writing me for medi-
cine on behalf of a poor widow, informs
me he has just passed an examination
at the University, first class, which in-

volved excessive mental study and hard
preparation during the very severe wea-
ther

;
and that, while telling the glad

news of his success to a friend, there
stood by him the doctor who had de-
clared he could not recover, for one lung
was nearly gone ; that none could help

him, and that he would very soon be 710

more. In conclusion he says :

—

“ As, humanly speaking, you were the means
of my recovery, I feel I ought to acquaint you
with my success. It seemed impossible after
such an illness as mine.”

Case CXXVI.

Capt. J. Smith, of the Wesleyan
Mission House.

This gentleman called on me, October
16, 1880, suffering with very severe
cough, and bronchial symptoms, unfit-

ting him for his duties, and giving cause
for grave suspicion. All the respiratory

organs were weak, and the lungs bor-
dering on disease.

A few weeks afterwards he writes,

telling me that he has followed my ad-
vice fully, and expresses his belief that

but for so doing he must have given up
all his work

; and that during all the
severe weather he did not remain in a
single day.

A short time ago (February, 18S1) I

met the Captain at dinner at the Mansion
House, and was pleased to find him
fairly well.

Case CXXVII.

Mrs. Brookek, Bridgend, Melrose,
Scotland.—“ A Life Saved.”

In the early part of last year this case
-was laid before me by a kind friend of

the patient, residing at Melrose. Her
circumstances being very needy I was
glad (as I always am in any well-authen-
ticated case) to help her, and supplied
her with medicine and advice at a much
reduced rate all through the year.

The case was one of slowly progres-
sing phthisis, “without hope,” as they
usually say. The patient was reduced
very low, and if left to the ordinary
means she must have succumbed to the

destroyer.

For twelve months she persevered
with my treatment

; each letter from
herself or from Mr. Smith (who first

pleaded her case), speaking of gradual
improvement in the symptoms. In her
letter of November 30, 1880, she says

—

“ It is impossible for me to fully say how much
good you have done me. I think, under God’s
blessing, your medicine has saved my life.''

Case CXXVIII.

Confirmed Consumption.—Inter-
esting Case of a Young Lady
at Cornwall.

The writer of the following letter,

(Rev. R. J ), adds a postscript as

follows :
—“You are quite at liberty to

print this letter, simply omitting the

name and address, which you can sup-
ply if asked for.”

“ July 6, 1880.
“ My Dear Sir,—It would be very ungrate-

ful if I did not acknowledge the very great
value ofyour medicine. It is now twelve months
since Miss L. G— ,

of N— ,
was reduced to a

very low state of weakness. The best medical
aid (so considered) was procured. She was pro-
nounced to be in Consumption, and was plainly
told that her lungs were breaking up. Appar-
ently she was near the end of her life. There
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was daily loss of flesh, and everyone who saw
her thought the j!inner would soon be blinkedand transplanted to the Eden above.' By the
advice of friends your medicine was sent for,
auc she has continued it till now. Recently she
underwent an examination by Dr. T who
pronounced the cavities ofher lunghealed. She
has not the slightest cough or expectoration
now. bite looks natural, and has regained her

A
1

!*!
61
??'

1'*1 and flesh, and the hectic flush is gone.
All Miss Or— s friends thank you for your valu-
able medicine. 7 here is none to be compared to
it. 1 will make it known to all that I can, with
prayer for God s blessing."

Case CXXIX.
Chronic Bronchitis. — Remark-
able Case of Rev. G. H. M. Read.
(Authorofthe “ Willow-bound Harp,”

“ Home Recollections,” and other Poems,
highly spoken of by the Press; also com-
mended by the Crown Princess of Ger-
many ).

This patient, having recovered from the
severest possible attack of bronchitis,
says: ‘‘It will give me the greatest
pleasure to testify to the value of your
excellent medicine, and I shall be de-
lighted to answer any inquiry respecting
it

Mr. Read’s illness commenced with a
severe cold from getting wet. This
brought on bronchitis, which soon as-
sumed a chronic form. “ I cannot ” (he
says) “describe the terrible wearing of
that fearful disease. Frequently waking
suddenly, I had to start upright in a
moment, or I must have been choked

;my cough seemed as though it would
tear me to pieces, and this, night after
night, for weeks. The horrors of these
nights none can tell but those who suffer.

Remedies, one after another, were tried,

and failed to relieve me one jot
;
but in a

very short time after commencing yours
I was a new creature. I could wish that
every sufferer knew of it. I will do all

I can, to recommend it everywhere.
32, Pleasant Place, Hanover Square,
Margate, Sept. 10, 1880.”

t C

Cases CXXX to CXXXII.
Consumption.—Remarkable Cases

near Andover.

I. Mrs. E. P. O., of L Farm,
first sent me a statement of her case about
Midsummer, last year—as follows :

—

Had been ill five months with vio-
Jent cough

; green expectoration
; had

•spat fluid blood
;
pains in chest

; night
perspirations

; great waste of flesh
; was

getting weaker daily, and now scarcely
able to walk at all

; had had advice from
two leading doctors in Salisbury, who
reported the right lung diseased.

”

Medicines and instructions were for-
warded. At first little improvement was
manifested. The patient remained in
statu quo for some five weeks, then a de-
cided increase oj strength w'as apparent,
i he cough then became much less

; other
symptoms improved. The patient was
wonderfully better, but did not persevere
as she should, and discontinued the treat-
ment after three months. Finding herself
going back again she was compelled to
resume the treatment in the early part of
the year. In April she wrote to me as
follows :

—

“ 1 am wonderfully better
; my cough

is well. I never expectorate now. My
medical man here reports my lunu
healed.” s

In a letter dated August 9, 1880, she
says: “What will you let me have a
large bottle of your valuable Balsam for
a very poor woman for ? I shall always
speak in its praise. I have recommended
it to many, and all have found benefit.”

2. Mrs. E. H. C., of Grateley, a friend
of No. 1 patient, by her recommendation
wiote me, June 2, 1880. This case was
not decided Consumption, but the patient
was bordering upon it, having very severe
cough, with profuse expectoration, and
bad sore throat, with weakness and
emaciation. In three weeks this patient
writing me says, “You have done me so
much good

; I want to place a poor
woman under you if you will kindly
reduce your charge.” Accordingly there
came under my notice case

—

3. Mrs. Bailey, of Grateley. (This
case was also recommend’d to me bv
Rev. T.

J. W hitworth, Rector of Grate-
ley.) Notes of case— Violent cough

;

green expectoration
; breathing very diffi-

cult
;
severe pains in left side, appetite

gone, hectic flushes, and severe night
sweats

; swellings of the legs
;

loss of
flesh all over the body.” From com-
mencement of my treatment an improve-
ment was manifest. In the last letter

*
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from Mrs. E. H. C. (No. 2 case), respect-

ing her, she says, “Her cough is quite

gone, and she is better altogether.” This
patient is still under my treatment.

Case CXXXIII.

Testimony of Rev. T.W. Medhurst.
Last, but not least, I subjoin the
testimony of an old friend, who has been
lor many years an energetic advocate of
my treatment— first at Glasgow, then at

Portsmouth.
One case especially brought under my

notice by him may here be transferred
from my old Treatise on Consumption :

—

The patient’s name was Agnes McGavin.
She was a member of Mr. Med hurst’s

Church. She first suffered with pain,
oppression, weakness, and shortness of
breath

;
then these symptoms increased,

and were followed by severe cough, wast-
ing of flesh, and violent palpitations.

For the first four or five weeks there
was little or no improvement. I had to

pronounce it “a critical case, and the
only chance was to persevere as directed
but after that period there was a rapid
amendment manifest in all symptoms.
Then came a communication from Mr.

Medhurst, of which the following is an
extract :

—

“ I have just received the following from
Agnes McGavin :

— ‘ My dear Mr. Medhurst, it

is with feelings of deep gratitude I add mv tes-

timony to the value of Mr. Congreve's medicine.
It has been the means, in God's hand, of re-
storing me to health. I took six large bottles in
all. 1 have had neither cough nor pain since
May. 1 am enjoying good health, and am now
in a situation. Advise others to persevere with
Patience. / had no hope of getting better.

! hanking you for all your kindness, yours affec-
tionately,

“A. McGavin.”

To this Mr. Medhurst adds :

—

“ I cheerfully bear my testimony to the won-
derful improvement of this young woman, of
whose restoration to health I had little hope.
Make what use you please of this.”

In a letter from Portsmouth, long
after the above, Mr. M. says :

—
63

“ I feel constrained to bear testimony to the
value of your Balsam as a remedy for Colds,
Coughs, Bronchitis, Influenza, as well as
of Consumption. I nave repeatedly recom-
mended it to my friends, and in every case
where it lias been tried it has done great good.
I believe it to be invaluable

; therefore with
heart and soul recommend it to all who are
suffering from these complaints.”

Again, in a letter dated September,
1878 :

—

“ In reply to several communications from
friends, I cheerfully testify that not only are the
testimonials I wrote in lornter years strictly true
in every particular, but after twelve years’ ex-
perience I can, with confidence, urgently recom-
mend all persons suffering irom Consumption,
Bronchitis, &c., &c., to lose no time in availing
themselves of Mr. Congreve's treatment. I have
personal knowledge 0/marvellous cares effected
by its use. Solely for the benefit of sufferers I
now gladly write this additional testimonial.

Again, in a letter dated October 15,
1SS0. complaining of the thoughtless
neglect of persons of weak faith writing
him, he says :

—
“Dear Mr. Congreve,—I have received

many letters asking if my testimony to the effi-

cacy of your treatment is genuine, and often from
persons neglecting to send a stamped directed
envelope for reply ! To save trouble, give me
the opportunity in your book to say that my
recommendations are true in every particular,
or they would not have been written by me or
published by you.

“T. W. Medhurst,
“ Minister of Lake Road, Portsmouth.”

N.B.—Mr. Medhurst was the first

student of the Metropolitan Tabernacle
College.

I may here add that a large number
of the College Students, to whom I am
known either personally or by repute,
are frequently writing to me on behalf
of patients in all parts of England.

N.B. The author has no room for
more Cases or Testimonials. He has in his
possession not less than A THOUSAND
letters from MINISTERS OF ALL
DENOMINATIONS—Church of Eng-
land, Baptist, Congregationaiist, Wes-
leyan, Presbyterian, &c., &c., and
ELDERS OF CHURCHES, speaking
of benefits resulting from his treatment.
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SECTION IV.

EXTRACTS FROM POPULAR JOURNALS REFERRING
TO THE SUBJECT OF THIS BOOK.

From the “Christian Age,” Edi-
ted by John Lobb, Esq., F.R.G.S.

Dated July *]th
t 1880.

“ Consumption.—Of all the diseases

affecting the human frame, we know of
none so terrible, so insidious, so painful
to friends of the sufferer as this. Little

has been done by medical science except
to palliate urgent symptoms, and for a
time to render life more tolerable. Even
as regards the palliative treatment scarcely
two physicians have agreed. On one
point, however, there has been an almost
universal concurrence— that an estab-

lished case of phthisis is not capable of
cure. It might have been well said of
Consumption, what Dr. Armstrong said

of the pestilence of olden times :

—

‘ The salutary art
Was mute, and, startled at the dire disease.

In fearful whispers, hopeless omens gave.’

The patient, quivering with the nervous
excitement that a stethoscopic examina-
tion produced, not unfrequently has been
coolly told ‘ the apex of the lung is

diseased,’ or ‘You have a cavity in one
lung—there is little hope for you.’

“Hope was given of a new era in

medical science when Mr. Congreve, of

Coombe Lodge, Peckham, thirty years

ago, declared in the first edition of his

pamphlet that consumption is cur-
able, and that by simple means. He
wrote then :

—

“‘Ido hold it possible to stop the

progress of decay, to prevent the forma-
tion of tubercles, to separate the morbid
neposits already existing in the lungs,

and convey the matter from the system,

to heal the ulcerated surfaces, to cicatrise

their edges and obliterate the seat of

decay, to subdue the hectic fever, to

soothe the nervous irritation, to assist

the digestive functions, and impart a

healthy quality to the blood.’
“ Since then many imitators of his

practice have arisen, and scarcely a year
has passed without some new remedy
being launched upon the world—such as
medicated baths, preparations of cod-
liver oil, painting with iodine, inhala-
tions without number, phosphorus, hy-
pophosphites, &c., &c. Homoeopath
and allopath have struggled for ascend-
ancy. For a time each vaunted remedy
has met with advocates, and been adopted
in the practice of many, but, in the end,
has signally failed. And thus, ‘with
many diversities of opinion, physicians
prescribe this or that as symptoms indi-
cate, while the patient, like a . ship on
the ocean divested of its rudder, and
without compass or anchor, is drifted
hither and thither.’

“Amidst all this, Mr. Congreve has
steadily held on his way. His success
has been proved in a vast number of
cases, some of which had resisted all

other means. Patients come specially

and visit him from the most distant parts
of England, and even from the North of
Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. His cor-

respondence also is immense. His little

book contains a tabulated form of ques-
tions lor guidance of patients who are
unable to come to him, and the necessity

for a personal interview is thus super-
seded.

“We are glad to say that the poor
have always met with kind consideration
at Mr. Congreve’s hands, although we
believe his treatment to be in no case
costly. We have seen grateful letters

from Christian' ministers implying this.

“We have much pleasure, from our
own personal knowledge of Mr. Con-
greve, in speaking of him, as deserving
the confidence of every consumptive
patient

; also as an earnest Christian
worker, much respected in the denomi-
nation of which he is a member, and an
ardent lover and promoter of Sunday
Schools-

”
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From the “Fountain,” Edited by
Rev. J. Parker, L>.D.

Dated August igth, 1S80.

“Testimonial to Mr. Congreve.
Mr. Congreve, of Peckham (the well-
known author of a popular treatise on
consumption and chest diseases), has
recently had presented to him by the
church and congregation and Sunday-
school at Rye-lane, Peckham, a bust of
himself, beautifully executed by an ama-
teur artist of great promise (Mr. A. G.
Kixon), with marble pedestal. It stands
in his reception room, and is universally
admired. The testimonial has been got
up as an acknowledgment of his devoted
services to the church and school for
many years. At the meeting referred to,
the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon took the
chair.”

“We take this opportunity of stating
that Mr. Congreve, by help of God, has
been the means of great service to the
cause of humanity as well as to the cause
of Christ. He has probably been more
successful in treating cases of Consump-
tion than any man ever known. He has
given the subject long and devoted study.
His pamphlet has had an enormous cir-
culation. The arguments he employs
commend themselves to the judgment of
any impartial reader. While fallacies of
treatment are laid bare, the author dispels
the prevalent notion of the hopelessly
fatal character of the ‘ scourge of Eng-
land,’ and proves beyond all doubt that
this fell disease is ‘curable by proper
means.’ ”

“The following quotation from the
chapter referred to is well worthy of
note :

—

‘ If it can be established that in cases
where all the attendant symptoms and

1 “gid stethoscopic examination demon-
strate the same disorders of the lungs to
exist, as in the cases of those who die,
and yet the patients have, by a peculiar
medical and dietetical mode oftreatment,
been restored to accustomed health—an

• argument is clearly made out that the
• disease is curable

;

and with such an
argument established, philosophy and
humanity alike oppose the practice of
abandoning to its fate any case in which

: there is the slightest hope.
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“ I shall show in the sequel that re-
coveries have been effected in almost
every stage, even when tubercle has sup-
purated, and the fearful character of the
disease has appeared beyond a doubt

;

and these recoveries have taken place
after certain physicians have abandoned
the casesand pronounced them incurable!
“In the sequel of Mr. Congreve’s

treatise a large number of interesting
cases are given, which (witnessed, as
they have been, by ministers of all deno-
minations) indisputably prove the sound-
ness of his theory. We have observed,
in addition to this testimony, the con-
tinued success that has attended his
treatment, as seen in the frequent publi-
cation of new cases in the periodicals of
the time. These cases may be thoroughly
relied upon as faithfully told.”

From the “Christian Herald,”
Edited by the Rev. A. K. Baxter.

Dated August 2$th, 1880.

“Mr. Congreve on Consumption,
&c., &c.”

“Our attention has been called to a
pamphlet on the treatment of this terrible
malady, and on asthma and diseases of
the lungs in general, by Mr. Geo. Thos.
Congreve, of Coornbe Lodge, Peckham
—a Christian gentleman, well known to
most of our leading ministers, Mr. Spur-
geon among the rest, who at a recent
meeting spoke very highly ofhim, stating
that many members of his Church and
students of his College had consulted,
him with remarkable success. One in-
stance in Mr. Congreve’s work deserving
special notice is that of Rev. Jas. Smith,
formerly of the College, and pastor of
Redhill Church, and now of York Road
Church, Leeds, who was restored after
the case had been pronounced hopeless.
Other extraordinary cases are related by
Mr. Spurgeon’s first student (Rev. T. W.
Medhurst, of Portsmouth), and many
more from ministers too numerous to
mention.

‘
‘ The author has studied the subject

for many years, both at the London
hospitals and with his father, and in a
private sphere of observation, enlarging

e
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year by year. We are glad to hear of
his continued success, and confidently

recommend a perusal of the work, that

the afflicted may judge for themselves.
“ The fatality of Consumption in this

country has been strange and fearful.

We know not anything more painful in

the annals of disease than the premature
and rapid decline of the young, who,
having for twenty years, more or less,

enjoyed health and vigour, are smitten

down like a fragile flower, the mental
powers remaining for the most part un-

impaired. The author truly says in his

opening chapter :

—

“ ‘ The flower in ripened bloom unmatched
Must fall the earliest prey ;

Though by no hand untimely snatched,
The leaves must droop away ;

And yet it were a greater grief
To watch it with’ring leaf by leaf,

Than see it plucked to-day.’

“
‘ How many a fond parent’s hopes

have been blasted by this cruel malady,
who can tell ? How many a lovely girl

just bursting into beauty, the object of a

father’s delight and a mother’s care, has

drooped away— withering like a flower,

leaf by leaf, not plucked by untimely
hand, but wasted by an influence unsus-

pected because unseen. There has been
a bright flush on the cheek, boding no
good, remarked only by the professional

eye. There has been a languishing into

outward loveliness, while there has been
death and decay within. Unconscious

of the danger of that slight cough and
very trifling pain, they have allowed the

foe to pursue his secret march, until the

mischief done is past all hope of remedy
by common means.’

[Here the reviewer continues with a

further quotation from the introductory

chapter
,
which need not be inserted here. ]

“ Mr. Congreve’s work proceeds to

trace the ‘ Causes of disease, forebodings

of danger, the sad reality, the first and
second stages, then the last or closing

scene,’ of which Kirke White, the Chris-

tian poet, himself a victim, writes :

—
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Gently, most gently, on thy victim's head,

Consumption, lay thine hand. Let me decay
Like the expiring lamp.’

“ Then rapidly sketching out and dispos-

ing of various 4 Fallacies of Treatment,’

he shows by incontrovertible argument

that this terrible malady is ‘curable’ by
judicious treatment and proper auxiliary

means, when the lungs are not wholly
wasted, and that no case should be
abandoned in hopeless despair. To this

are added valuable chapters on 4
Diet,

Air, Exercise, &c., ike.'

“ Mr. Congreve gives about sixty

selected cases, running over past years.

The more new and recent cases, we be-
lieve, are given from time to time in the
various advertisements (that is, we pre-

sume, some of the mere important
ones)

; many who derive great benefit,

unfortunately, object to their names
appearing.

“ With pleasure we subjoin some
letters and extracts of letters which have
just come to hand, and which have been
sent unsolicited.

[Here follow letters from Rev. Sol S.

Also/', ofBurton-on- Trent, Mr. Thomas,

of Newport, Rev. IV. B. Booth, of the

East End Mission, err.]

“We believe that Mr. Congreve’s
remedies are not expensive in any case,

the cost being less than £ i per month
;

and our readers will gather from the last

two letters quoted that his charges are

reduced to much less for the very poor.

At the close of his treatise he states what
his practice has proved :

4
I am not

solely actuated by ideas of pecuniary

gain
;
but a desire to benefit my fellow-

creatures as much as my own advantage
has induced me to publish these remedies

to the world.’

“Mr. Congreve has long been known
as a friend and helper of Sunday-schools

He has a class of more than a hundred
young women, and is superintendent ot

a school of 900 scholars, also a respected

deacon of the church at Rye Lane. He
is the author of a Sunday-school Hymn
Book, called “ Gems of Song,” of which
nearly a million copies have been sold.

At a public Meeting, on June 1, a testi-

monial was presented to him by the

Church and School, consisting of a

beautiful bust by Mr. A. C. Rixon, with

a marble pedestal. The Rev. C. H.
Spurgeon was in the chair, and the

Revs. J. T. Wigner, W. Sampson,

G. B. Ryley, and others, were present.”

Mr. Congreve’s son-in-law, Dr. J. A.
Brown, is now associated with him.
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From the “Christian Union.”
Dated July i 6lh, 1SS0.

“ Is Consumption Curable ?”

“ An almost compelling weight ofexpe-
rience has attended the doctrine ot the
fatality of Consumption arid the various
forms of that disease until later years,
seriously affecting the prospects of our
cornmon race. The strong grasp of
hereditary taint has now been much
loosened, and broken down. That a child
maybe born so vitiated in its hereditary
organization that it cannot long survive
is plain enough to understand. But that
a young man or woman who has attained
to years of maturity and been the em-
bodiment ofhealth and vigourfor twenty,
or twenty-five years, and must then be
smitten like a fragile flower, and pine
and die in the course of a few months or
years, and all because it was in the blood
at birth, is staggering to common reason.
There must be some radical mistake in
this matter, which we hope most sin-
cerely is gradually dispersing. One thing
to be observed is that it does not agree
with what we find from another end of
the scale. It is not unusual for people of
mature years, and of very strong and
healthy lungs (as they afterwards prove
to be), to sustain some external accident,
giving an immense shock to the whole
system, and to fall into weakness of heart
action, and into lung disease—conges-
tion, and even disorganisation and decay
of one or both of the lungs, and yet to
recover and live many strong and happy
years. A cheery old gentleman, on as-
sisting a young man in this case who had
been given up by the physicians, said to
ihe patient in our hearing, ‘ Cheer up

;

you will get better, no fear
; I have had’

only one lung for the last twenty years
and the young man is living tolerably
well and active to this day. We are
glad to hear, therefore, of a treatment for
Consumption which, with medicine,
combines the proper nourishment and
hygiene of the body in the earliest stages
of decline, when it becomes in any wise
marked. Mr. Geo. Thos. Congreve, of
doombe Lodge, Peckham, is a man
whose fame is in all the churches for his
devoted, self-denying, and remarkably
successful labours in the cause of Chris-

tianity and Christian education. The
Sunday schools that he so successfully
conducts at Rye Lane are almost unex-
ampled as the work of a private layman,
and were the occasion recently of a de-
served compliment being paid to him at
a splendid gathering of Christian minis-
ters and friends. But Mr. Congreve has
another sphere of work in which he is no
less a benefactor, as fully transpired, in-
deed, at the meeting in question, when
Mr. Spurgeon bore testimony to the
marvellous success of his treatment of
Consumption, asthma, and other bron-
chial diseases all too fatally prevalent in
this country. Mr. Spurgeon observed
that he had known some remarkable
cases of cure effected by Mr. Congreve,
and warmly acknowledged the generosity
with which he had given his skill and
help to the students of his College and
many of the poorer members of the
Tabernacle. Though this role brings
Mi. Congreve into a medical practice
out of the regular course of which there
are too many professors, yet it may be
readily conceived that, with a man of
such character, his pursuit is more a
labour of love than for gain or notoriety.
Mr. Congreve’s knowledge and skill in
the treatment of Consumption appears to
have been inherited in part from his
father, who devoted many years to this
special study . The son, who has received
a thorough medical education in London,
seeing much good done in many cases,
seems to have followed out that study,
and has been the means of prolonging
many valuable lives and relieving much
human suffering. Without anygreat effort
on his pait, the fame of Mr. Congreve
spread through many channels to the ears
of the sufferers, and these among all
ranks and classes of society. In a little
book, of which nearly 250,000 copies
have been circulated, he explains the
nature of the diseases to which his treat-
ment applies, and without the slightest
tinge of undue assumption reveals the
hopes which may be entertained of resto-
ration. From the abundant evidence
before us we can have no hesitation in
saying that Mr. Congreve is one of the
most successful men in cases of Con-
sumption, and of the like disorders, ever
known. He has now the valuable as*
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sistance of his son-in-law, Dr. J. A.
Brown. Three mornings in the week,
we believe, are set apart for personal
attention to patients, who come from
every part of the Kingdom for consulta-
tion.”

From the “Irish Baptist
Magazine,”

Dated March
, 1878.

' s The statements of this pamphlet are

simply wonderful. They may be de-
pended upon, as Mr. Congreve is a
thoroughly Christian man, and an active

worker and liberal supporter of one of
our churches in London. To the many
who suffer from pulmonary disorders in

our damp climate, we respectfully urge
them to read for themselves, or write to

Mr. Congreve. The reading this little

work will lead to the conclusion that he
is a benefactor indeed.”

From the “ Sword 8c Trowed,”
Edited by Rev. C. H. Spurgeon,

Dated July,
1880.

Speaking of the meeting referred to in
the article from the Fountain (page 65),
Mr. Spurgeon writes :

—
“We were right glad to show our

hearty esteem for Mr. Congreve, towards
whom we feel much gratitude, because
he has always cheerfully helped our sick
poor, and we have seen among our mem-
bers, our students, and our own servants
the result of his medicine in relieving
cases which had every appearance of
Consumption.”

Other Extracts might be given
,
but want

of space forbids.

APPENDIX.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND NOTICES.

I need make no apology for writing

this little book. The world has been
inundated with medical treatises, many
of them of great value ; but the cure of

Consumption is a task with which every

class of practitioner has been, confessed-

ly unable to cope. The magnitude of

the subject must be my apology.

There is some influence in Faith. I

have only to ask the reader who has not

faith to suspend his judgment, and before

he decides upon the merits of my system
let him put to a practical test (not only

in some solitary instance) the suggestions

these pages contain. The faith that I

have therein is large, and well-founded

on experience.

Let the reader understand, I pretend

not to infallibility. There must be
failures sometimes, even in the most
perfect system. Moreover, we know that

there is “an appointed time for man
upon earth.” Still, it is certain that no
means have been so signally blest in the

treatment of Phthisis as those advocated
here. But if in every instance a cure be
not effected, let not the system be con-
demned. For, even in those cases that

baffle the utmost perseverance and skill,

it generally happens that relief is ex-

perienced, and the path of the sufferer

is made smooth, and life is (humanly
speaking) prolonged.

MEDICINE and CHARGES, See.—
The remedies referred to in the foregoing

pages were confined to private practice

for some years. In order that the world
at large might derive the benefit of their

use, they have been introduced in the

form of proprietary medicines (see page

13 and 14), and thus, being sold in all

parts of the country, they have become
more widely known. It would have
been impossible to fully meet the public

need in the supply of the smaller bottles

to individual purchasers all over the

Kingdom in any other way. Moreover,
the carriage of either of the three smaller
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quantities of medicine sent direct from
me would often cost as much, or more,
than the medicine itself. Hence, it will
be seen that the introduction ofmy prepa-
rations in the form of proprietary medi-
c.nes was a matter, if not of absolute
necessity, of great public convenience.

CONGREVE’S BALSAMIC
ELIXIR, and Dr. FLEMMING’S
QUININE and CAMPHOR PILLS,
are prepared solely by me, at my resi-

dence, Coombe Lodge, Rye Lane,
Peckham. The Elixir, in family bottles,
at ns. and 22s., and in smaller bottles
at 4s. 6d., 2s. 9d., and is. i|d. each.
The Pills, in boxes, at is. l|d., 2s. 9d.,
and 4s. 6d. each. They may be had of
the following Medicine Vendors in
London :—Sanger, 252, Oxford Street;
Butler, corner of St. Paul’s, Cheapside;
and of almost any respectable chemist
throughout the Kingdom

;
but whenever

the two larger sizes are 1 equired, it is

better to obtain them direct from me
,
so as

to have the advantage of my advice and
instructions personally or by letter.

.

Let me mention here, that the smaller
sizes of the Balsamic Elixir, which will
be found sufficient, in general, for colds,
influenza, or simple cough, where there
is no particular tendency to Consump-
tion, will not afford a lair trial of its

efficacy in the cases of those who are
afflicted with Consumption, or who are
the subjects of Asthma, or Chronic
Bronchial affections of long time stand-
ing. Such patients should always pur-
chase the larger sizes, in which there is

a great saving.

In all the more important cases it is

well (if possible) to obtain advice from
me. The limits of this work have not
allowed of more than general instructions
being given

; and there are some in-
stances where further advice may be-
come of great advantage to the patient.
A brief and concisely written statement
of symptoms should be sent (see ques-
tions hereafter appended), accompanied
with a remittance of 12s. or 22s. for one
bottle of either of the two largest sizes.
( The circumstances of the patient per-
mitting, it is much better to have the
latter, —a saving of trouble and expense.)

The price of pills should be added to the
amount in all cases where the patient can
take medicine in that form, unless there
be weakness of the bowels and tendency
to diarrhoea. On receipt of a remittance
the medicines will be forwarded, with
letter of advice, to any part of the King-
dom. In most cases carriage will be
paid, a matter to which further reference
is made below.

TO PATIENTS WHO ARE
POOR.— If any are unable, from want
of means, to give the Balsam a sufficient

trial, I am willing, upon such a represen-
tation being made to my satisfaction, to

reduce the charge, as far as possible, to
meet their case, conditionally that the
favour be not named elsewhere. I am
not actuated solely by ideas of pecuniary
gain ; but a sincere desire to benefit my
fellow-creatures, as much as my own
advantage, has induced me to publish
these remedies to the world.

MODE OF REMITTANCE FOR
MEDICINE.—A Post Office order is

best, made payable at Peckham Post
Office, London, S.E. Cash in a regis-
tered letter may be sent when more con-
venient, or when no Money Order Office
is at hand. Scotch or Irish one pound
notes, or cheques on any English bank,
may be forwarded. (On other cheques
there is a charge made for collection in
London.) Stamps cannot be received
in payment of medicine, except small
amounts for pills.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR FOR-
WARDING MEDICINE. -On re-
ceipt of remittance as above named, for

12s. or 22s., I will forward the bottk
securely packed, and carriage free, to
any railway station in England or Wales.
(If pills are to be sent, the price of them
is to be added.

) Thus the medicines may
be obtained without difficulty or delay,
and their genuineness is positively known.

If medicine is sent to Scotland, the
carriage will be paid to Edinburgh,
Glasgow, or Aberdeen

; or to Ireland,
the carriage will be paid to Dublin or
Belfast. To any other Scotch or Irish
places the extra carriage will have to be
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paid by the patient ‘ also the carriage,
if necessary to be sent by fast convey-
ance to long distances, where carriage
by passenger trains is charged high.
CAUllON.—Medicines of estab-

lished fame are often counterfeited. The

purchaser who does not obtain the medi-
cine directfrom me is requested carefully
to examine my signature (of which the
following is a fac-simile), printed in
white letters upon the stamp attached
to each box or bottle :

—

PErs°nal INSTRUCTi JNS
1 ADVICE. — The p'mes for

consultation., r.t Coombe Lodge, are
1 UESDAY, 1 HURSDAY, and SATURDAY
mornings Only. Patients from the
country are recommended to choose one
of the two former days. Full instructions
as to the administration of the Medi-
cines, &c., will be given WITHOUT
CHARGE, to any patient requiring
either of the two larger sizes.

I HAVE MUCH PLEASURE TO AN-
NOUNCE THAT I HAVE SECURED THE
VALUABLE ASSISTANCE OF MY SON-IN-
LAW, J. ALEX. BROWN, M.R.C.S.,
L.S.A., WHO HAS NOW BEEN WITH ME
SOME YEARS. In MYABSENCE PATIENTS
WILL BE CAREFULLY ATTENDED TO BY
HIM, (ON THE MORNINGS NAMED).
One advantage of personal communi-

cation is, that the exact progress of the
complaint is ascertained, and a more
correct diagnosis can be given. Country
patients unable to come to London, or in
whose case it would be imprudent so to
do, and who are especially desirous of a
personal consultation, and whose cir-

cumstances admit of such expense, are

hereby informed that an arrangement
will be made (if possible) for the once
visiting them in any part of the King-
dom

; the charge may be known on
application.

CORRESPONDENCE BY POST.
——Instructions by letter from time to
time will be given without charge to any
patient, while continuing my treatment,
and who obtains either of the two larger
sizes of the Medicine from me (as directed
in the preceding Page). Unless circum-
stances prevent, the Patient should have
the 22s . size, to save expense and cai riage.
Remittances mud always accompany or-
ders for Medicine or statements of cases.

Every Patient writing me should men-
tion the date of the last letter, or the date
offirst consultation, that the case may
befound in my books.

For the guidance of patients in their
first letters, or of any persons corres-
ponding with me on their behalf, I sub-
join a series of tabulated questions. A
separate sheet containing the same, with
blank spaces for filling in the answers,
will be sent at any time post free on
application.

\

QUESTIONS.
10 BE ANSWERED, AS FAR AS POSSIBLE OR CONVENIENT.

(SEE THE ABOVE NOTICES.)

1. What is the age. sex, and occupation ?

2. Is the patient married, and what family?
3. Is there family tendency to Chest Disease ?

4- Have any relatives died of Consumption,
Bronchitis, Asthma, or any chest complaint?

5. When and how did the illness commence?
6. What symptoms followed ?

7- If there be cough, is it violent ; and when
»s it most troublesome ?

8. Of what colour is the expectoration ? Does
it sink or swim in water ? About what quantity
in twenty-four hours ? Is it raised freely or other-
wise? If it be as described {page q), how long
has it assumed that character ?

9- If blood has been spat up, has it been pure
fluid blood, or mixed with the expectoration ?

io. Is there pain in the chest or side ?
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11. Is the breathing affected much, and, if so,

is it constantly or spasmodically ?

12. How is the appetite, and what the general
diet ?

13. Are the bowels confined, relaxed, or are
they as in health ?

14. Are the urinary secretions natural in ap-
pearance and quantity ;

or thick, depositing a
sediment, high-coloured and scanty ?

15. If the patient be a female, mention any
circumstance peculiar to the female sex which
may affect her health.

16. Is there much fever, hectic flushes of the
face, or profuse night perspiration ?

17. Does the heart beat regularly ? Is it sub-
ject to palpitations ? How many pulsations to
the minute?

18. Has there been loss of flesh observed, and
in what part of the body?

19. Has the strength gradually declined, and
how long has the change been noticed?

20. Has there been, or is there, any swelling
of the ancles, legs, or feet? (If so, observe
particularly question 14.)

21. Has the patient taken Cod Liver Oil, in
what dose, and with what effect ?
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22. What medical advice has been had and
report given upon the case ?

23. Name any symptom not alluded to above,
or any other circumstances bearing upon the
case.

24. State (if willing so to do) by whom or by
what means the Patient has been recommended
to me.

If the Patient has a Carte de Visite, it

is well (though not essential) to forward
one

,
with date, but not if to be returned.

Answers to the above inquiries will

be useful in directing the auxiliary treat-

ment (I say aztxiliary), because the main
feature ofmy treatment, as already made
known, with the exception of a little

variation of dose, is generally the same ;
but that Patients may have every possible

advantage, let them, when writing to

consult me, answer as many of these

qlustions as convenient.
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